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Summary

A decision on the future of British nuclear weapons will be made before

2010.  The last parallel to this situation was in the late 1970s.  This new

opportunity to make progress towards disarmament should not be missed.

A full and open debate is essential.

Dependence

There are both political and technical reasons for concluding that the

concept of the British independent deterrent is a myth.  There are

arrangements for incorporating British weapons into the US plan for

strategic nuclear war.  Plans for a more limited joint attack can be created

at short notice.  But it would be almost impossible to carry out a strike

against US wishes.  British nuclear weapons are more likely to be used in

a bilateral US/UK operation than independently or under NATO

command.

The warheads on Royal Navy submarines have an American design.

Several crucial components are built in the US.  They are AngloAmerican

rather than British.  American support is essential for all aspects of the

British Trident system, even where it is distinct from the US version.

Reliance on American software for all aspects of targeting undermines

nuclear independence.  Any future British nuclear weapons system will

only be as independent as Washington wants it to be.

Why does Britain need nuclear weapons ?

British nuclear forces are still sized for an attack on Russia although the

country is not regarded as a threat.  There is deliberate ambiguity over

whether they have any role to play in countering the proliferation of

Weapons of Mass Destruction.  A threat to use them in response to a

chemical or biological threat would not be credible.  Nuclear weapons are

of no help when it comes to responding to terrorism.  Al Quaeda might

deliberately provoke a nuclear attack.

There appears to be no enthusiasm within the British nuclear

establishment for the US warfighting approach.  Senior figures have

dismissed concepts of very low yield and “useable” weapons.  The Nassau

Agreement only permits independent use where supreme national interests
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The Future of the British Bomb2

are at stake.   Trident could not be used independently to promote wider

British interests.  There is however a danger that British forces could be

drawn into a US nuclear operation.

It has been suggested that British nuclear weapons bring a number of

political benefits, but these arguments are hollow.  In the special

relationship with America other issues are more important than nuclear

weapons.  Nuclear status is not a key issue determining membership of the

UN Security Council today.  The French bomb is not a serious factor.

Trident is not an efficient jobcreation scheme.

There is no evidence to support the thesis that nuclear weapons prevent

war.  There have been millions of victims of war in the nuclear era.  The

efficacy of deterrence cannot be measured.  It assumes an unrealistic

capability to understand the thinking of the adversary.  US planners

acknowledge that deterrence theory may not apply to future threats.  There

is no realistic scenario where British nuclear weapons could contribute to

preventing war.

Any country could argue that it needs nuclear weapons to deal with the

longterm uncertainties of the future.  Many could present more

convincing arguments than Britain.  It might be difficult to restore the

bomb once it was lost, but this is no argument for keeping it, particularly

if there is a genuine desire to fulfil the requirements of the Non

Proliferation Treaty and make progress towards disarmament.

There is no justification for retaining nuclear weapons so long as any

other country has them.  The taboo on nuclear use is the main restraint

preventing any country from launching a nuclear strike.  It would be

strengthened if Britain moved towards relinquishing our nuclear arsenal.

Britain’s nuclear weapons encourage others to have the bomb and hinder

attempts to tackle proliferation.  They contribute to the complex

relationships between the forces of existing nuclear powers.  Implementing

British nuclear plans during the Cold War would have been in breach of

the Geneva Convention.  Retaining these weapons for decades to come

would undermine attempts to promote international law.  

Deterrence has always included making meaningful preparations to use

nuclear weapons.  Its political and military aspects cannot be separated.  In

a crisis, leaders often make the wrong decision because of human error and

poor intelligence.  It might never be rational to use nuclear weapons, but

that does not mean that they will not be used.  An attack with the warheads

on one British submarine would leave at least 3 million people dead.

Deterrence theory is a stumbling block preventing steps that would reduce

the risk of an accident. 
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It would cost billions of pounds to upgrade Trident and even more to

build a replacement.  Over several decades the running costs would be

even more than the initial capital expenditure.

Aspects of British nuclear policy

Uncertainty is at the heart of British nuclear thinking.  Secrecy is not an

aspect of the policy  it is the policy.  There is a substantial element of bluff

in any threat to use nuclear weapons, but the stakes are very high in the

nuclear game.  “Minimum deterrence” in practice has meant convincing

Washington that Britain has the capability to launch a crippling attack on

Russia.   Invulnerability will be a key issue in the internal review of

options.  Those who wish to retain a submarinebased force will argue that

it is essential.  With invulnerability comes the maintenance of a constant

threat to others.  Since the 1960s British planners have considered using a

few lower yield weapons in a prestrategic role to warn that this country

was prepared to launch a massive nuclear attack.

Nuclear Options

The MoD is likely to focus on finding a way to continue deploying Trident

missiles for as long as they are in service with the US Navy, which is

planned to be until 2042.  The life of existing submarines cannot be

reliably extended for a long period.  Building new submarines will be high

on the agenda.  If the life of Trident were extended then a second round of

warhead refurbishment or the development of a replacement would be

required.  The upgraded warheads could be different from than those

currently in service.

The US Navy does not currently deploy nucleararmed sealaunched

cruise missiles. These weapons are likely to be phased out.  The

obsolescence argument that led to the US and Britain abandoning tactical

airtosurface nuclear missiles applies even more today.  Freefall bombs

would be vulnerable to modern air defences.  Borrowing American nuclear

bombs would acknowledge the reality of dependence.

If Britain continues to have nuclear weapons then a new tritium

processing plant will be built.  If nuclearpowered submarines are retained

then more HEU will be enriched, in the US, for submarine fuel.

While there have been allusions to a range of reasons why Britain needs

the bomb, none of the rationales stand up to close scrutiny.  A decision not

to replace Trident would bring substantial financial and diplomatic

benefits.  This country should not squander its resources and international

status just so that one day we can join in a foolhardy American nuclear

adventure.

3Summary
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Summary of annexes

A.  US nuclear policy

The main focus of the US nuclear programme remains Russia.  In addition

a “to whom it may concern” aspect has been added.  With regard to this

second role, ambiguity is deliberately promoted.  It is argued that in the

new situation deterrence is more likely to fail.  An ability to launch a

strategic strike against any target in the world at short notice is being

sought.  For such an attack, the B2 stealth bomber would be the weapon of

choice.  There is growing emphasis on China.  US planners now

acknowledged that they could use nuclear weapons in a preemptive strike.

More useable weapons have been advocated.  This is a dangerous and

flawed approach.  International condemnation of any US nuclear attack

would be such that a threat to use a loweryield weapon would still not be

credible.  Any nuclear weapon that was able to destroy a deep bunker or

missile silo would produce a large amount of fallout. 

B.  NATO nuclear policy

The central tenets of NATO nuclear doctrine were created during the Cold

War.  The US would like NATO to adopt its view that nuclear weapons can

be used for counter proliferation, but many of the allies have been reluctant

to accept this.

C.  British nuclear planning system

There are special arrangements for distributing highly classified US

nuclear planning information to Britain.  Computers in the Nuclear

Operations and Targeting Centre in London create target plans for Trident.

The targeting process involves drafting plans and formatting tapes on

shore, then processing data on the submarine.  At each stage the software

is American. 

D.  US nuclear planning system

The main task of the computer system at Omaha is the annual revision of

the main nuclear attack plan, which is primarily focused on Russia.  The

system is being substantially revised to make it more flexible.  This will

increase the effectiveness of an attack on Russia with fewer weapons.  It
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will also enable any weapon in the US arsenal to be used against any target

around the world, at short notice.  This is a significant enhancement of US

nuclear forces.

E.  NATO nuclear planning system

NATO has said that it no longer maintains nuclear attack plans.  It does

have a system that can rapidly create such plans.  The new flexible system

is closely integrated into the main US hub at Omaha.  It is a system for

planning attacks with Dual Capable Aircraft.  There is a subsystem that

handles nuclear consultation between the allies.  This will deal with

Trident missions as well as bombing sorties for aircraft.

F.  Trident Targeting and Fire Control

In 2003 there was a significant enhancement of Trident.  New computers

were installed on American and British submarines.  As a result the

missiles can now be rapidly retargeted.  This project was started in order

to make an attack on Russia more effective.  It also makes it easier to use

Trident against new targets around the world.  Target planning for Trident

is complex.  Submarines can only launch from areas of ocean for which

special maps have been produced.  Without gravity and weather data,

produced in the US, the missiles would be less accurate.

G.  Communications to British Trident

Messages can be sent to British submarines using British, American and

NATO satellite and VLF/LF systems.  In future the most important

frequency for US nuclear communications will be EHF.  Communications

to British Trident submarines on EHF will use an American satellite.

H.  Modes of use of Trident

Trident was designed for a situation where all the missiles on a submarine

are fired at once.  Both US and British systems make provision for a more

limited use of Trident.  The US Navy can use a small number of missiles

in a theatre nuclear operation.  Britain has missiles armed with single

warheads but probably does not have a lower yield variant of Trident.  This

could be developed in future if Trident was made more accurate.  A US

research project to increase Trident accuracy recently stalled when

Congress withdrew the funding.

I.  US W76 warhead and UK Trident Reentry Body 

Britain has taken advantage of a relatively minor upgrade of the Trident

5
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The Future of the British Bomb

warhead and incorporated new neutron generators offtheshelf from the

US.  A more substantial upgrade, W761, of the weapon is underway in

America.  W761 will be more capable than the current warhead.  It will

have a new arming, fusing and firing system with a contact fuse.  This will

mean that the same number of targets can be destroyed with fewer

warheads.  It is likely that Aldermaston wants to incorporate these new

features in a refurbishment when the warheads reach the end of their

planned life, from around 2017.  Alternatively there could be a more

substantial redesign within this timescale.  The warheads on British

submarines use a different High Explosive.  This means that many key

calculations for the American warhead cannot simply be duplicated.  US

support is crucial for this additional work.

J.  Nuclear weapons development process

There is an extensive, but not unlimited, exchange of nuclear weapons’

information between the US and Britain.  The US is building the largest

computers in the world, not to predict tsunamis or hurricanes, but to design

nuclear weapons.  While the initial focus is on upgrading existing

warheads these facilities could later be used to design new bombs.  There

are parallel developments in Britain. The Government have announced

that £1 billion will be spent on new facilities at Aldermaston.  These are

likely to be used initially for the existing Trident warhead but could be

used, in the longer term, to design a new warhead.

K.  US and NATO Dual Capable Aircraft

The US retains 480 nuclear bombs in Europe, some of which can be used

by aircraft from four allied nations.  The most significant base is at

Lakenheath in England.  For their nuclear role the aircraft are now on a

reduced alert state, measured in months.  US military commentators have

argued that it would be safer if the bombs were stored in America, and that

they have no conceivable military or deterrent role.  They are no more than

a dangerous legacy of the Cold War.

6
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Introduction

The need for a decision

The Defence White Paper in December 2003 reported that, while a

decision on whether to replace Trident would not be needed in the lifetime

of the current parliament, it was expected during the next parliament. This

was repeated in subsequent statements. On the eve of the 2005 General

Election the Independent reported that the decision to replace Trident had

already been taken. In June 2005 the New Statesman said the matter was

already a done deal – the decision had been taken to replace Trident, all

that remained was to choose which system should be adopted.1  In its

election manifesto the Labour Party said they were committed to retaining

the independent nuclear deterrent. It is not correct to deduce from this that

the replacement decision has already been made. The statement in the

manifesto was a repeat of the established position, not the result of any

major review. The Defence Minister, John Reid, said in July 2005 that he

had not yet begun to consider the issue. In September 2005 he was

reported as opening the debate on the issue.2

Some commentators have argued that there is no need for the decision

to be made in the life of this parliament. Lord Garden, Liberal Democrat

defence spokesperson, has said that there is still substantial life left in the

Trident system and that the issue will not need to be tackled before 2010.3

The timescale may be determined by the expected life of Trident

submarines. The official hull life of each vessel is 25 years and the first

submarine, HMS Vanguard, will reach this in 2019. The warheads will

need to be either refurbished or replaced from around 2017.4 A new

submarine or an alternative system would require a long leadtime. A

review is likely before 2010.

The decision making process

Resolution class submarines had an initial life expectancy of 20 years. In

1977, eleven years before the end of this planned life, a subgroup was set

up to consider a replacement for Polaris.  At the time it was anticipated that

the life of the system could probably be extended. The subgroup,

consisting of the Prime Minister, Chancellor, Foreign Minister and

Defence Secretary, established two working groups of officials: one, led by
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The Future of the British Bomb8

the Foreign Office, looked at military and international implications, the

other, led by the MoD, looked at alternative systems. Two studies were

presented to ministers in November 1978. It was agreed that a decision

should be taken before the end of 1980 and that the replacement was likely

to be a submarinebased system.5 Jim Callaghan raised the issue with

President Carter in January 1979. His successor, Mrs Thatcher, set up

Cabinet subcommittee MISC 7 and reached agreement with President

Regan in 1980. The Defence Select Committee examined the future of

strategic nuclear weapons after this decision had been made. The initial

proposal, to acquire Trident C4, was revised in 1982 and the D5 system

was procured. The first Trident submarine entered service in December

1994.

Opening a conference on the Future of Strategic Deterrence for the UK,

in July 2005, Rear Admiral Richard Cobbold, Director of the Royal United

Services Institute, said, “momentous decisions of this kind should not be

made behind closed doors.”6 The issue is significant not only in defence

terms, but also because of its financial, diplomatic and moral implications.

There should be break from past practice, a meaningful process of

consultation and proper Parliamentary scrutiny.

In order to address the fundamental issue of what British nuclear

weapons are for, it is important that the review looks beyond the question

of whether to extend the life of Trident or replace it with some alternative.

It must fully consider the nonnuclear alternative.
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Nuclear independence

The special relationship

France has developed a range of nuclear capabilities with limited

assistance from America. It has tried to retain not only operational

independence but also nuclear selfreliance. Belgium, along with

Germany, Italy and Holland, has aircraft that could be armed with US

nuclear bombs. American forces secure the weapons and keep the codes

needed to arm them. Britain’s nuclear capable forces are more independent

than those of Belgium and less independent than those of France.

The US has provided Britain with information on nuclear weapons, a

range of essential hardware and assistance with nuclear material. In return

British nuclear forces are constrained by two agreements. The Mutual

Defence Agreement of 1958 says that the information and material

provided by the US can only be used for mutual defence purposes. The

Polaris Sales Agreement, reached in Nassau in 1963, says that British

nuclear forces are assigned to NATO, except “where her Majesty’s

Government may decide that supreme national interests are at stake”.7

Sir John Slessor, Chief of the Air Staff criticised the decision to buy

Polaris. He condemned the way the agreement had been reached and the

role of the Chief Scientific Adviser, Solly Zuckerman, whose background

was in zoology. Sir John said, “It is a really appalling thought that a couple

of Ministers and a zoologist can slip off to the Bahamas and, without a

single member of the Chiefs of Staff Committee present, commit us to a

military monstrosity [ie Polaris] on the purely political issue of nuclear

independence – which anyway is a myth.”8 His statement was influenced

by his own desire to resurrect the abandoned Skybolt system, nevertheless

it revealed an awareness, at the highest levels, of the reality of nuclear

dependence. Field Marshall Carver later argued that there was no point in

Britain having an independent nuclear capability.9

It is almost inconceivable that the US would be neutral about a British

nuclear strike. Any such attack would be so critical that the US would have

a view about it. There are two types of situation in which British nuclear

weapons might be used: where the action would be supported by the US

and where it would be opposed by the US.

There is no doubt that British nuclear weapons could be used if London

9
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The Future of the British Bomb10

and Washington were in agreement. British weapons have almost certainly

been incorporated into US nuclear attack options. An attack plan created

in London would receive valuable practical support from the US Navy and

Strategic Command (STRATCOM), if Washington endorsed it.

The critical issue is whether Britain could use its nuclear forces in a

situation where the US was opposed to their use. If America objected then

the attack would not be in both parties interest and would be in breach of

the Mutual Defence Agreement. The US would be likely to use strongarm

tactics to dissuade Britain from acting. The technical dependence, outlined

below, would constrain any independent attack.

Behind the scenes the US has not always been fully supportive of the

British nuclear force. The McMahon Act (1946) restricted nuclear co

operation for a decade. Prior to the Nassau Agreement President Kennedy

drafted a letter saying that he hoped to use his influence “in the direction

of a gradual phasing down of the British nuclear commitment”.10 A few

years later the State Department briefed President Johnston to urge the new

Prime Minister, Harold Wilson, to implement his party’s commitment to

nuclear disarmament.11

In the Cold War British nuclear weapons could have acted as a catalyst,

drawing the US into a European nuclear conflict. Today American

planners are worried that the US could unwittingly be pulled into a nuclear

war because of the actions of Israel.12 They are aware of the potential

dangers from friendly nations with nuclear weapons. Robert O’Neill,

former director of the International Institute of Strategic Studies, has said,

“I suspect the United States would secretly be quite relieved if Britain were

to give up its nuclear weapons”.13

The independence of British nuclear weapons has been stressed partly

because of domestic political pressure. The drafting of the Polaris Sales

Agreement was an example. Harold McMillan sent the wording, which he

had agreed with John F Kennedy in Nassau, to London for the rest of the

Cabinet to consider. They insisted that independence had to be clearly spelt

out and that the reference to independent use be placed before the phrase

saying British nuclear weapons were assigned to NATO.

The Strategic Defence Review (1998) said, “The United Kingdom has

committed all its nuclear forces, both strategic and substrategic to

NATO”.14 This has long been a feature of British nuclear policy. In the

early years nuclear cooperation was largely bilateral. In 1957 Britain

agreed to host Thor missiles, but insisted that they came under a dualkey

US/UK system rather than NATO control. In the 1960s Washington sought

to establish a multilateral NATO nuclear force. They proposed manning
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Nuclear independence

Polaris submarines with crews from several countries. Britain insisted on

an arrangement that was, in practice, bilateral.

Today, although the US is keen to use NATO in as many situations as

possible, it does not want to be constrained by the views of its allies. As

Donald Rumsfeld said, “The mission must determine the coalition, and the

coalition must not determine the mission”.15 The US was unable to use

NATO for the invasion of Iraq and so created a new coalition, with Britain

as the key supporter.

NATO nuclear operations are subject to the consultation process of the

alliance. This may be regarded as an unnecessary hurdle. The importance

of the “assignment to NATO” of British nuclear forces is exaggerated.

Britain is more likely to use nuclear weapons in a bilateral Anglo

American operation than either under NATO auspices or as an independent

force.

Although existing alliances may not always be used, the US is aware of

the value to be gained by involving other countries.16 British nuclear

weapons could be used as a substitute, a proxy, for US weapons. This

might happen if America was unwilling to face the consequences of

launching a nuclear attack, but was able to persuade Britain to act on their

behalf. A more likely scenario is that a few British weapons could be used

in support of a larger US nuclear strike. A small proportion of the

conventional cruise missiles fired at Yugoslavia and Iraq were launched

from British submarines. The US might persuade Britain to play a similar

role in a nuclear attack. The object could be to legitimise an aggressive

American nuclear attack and to share the blame for it.

The threat or use of British Trident in a bilateral operation could be

divisive for NATO. For this reason it is likely that both London and

Washington are reticent about any plans for attacks of this nature.

Technical dependence

The Government acknowledge that Trident missiles are leased from the

US but claim that they carry British warheads. This description is

questionable. The warhead is a Dutch copy of the US W76. A report by the

Public Records Office refers to the Anglicisation of an American design.

Several key components are produced in America. The warheads on Royal

Navy Trident submarines could be more accurately described as Anglo

American rather than British.

The Neutron Generator is one vital part. It contributes to the initiation

of nuclear fission. The MC2989 Neutron Generators initially deployed on

British warheads were overhauled in the US in 1999. This implies that they

11
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The Future of the British Bomb

were built there. A replacement Neutron Generator, MC4380, was

manufactured in America and supplied to Britain in 2002. The Gas

Reservoir in the warhead supplies tritium to boost the fission process. The

reservoirs on British warheads are filled with tritium in the US. These are

difficult components to build. This suggests that the reservoirs in British

warheads are manufactured in America. The Arming, Fusing and Firing

System triggers the warhead. The model used on British warheads was

designed by Sandia Laboratory and almost certainly procured offtheshelf

from America. 

The Trident system operated by Britain is not identical to that deployed

by the US Navy, although it is very similar. One difference is the type of

high explosive in the British warhead. US nuclear weapons laboratories

are playing a critical role in assessing the longterm performance of this

British explosive. A second difference is the Fire Control System. British

submarines carry a slightly different model. But all the hardware and

software for it is created in America. It is significant that, even where the

British Trident system differs from the American version, US support is

essential.

The US role in handling tritium and making the Neutron Generators is

known from publicly available American sources. Yet when asked about

these issues in Parliament the Defence Minister refused to answer, on

grounds of national security.17 Successive governments have withheld

information to conceal dependence. There is a deliberate attempt to create

ambiguity over the extent of dependence. The true limitations of

independence are concealed. This is consistent with the policy of

uncertainty that lies at the heart of British nuclear policy.

Reliance on American support is not only of historical and current

significance. It will remain a crucial factor so long as Britain remains a

nuclearweapons state. The terms of the Mutual Defence Agreement

constrain how information and material that has been exchanged can be

used. The British nuclear weapons establishment today is almost entirely

dependent on this information. Any future nuclear programme will build

on what exists today. It will be subject to the same limitations and must be

in the mutual defence interest of both Britain and the United States.

A truly independent nuclear weapons programme is not an option. A

future system might be more or less dependent on US support than at

present. Current and future US Administrations will determine the degree

of independence. Also, the US can probably restrict the independence of

the system in service, should there be a change in policy in Washington.

12
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Targeting systems

In 1988 the National Audit Office reported that it was essential that Trident

targeting software be produced in Britain. As Trident entered service it was

revealed that “contractor support” had been required to complete this

work. This contractor support almost certainly came from the US.

Targeting data on British Trident submarines is processed in the Fire

Control System by software produced in America. This data is created in

the Nuclear Operations and Targeting Centre in London. The centre relies

on US software. In 2002 the Fire Control Systems on British and American

Trident submarines were modified. Just before this the computers in the

London targeting centre were upgraded. 

The American applications used for target planning and for fire control

are complex and unique. It would be possible for US programmers to

modify the software supplied to Britain, either openly or covertly, to

restrict how Trident could be used. 

Even those who operate the system may not have an accurate perception

of its dependence. The British Trident system is only as independent as

Washington wants it to be. It could be argued that constraints on

independence would be consistent with the Mutual Defence Agreement.

British warheads can be integrated into US attack plans. There are

special arrangements for supplying US nuclear targeting information to

Britain. The United Kingdom Liaison Cell at STRATCOM headquarters in

Omaha plays a central role this process. US support may also be required

to produce plans for an independent attack.

The NATO Nuclear Planning System is a mechanism for preparing

attacks by nucleararmed aircraft. The crucial systems for targeting

Britain’s Trident force are bilateral. While there will be links between the

British system and NATO headquarters, the essential networking is

between London and the headquarters of STRATCOM. The instructions to

order the use of British weapons are not issued in the form of NATO

Emergency Action Messages, but through a unique system.

Trident missiles can only achieve the required level of accuracy if a

special forecast of the weather over the target is available. This is supplied

to British and American submarines in compressed messages transmitted

every 12 hours by the US Navy. Trident also relies on gravity information

from US sources. Without this weather and gravity data the missiles would

be less accurate.

British Trident submarines are normally on a state of alert measured in

days. There is a substantial American presence at the Northwood

headquarters from where British submarine operations are controlled. If
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the alert state of British Trident were raised, the US would almost certainly

know. This would give them several days’ notice of any British nuclear

attack.

Communications with British Trident submarines can be made through

British or NATO systems. In addition there are bilateral systems. These are

likely to be used for key data. Submarines can receive messages on a wide

range of frequencies. In future it will be possible to use Extremely High

Frequency (EHF), but only through a transmitter on an American satellite.

EHF is important because it is considered to be less vulnerable than other

systems during a nuclear war.
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Russia

Within the US nuclear establishment there is an ongoing emphasis on

Russia, partly concealed by rhetoric about new wider threats. While there

have been demands to design loweryield weapons, the vast bulk of the US

nuclear budget is spent maintaining the capability to launch a massive

attack on Russia.

The essence of British strategy in the Cold War was that London was a

second centre of decisionmaking.18 The Government was confident that

America would come to our aid, but if the Soviet Union mistakenly did not

believe this, then the independent British force provided an additional

threat. For Soviet planners this “doubles their uncertainty, complicates

their planning, and increases their risks”.19

In the 1980s the Statements on Defence Estimates regularly presented

charts illustrating Soviet nuclear forces. In recent years references to

Russia’s arsenal have been oblique. The Strategic Defence Review said

“Very large numbers of strategic and shorter range nuclear weapons, and

substantial conventional military capabilities, remain as a potent potential

threat to the security of Britain and our Allies”.20 The subsequent New

Chapter referred to “ the certainty that a number of countries will retain

substantial nuclear arsenals”.21 The relevance of Russia remains, behind

the scenes, whenever the requirement for a minimum deterrent is

mentioned. 

Michael Quinlan, while Permanent Secretary at the MoD, gave a speech

in Moscow as the Cold War came to a close. In it he argued that relations

between Britain and Russia had not reached the point where war was

inconceivable. He ruled out any prospect of conflict with France, Germany

or Japan as a result of “a long process of patient working together”.22 With

regard to Russia “we are not yet at, or even perhaps very near, the point at

which the military insurance element becomes entirely irrelevant between

us”.23

Malcolm Rifkind addressed the issue of nuclear weapons in a speech in

1993 when he was Defence Secretary. He said that future policy would

“take into careful account what has proved hitherto to be successful in

maintaining stability in the presence of Russia’s military strength”.24 He
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argued that maintaining strong military capabilities, including nuclear

forces, was an essential basis for building a new relationship with Russia..

Each year US planners revise OPLAN 8044, the blueprint for strategic

nuclear war. Its main focus is still Russia. The NATO Nuclear Planning

Group has said the alliance does not now have standing nuclear plans.

Michael Quinlan has suggested that Britain may no longer have nuclear

plans.25 This would be consistent with NATO’s position and could be the

case. However there are two reasons to suspect that target plans for British

Trident are maintained. Firstly, target data is probably taken onto the

submarine before it goes on patrol because submarine communications are

vulnerable in a nuclear war. Secondly, the guidelines that establish how

information from the US strategic war plan is fed into the British nuclear

planning system have been sustained. It is likely that the targeting of

British nuclear weapons, particularly with regard to Russia, continues to

be coordinated into US plans. In addition British, American and NATO

systems have been updated so that nuclear plans can be produced rapidly

and weapons retargeted as required.

Russia is not regarded as a current threat or likely to become a future

threat. The old enemy is now included on the fringes of NATO through

Partnership for Peace. The Royal Navy has assisted in dealing with the

disaster on the Kursk and the rescue of trapped submariners in the Russian

Pacific fleet. Concern about an invasion of Western Europe no longer

dominates British conventional military planning. Yet in the nuclear field

it appears that policy makers are reluctant to abandon the past. There is a

need to move beyond the cautious views expressed by Michael Quinlan

and Malcolm Rifkind in the early 1990s. The timid approach to change can

itself be dangerous.

The United States keeps around 480 nuclear bombs in Europe. The

debate over the role of these bombs provides an insight into the relevance

of British nuclear weapons. Until the late 1980s a large numbers nuclear

weapons, of various types, were deployed for use by NATO forces. As the

Warsaw Pact collapsed most of these weapons were withdrawn from

service but a substantial number of freefall bombs were retained. German,

Belgian, Dutch and Italian aircraft could be armed with some of them.

Since 2002 these NATO SubStrategic nuclear weapons have been on a

state of alert measured in months. The presence of the nuclear bombs at

eight airbases impedes conventional operations and is a security issue.

There is no military argument for their forwarddeployment to Europe.

Several US reports have argued that these weapons have no military role.

They could only be used against an opponent who could not be stopped by
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conventional forces, but who lacked effective air defences. It is assumed

that they have a political role, but this political role is not one of

deterrence. The bombs may be a symbol of US commitment to the defence

of Europe. They may be placemarkers, kept because if they were

withdrawn European nations might oppose their redeployment. They may

be bargaining chips, held only so they can be negotiated away in a future

arms deal with Russia. There are ongoing studies into how these bombs

might be used for Counter Proliferation, but a number of US reports

conclude that these weapons are not suitable for this role and should be

scrapped.

There are two types of NATO SubStrategic Nuclear Forces – dual

capable aircraft and a small number of British Trident missiles. Just as

there is no obvious role for the US bombs, so Britain’s Trident is irrelevant.

British nuclear forces, like the dualcapable aircraft, are a relic from the

Cold War.

Counter Proliferation

An MoD briefing in 2003 said, “while other countries maintain large

nuclear arsenals and the risk of proliferation exists, a minimum deterrent

remains a necessary element of our security.”26 Just as the allusion to

Russia is vague, so the sense that Trident has a role to play in countering

the proliferation of WMD is imprecisely expressed.

In his 1993 speech, Malcolm Rifkind asked the question “To what

extent might the United Kingdom’s nuclear weapons also have a role in

deterring proliferators?”27 He said the potential aggressor should not be

able to completely discount any possibility that Britain could make a

nuclear response. However the role of nuclear weapons was far less clear

than against the Soviet Union: “There will be more room for uncertainty

over the nature and scale of agression that would justify the threat of a

nuclear response.”

Rifkind raised a key question, which he did not answer  “Would for

example, the possible use of chemical or biological weapons against us be

seen as justifying the threat of our using nuclear weapons ?” Britain has

given Negative Security Assurances not to use nuclear weapons against

any nation which had signed the Non Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and

which was neither a nuclearweapon state or in alliance with such a state.

This would rule out the use of Trident in response to a chemical or

biological threat in most scenarios. Rifkind posed a second unanswered

question – “Would there be any difference between the use of [chemical or

biological] weapons against centres of population in the United Kingdom
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and their use against British forces deployed overseas?” An attack on

deployed forces could not be regarded as a risk to Britain’s supreme

national interest. In this situation, a British nuclear response would only

comply with the Mutual Defence Agreement if it had been authorised by

NATO. In practice US support would be essential.

David Omand, Deputy Under Secretary of Defence, argued in 1996 that

potential enemies should not expect that Britain would always comply

with its legal obligations: “I would suggest that a future Saddam Hussein

would be unlikely confidently to discount nuclear retaliation by a nuclear

power in such circumstances”.28 In 2002, the Defence Minister, Geoff

Hoon, said in a TV interview, “if there is a threat to our deployed forces,

if they come under attack by weapons of mass destruction and by that

specifically chemical, biological weapons, then we would reserve the

option, in an appropriate case … to use nuclear weapons.”29 Four days

earlier he had made a similar statement to the Defence Committee.30

Two contributors to the current debate have questioned the relationship

between nuclear and chemical/biological weapons. Tim Hare, a former

Director of Nuclear Policy at the MoD, argues that chemical and biological

weapons do not have the same potential for devastation or longterm

damage as nuclear weapons. Lumping all three together as WMD is not

helpful.31 Michael Clarke says “There is no comparison between the

strategic deterrent power of nuclear weapons on the one hand and of

chemical and biological weapons on the other”.32

A nuclear response to a chemical or biological attack would be a major

escalation of any conflict. The response would be so disproportionate and

clearly illegal that a threat to make it would scarcely be credible. The

statements made by David Omand and by Geoff Hoon are worrying.

However, they appear to include a substantial element of bluff.

US nuclear policy is more clearcut. The new US nuclear doctrine

makes it plain that nuclear weapons could be used in response to a

chemical or biological threat. It also says that America could launch a pre

emptive nuclear strike. In such cases the US would be likely to put

pressure on Britain to join in. A British nuclear contribution would not be

militarily necessary. There would be technical obstacles to using Trident.33

But with British involvement a nuclear strike could be described as a joint

or coalition operation.

Terrorism

Terrorism is considered to be the main threat to security today. There is a

possibility that a terrorist group could obtain and use a WMD. However
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the argument that our own WMD have any role to play in countering this

danger is false. Nuclear weapons could not be used directly against a

terrorist group. They would not present an appropriate target. A nuclear

weapon would cause widespread damage and would be disproportionate.

There is no serious official attempt to argue that nuclear weapons have any

direct role to play in the war on terrorism. Trident cannot prevent British

citizens acting as suicide bombers.

Both the US and Britain have identified a potential role for nuclear

weapons in deterring a state from handing WMD to terrorists. US nuclear

doctrine says that adversaries must believe that “transfer of WMD to

terrorists will be detected and attributed”.34 But any state handing WMD to

terrorists would be aware of the consequences, in terms of a conventional

military response, and economic and political reaction. If the assistance

were given covertly the nuclear planners in Washington and London would

face a major problem. There might be suspicion that a country was behind

a terrorist WMD attack, but a nuclear response on the basis of questionable

intelligence would not be a sustainable option. Iraq was seen as the prime

example  a “rogue” state that might supply chemical or biological

weapons to terrorists. However their weapons had been destroyed in the

early 1990s and this threat was an illusion. The invasion of Iraq, on the

pretence of dealing with this issue, has increased the terrorist threat.

Michael Clarke has argued that the possession of nuclear weapons, far

from discouraging terrorism, may result in deliberately provocative

terrorist violence. Suicide bombers might try to provoke a nuclear

response. Osama bin Laden would be more likely to encourage an Anglo

American nuclear attack, than be deterred by the threat of one.

Warfighting

The US Nuclear Posture Review (2001) promoted “useable” nuclear

weapons. The new American Joint Nuclear Doctrine describes an

aggressive nuclear stance, including preemptive strikes. STRATCOM

acknowledges its warfighting role. Britain could adopt this approach and

look on nuclear arms as an extension of the conventional arsenal. There are

signs that this approach is not welcomed in London.

Tim Hare says “the UK does not possess nuclear weapons as part of the

military inventory, they have no function as warfighting weapons, or to

achieve military objectives”.35 He added that US proposals for useable

weapons were “highly dangerous thinking”. It is likely that this reflects the

mainstream view of those involved in British nuclear weapons policy.

British thinking is more in line with those within the US military who are

critical of the warfighting approach.
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Malcolm Rifkind referred to suggestions that very lowyield nuclear

weapons might be used in a surgical strike when other nuclear threats

would be selfdeterring. He dismissed this argument, “the implications of

such a development of a new warfighting role for nuclear weapons would

be seriously damaging to our approach to maintaining stability in the

European context.” Michael Quinlan has said that very low yield weapons

undermine deterrence  they were not a sign of resolution, but showed a

lack of resolve to use nuclear weapons. Lord Goldsmith’s legal opinion

prior to the invasion of Iraq showed that Whitehall had doubts about the

US doctrine of preemption.36

Nevertheless the extent of US dominance over all aspects of the British

nuclear weapons programme is such that Whitehall may find itself

repeating US nuclear doctrine, and in future implementing it.

Protection of national interests

The MoD is sensitive to suggestions that SubStrategic Trident might be

used in a wide range of situations. A briefing issued in 2003 says that Sub

Strategic Trident does not make “nuclear use easier to contemplate, more

likely, or more applicable to action against smaller countries”.37

Malcolm Rifkind said that SubStrategic Trident could be used to 

“deliver an unmistakable message of our willingness to defend our vital

interests to the utmost”.38 This is primarily based on the British doctrine of

a prestrategic warning shot and on the NATO concept that SubStrategic

Nuclear Forces are the bridge between conventional and Strategic Nuclear

Forces. Nevertheless the statement does hint at a wider role for the bomb.

The MoD briefing said nuclear forces should provide “the minimum

capability necessary to deter any threat to our vital interests.”39

The term “vital interests” is questionable. The Nassau agreement

restricts Britain’s ability to use nuclear weapons, outwith NATO, to

situations “where her Majesty’s Government may decide that supreme

national interests are at stake”.40 Threatening to use or using British nuclear

weapons in an independent attack to protect interests, other than “supreme

national interests”, is not consistent with the constraints of the Anglo

American nuclear relationship. This does not mean that British nuclear

weapons can only be used in extreme circumstances. They could be used

to defend America’s vital interests.

Political roles of the bomb

Claims that nuclear weapons serve a political purpose can be ambiguous.

On the one hand they allude to deterrence. On the other they suggest that
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the bomb brings other political rewards. These possible advantages are: 

The special relationship with the United States
Britain’s nuclear arsenal is claimed to bring with it unique influence

within Washington. It is presented as an essential part of the special

relationship. The British bomb has been portrayed as a symbol of

Europe’s contribution to its own defence, to encourage the US to remain

committed to European security. Today other factors, such as the British

government’s support for the war in Iraq, are more significant. The

benefit that Britain gets from proximity to Washington over Iraq has

been questioned.

Presence on the United Nations Security Council
As Michael Portillo eloquently argued, if being a nuclear power means

that you can sit on the Security Council, then the nations of the world

should be inviting India, Pakistan and Israel to join and should be

preparing to welcome North Korea and Iran.41

Status within Europe
A former defence chief is quoted as saying that no Prime Minister would

contemplate the situation where France was the only West European

nuclear power.42 Michael Portillo has ridiculed the suggestion that this

was a serious consideration.

Employment
In a debate on Trident in the Scottish Parliament one of the arguments

used for retaining nuclear weapons was concern about jobs at the

Faslane naval base. The nuclear weapons programme is a very

inefficient job creation project. The same amount of Government funds

would create more jobs in the UK if used for almost any other purpose.

Preventing war

Michael Quinlan has spoken of “the current nuclearbased system of war

prevention”.43 He described nuclear weapons are “the keystone of the arch

of freedom from war”. He argues that the penalty from conflict is higher

when nuclear weapons are part of the equation and so war is less likely. He

described a country with nuclear arms as a nation which noone can afford

to make desperate. Nuclear weapons are described as the ultimate

guarantee of Britain’s security. Tim Hare, while rejecting the idea of

warfighting, argues that nuclear weapons “have a political function in
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preventing war between nation states.”44 

The victims of war since 1945 are witnesses to the weakness of this

argument. In the last 60 years over 25 million people have died in

conflicts. For all but 26 days there has been a war raging in some part of

the globe.45 The possession of nuclear weapons contributed to the hostility

between East and West that fermented conflict around the globe during the

Cold War. 

It is claimed that NATO had nuclear weapons and the Warsaw Pact

never invaded Western Europe, so nuclear deterrence works. But the

logical connection between the two points is not intrinsic and is

questionable. It is likely that there was no clear intention to attack and

there were other reasons for restraint. 

Where coercion is used to influence another government to follow a

course of action, it is difficult to be certain if it has worked. Where the

object is to deter the opponent, so that he does not follow a particular

course, it is even harder to assess if the policy has been effective. One US

military study notes – “rarely does the evidence exist of the deterrent threat

clearly dissuading an aggressive actor”.46 Another says – “Empirical

evidence for the effectiveness of deterrence is limited and ambiguous”.47

Central to the theory of nuclear deterrence is the ability to correctly

anticipate how the opponent will respond when threatened. Yet deterrence

is likely to be applied against a country which holds different values and

whose response is most difficult to predict. Lee Butler says that deterrence

requires – “a near perfect understanding of an enemy from whom we were

deeply alienated and largely isolated”.48 In the build up to confrontation

there is always a deliberate campaign to stereotype and caricature the

enemy. The accurate judgements which deterrence demands are

impossible.

While the US developed complex models of deterrence, the Soviet

Union saw a potential danger of nuclear war and prepared to fight it as best

they could. The two sides did not share the same outlook. Western

understanding of the personalities, processes and policies of Soviet nuclear

decisionmaking was limited. The situation with China is worse. There is

concern amongst US advisers that China is less likely to play by America’s

rules of the game of deterrence.49 With regard to “rogue states” and

terrorists the problems magnify. There is widespread concern that the

leaders of “rogue states” and terrorists will fail to respond in the “rational”

way, which US planners would expect. One recent US report suggests that

the greatest danger is not from these “rogues” but from an “unglued” major

nuclear power, a nation with many nuclear weapons that is disintegrating,
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and in the hands of an erratic leadership. Again it is anticipated that, in this

situation, models of deterrence behaviour would fail completely.

If nuclear weapons prevent major war, then they should reduce the risk

of conflict wherever there is hostility. India and Pakistan’s nuclear status

should be praised by the international community rather than condemned.

Israel’s bomb should be welcomed as a focus of stability in the Middle

East. North Korea and Iran could make a strong case for gaining nuclear

status. Why limit the value of the bomb to recognised sovereign states?

Surely Chechnya should have its own nuclear weapons to prevent conflict

with Russia. And, reducio ad adsurdum, if Al Quaeda had the bomb, then

the violence of the war on terror would be reduced.

Promoting nuclear weapons as instruments of warprevention and at the

same time condemning proliferation is linked to maintaining a twotier

system. On the one hand there are responsible states, the initial five nuclear

powers; and on the other there is everyone else. This arrangement has been

rightly criticised. In any case it is not correct to assume that the five share

the warprevention approach. Our main nuclear partner and ally, the

United States makes provision to use its nuclear weapons for warfighting.

The idea that British nuclear weapons are different and serve a benevolent

peaceful function is a myth.

If the utility of British nuclear weapons stems from their ability to

prevent war, then what war are they likely to prevent? There is no obvious

realistic scenario.

Insurance against uncertainty

According to Quinlan, since the end of the Cold War the case for Britain’s

independent nuclear capability rests on “the sense of a very general

insurance against the future’s longterm uncertainties”.50 Paul Robinson, a

key figure in US nuclear policy, has spoken of the need for two capabilities

 one to deal with Russia and the other for wider threats.51 The second he

called the “to whom it may concern” force. Quinlan has echoed this idea

and speaks about “the very general ‘to whom it may concern’ character of

UK nuclear deterrence”.52 Michael Clarke refers to the existential nature of

British nuclear deterrence – based on possession of the bomb rather than

on preparation to use it against a specific opponent. Deterrence of some

threat that the future may hold has also been called virtual deterrence.53

Any country in the world could argue that they should have nuclear

weapons because of longterm uncertainties, Britain is not unique in being

unable to accurately predict the future, and many will feel they could make

a stronger case. There is no immediate threat to British security from any
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other country. In contrast many nations perceive threats from their

neighbours. If it is right for Britain to have the bomb then they can argue

they have a stronger case to seek or retain nuclear status.

While it may not be Quinlan’s intention, to the public “future longterm

uncertainties” will bring to mind the potential for major terrorist attacks.

While this is not a significant feature of British nuclear policy, language is

used that suggests it is.

Britain must have nuclear weapons so long 

as any other country does

The Conservative Defence Spokesperson, Julian Lewis, argued that

Britain should retain nuclear weapons so long as other countries have

them.54 It is argued that the nuclear genie is out of the bottle and can’t be

put back in, so Britain must keep the bomb. Jonathan Schell summarised

the views of those who advocate this approach  “ In the land of the

disarmed … the possessor of one nuclear bomb is king”.55 Schell also

quotes Robert O’Neill’s response to this argument. If there was only one

country with nuclear weapons, and if that one country used them, it would

face “unimaginable retaliation by the whole international community,

backed by intense public outrage around the world.”56

It is wrong to say the only factor that dissuades countries from using

nuclear weapons is that other nations possess them. In 1966 a group of

Pentagon advisers studied the utility of tactical nuclear weapons in the

Vietnam conflict.57 They concluded that there was no useful role they could

play. This was partly due to the lack of suitable targets, but it was also

because abstaining from using nuclear weapons was a “universally

recognized as a political and psychological threshold”.58 Crossing the

threshold would not be in the interest of the US. A nuclear attack would be

condemned around the world, including by America’s allies. Regardless of

how much work was done to prepare the public at home it would be

politically divisive. In the first Gulf War the US considered whether or not

to use nuclear weapons in extreme circumstances. The option was ruled

out for similar reasons to those described in the Vietnam study. The

government would pay a heavy penalty in the loss of good will and support

around the world and from public outrage at home.

The desire to develop loweryield nuclear weapons illustrates the

importance of the nuclear taboo. The destruction from a large nuclear

weapon would be so extensive that there would be international

condemnation if one were used. For this reason some US nuclear policy

makers advocate building smaller bombs. However their plans are flawed
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because, while fallout would be less, it would still be universally

unacceptable.

The nuclear taboo offers an alternative way of dealing with the most

worrying uncertainty  that Britain could possibly face coercion from a

nucleararmed opponent. It is a mistake to assume that it is only nuclear

arms and nuclear alliances that prevent nuclear coercion. The main

restraint is consideration of the international response to any nation that

crossed the nuclear threshold.

The main way to deal with the threat of nuclear weapons is to increase

the sense in which it is totally unacceptable for them to be used. As part of

this there is a need to make the possession of nuclear weapons

unacceptable – “it should become a commonly held belief that it is

dysfunctional for any one nation to have them”.59 The forthcoming review

of British nuclear policy will have an impact. If Britain retains nuclear

weapons, particularly on a flimsy basis, the nuclear taboo would be

weakened. If Trident were not replaced then the taboo would be

strengthened.

Disarmament would be irreversible

In the absence of a credible current or future threat, one argument used to

justify keeping nuclear weapons is that once given up they would be very

hard to restore. Tim Hare argues  “any decision to do away with our

nuclear capability would be irrevocable”.60 He considers that the cost of

restoring a nuclearweapons’ infrastructure would be “astronomical”. The

lost of expertise would be a particular problem. An additional factor, which

is not mentioned, is loss of US support. The possibility that America would

not resurrect the special nuclear relationship may be a significant factor

underlying the desire to retain the bomb.

If nuclear weapons are retained indefinitely it is inevitable that they will

be used. The Non Proliferation Treaty requires Britain to make progress

towards disarmament. The Labour government say they are committed to

moving towards disarmament. So the question is not if Britain will cease

to become a nuclearweapon state but when. Against this background it is

hard to sustain the argument that we should keep nuclear weapons because

once lost they could not be regained.

Comment

A former Defence Minister, Michael Portillo, and a former Foreign

Minister, Robin Cook, have both argued strongly in public that there is no

reason to replace Trident.61 A number of different rationales are presented
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for retaining British nuclear weapons. There is vague allusion to a number

of arguments. The impression may be left that somewhere there is a

genuine case for keeping the bomb. But if looked at individually, these

arguments do not stand up to close scrutiny. None of them effectively

counterbalance the substantial costs and risks of continuing nuclear status.
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Retaining nuclear weapons comes with a substantial price tag, not just in

financial terms but also in the risks they bring and the effect they have on

other nations. Not replacing Trident would bring positive benefits.

Proliferation

The proliferation of WMD is a serious issue. Britain’s nuclear weapons, far

from contributing to tackling this problem are making it worse. It is said

that other nations, when weighing up the case for having nuclear weapons,

will take no account of what Britain does. They will make a judgement

based on their own perceived needs and costs. But this is not the case. Just

as Britain uses other nations’ possession of the bomb to justify our

programme, so they can be expected to do the same. If having nuclear

weapons allows Britain to retain the status of a Great Power, so other

governments can argue that their international status and influence will be

enhanced by a nuclear capability. India’s leaders can argue that they are no

longer eunuch’s because they have the bomb.62 Japan could develop

nuclear weapons as a symbol of independence from America. Bruce Blair

has explained that, “others have been listening and they have been learning

the lesson’s we’ve been teaching.”63

The way to deal with nuclear proliferation is through diplomacy. In

these negotiations Britain’s possession of nuclear arms is a factor. The

2005 review conference for the Non Proliferation Treaty was hampered by

the divergent approaches taken by delegates. Nuclear Weapon States and

their allies argued that the conference should only consider the new risks

from countries such as North Korea and Iran. Many nonnuclear countries

insisted that the five longstanding nuclear states should also make progress

towards disarmament. The failure to agree the agenda impeded the

conference. British calls for restraint are easily condemned as hollow,

when the justification for our own arsenal rests on such a flimsy

foundation and uses arguments that any country could adopt. As Lee

Butler has said, “… it is untenable that a handful of nations should forever

arrogate to themselves the right to nuclear weapons, while denying it to

others.”64

If Trident were not replaced then Britain would be making a positive
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contribution to tackling proliferation. We would be saying to other states

that nuclear weapons are not a suitable response to specific or general

concerns.

In his 1993 speech on nuclear weapons Malcolm Rifkind recognised

that the development of loweryield nuclear weapons could undermine

moves to tackle proliferation. There may be some acknowledgement,

within the British nuclear establishment, that promoting nuclear

warfighting can encourage proliferation. There is a failure to recognise that

maintaining a nuclear arsenal on the basis of abstract concepts of

deterrence can also contribute to more nations acquiring the bomb.

Relationship to other nuclear arsenals

The relationship between existing nuclear states is complex. US nuclear

plans are still primarily focused on Russia, but there is growing emphasis

on China. The new US policy of Global Strike means that weapons will be

poised to attack any target in the world. Israel’s bomb could be a catalyst,

drawing the US into a nuclear conflict in the Middle East. American

planners are concerned that regime change in Pakistan could place their

nuclear weapons in the wrong hands. India is concerned not just with

Pakistan, but also with China.

The British bomb does not exist in isolation from the arsenals of other

nuclear powers. For example, the US is concerned about “rogue states”

acquiring WMD and so plans Missile Defences. China could respond by

building MIRV’d missiles. These missiles would also be a threat to Russia.

This could spur Russia to improve its ABM defences, which could in turn

lead to Britain building more nuclear weapons.

International law

The continued possession of nuclear weapons undermines Britain’s desire

to promote international law as the basis for orderly relations between

states. The Basic Rule of the Geneva Convention (1949) says that

combatants must protect the civilian population by distinguishing between

civilian objects and military objectives, and only attacking military

objectives.65 British nuclear policy has not been consistent with this. The

early AngloAmerican plans and the later NATO battle plans allocated

most British nuclear weapons to military targets. However independent

British plans, for the V bombers and for Polaris, targeted Soviet cities. In

a study of this issue Michael Quinlan wrote, “For UK staffs, national plans

that tasked Polaris in the countercity role were the prime focus of

attention”.66 Implementing these countercity plans would have been
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contrary to the Geneva Convention.

British planners were aware of the ethical problems of targeting civilian

populations. Trident offered greater accuracy than Polaris and

independently targeted warheads. It could be used against a wider range of

targets, such as key command bunkers. When Trident was ordered, in

1980, the Ministry of Defence said: “[the Government’s] concept of

deterrence is concerned essentially with posing a potential threat to key

aspects of Soviet state power”.67 Michael Quinlan explained that this

phrase “was intended to imply targeting concepts which, while still

countervalue and not promising to exempt cities or in particular Moscow,

would not be exclusively or primarily directed at the destruction of

cities”.68

Two alternative terms used in nuclear strategy are countervalue and

counterforce. A counterforce attack is essentially a strike against the

opponent’s nuclear forces, to eliminate them or limit the damage they

could cause. Countervalue attacks focus on targets of value to the

opponent, which can include cities. British nuclear forces, on their own,

could not significantly reduce the damage that Russian missiles could

inflict. So British plans for an independent attack on Russia are essentially

countervalue. The legal advisers to STRATCOM have suggested that the

events of 11th September 2001 could be described as a countervalue attack.

They now avoid using this term.

The yield of the warheads on British Trident submarines is around 100

kilotons. The airburst detonation of a 100kiloton warhead would be

expected to kill almost all civilians within 1.6 kilometres of ground zero

and 55% of those between 1.6 and 2.9 kilometres of ground zero.69 Any use

of this weapon would result in a large number of civilian casualties.

In 1996 the International Court of Justice ruled that “the threat or use of

nuclear weapons would generally be contrary to the rules of international

law applicable in armed conflict and in particular the principles and rules

of humanitarian law.”70 This is significant for the decision on the future of

British nuclear weapons in two ways. Firstly in order to promote

international law, including the laws of war, the Government must try to

observe the law itself. Not replacing Trident would signal that Britain is

serious about international law. Pursuing a replacement would indicate that

we wish to pick and chose which laws to follow and that Basic Rule of the

Geneva Convention is outside our selection.

Secondly, international law has a bearing on the role of British nuclear

weapons. One sentence in the ICJ verdict has been regarded as a potential

loophole. The judges said, “the Court cannot conclude definitively
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whether the threat or use of nuclear weapons would be lawful or unlawful

in an extreme circumstance of selfdefence, in which the very survival of

the State would be at stake.” They did not rule that in this situation nuclear

use would be lawful. The President of the Court made it clear that the

failure to go further “cannot in any way be interpreted as a halfopen door

to recognition of the legality of the threat or use of nuclear armaments”.71

British policy could be constructed so that nuclear weapons could only

be used in the situation described, where the survival of the State was at

stake. This would be a far narrower role than that claimed in the various

rationales presented for retaining nuclear weapons. The ICJ recognised

that not only “use” but also “threat to use” would be illegal. Advocating

that nuclear weapons could be used as a deterrent to defend vital interests,

to prevent war or to counter proliferation would all go beyond the narrow

area about which the ICJ was unclear.

The price of failure

The theory that nuclear weapons prevent war, is not only empirically

unproven, but rests on the assumption that it is possible to sustain a nuclear

threat with little prospect of the weapons actually being used. Nuclear

possession cannot be justified on the basis of “the future’s longterm

uncertainties” because of its costs and risks.

The practice of nuclear deterrence during the Cold War was highly

dangerous.72 Lee Butler’s assessment is that it was only by divine

providence that use of nuclear weapons was avoided. He also said – “the

risks and consequences of nuclear war have never been properly

understood by those who brandished it”.73

Operationalization
Lee Butler has shown that there is a gulf between abstract theories of

deterrence and their implementation in practice.74 Operational

requirements take on a life of their own. Nuclear planning in the US and

Russia is dominated by the vulnerability of command and control systems.

The emphasis is on rapidly launching a large part of the nuclear force at an

early point in a nuclear exchange. The theory may be that the US retains

the ability to strike back if it is subject to a nuclear attack. The practice is

that hundreds of missiles are poised ready to fire in the short period, less

than half an hour, between when a Russian missile is launched from its silo

and when it reaches its target in America. Although a US attack must be

authorised by the President, he or she would be given very onesided

advice and would only have 3 minutes to decide. It is almost inconceivable
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that, in this situation, an attack would not be authorised.

The fathers of nuclear deterrence argued that possession of the bomb

was not enough. It was essential that all the components were in place

ready to launch an attack. There had to be prepared hardware, trained

personnel, detailed plans and a conspicuous readiness to act. Today Britain

has a system for creating nuclear attack plans and a submarine on patrol

ready to implement such plans. The notion that the political and military

aspects of nuclear deterrence can be separated is false. This myth can

contribute to underestimating the risks of nuclear weapons being used

deliberately, by accident, or as a result of misunderstanding.

Miscalculation
During the Cuban Missile Crisis the White House tried their best to

manage events in a rational way. Former US Defense Secretary Robert

McNamara has revealed that dangerous mistakes were made because of

poor intelligence and miscalculation. Assessments of how Russia might

react were inaccurate. Intelligence agencies had not realised that tactical

nuclear weapons were already deployed in Cuba and that authority to use

them had been delegated to Russian commanders on the ground. The US

had underestimated the risk that an invasion of Cuba would have triggered

nuclear war. McNamara concluded: “I believe that was the bestmanaged

Cold War crisis of any, but we came within a hairbreadth of nuclear war

without realising it”.75 He is concerned that in future a country could find

itself manoeuvred into a situation where nuclear weapons would be used,

even though this would not be rational. He argues that the fog of war and

human fallibility make the use of nuclear weapons inevitable if they are

retained indefinitely.

Britain’s involvement in the invasion of Iraq was founded on the

mistaken belief that Saddam Hussein had not destroyed all his chemical

and biological weapons after the first Gulf War. It was wrongly assumed

that he had continued to stockpile Weapons of Mass Destruction. A nuclear

strike based on poor intelligence would be particularly catastrophic.

The theory that nuclear weapons contribute to peace is based on a false

perception of the extent to which decisions in international relations are

calm, rational, predictable wellinformed and cautious. In contrast US

nuclear policy makers have recently argued that they should project their

nation as irrational and vindictive.76

The effects of nuclear use
A single Trident warhead used against a military installation, such as a
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naval base in Northern Russia, could cause around 23,000 civilian

fatalities. If the target was inside a city then there could be 150,000 –

200,000 deaths. If the warheads from one British submarine were

exploded at military targets in the Moscow area, most of them outside the

city, this could result in around 3 million deaths. This figure would rise to

between 9 and 30 million if the warheads on all three armed submarines

were detonated.77 These figures only include shortterm fatalities. The

longterm effects of radiation, environmental damage and the destruction

of infrastructure would substantially increase the death rate. Studies have

shown that a US counterforce attack on strategic military targets in Russia

would result in massive civilian casualties.78 The raw figures do not give a

true picture of the horror that would be inflicted on individual women, men

and children. The photographs and accounts from Hiroshima and Nagasaki

provide a glimpse of the monstrosity of nuclear weapons.

Accident
A US study distinguishes three types of nuclear accident scenario.79 The

first situation is an unauthorised launch of a weapon by a rogue

commander or a terrorist. The second is where a launch takes places by

mistake, as a result of a training accident or a system malfunction. The

third scenario is where incorrect information results in an intentional

launch.

A number of situations fall into this third category. There could be an

error or malfunction in the earlywarning systems which are designed to

detect a missile attack. A nonthreatening event could be misinterpreted.

There could be a false perception that another country had launched a

nuclear attack, or a misperception that a nuclear weapon had detonated

within the homeland. Lastly, a training attack could be misinterpreted as a

real attack.

The report touches on the connections between the possession of

nuclear weapons, relations between Russia and the US, and the risk of

accidental use. It suggests that dealerting moves could improve relations

between the two countries and so provide a basis for more substantial

measures. It recommends that several immediate unilateral measures be

taken within 6 to 12 months. One proposal is to move Trident submarines

further from Russia. Britain’s Trident force is not mentioned, but for

geographical reasons it could be seen as a particular threat because of the

proximity of patrol areas to Russia. 

The analysis concludes, “The risk of accidental or unauthorised nuclear

use is too high given the markedly improved relationship between the
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United States and Russia. This is in part because nuclear weapons now

play a role out of proportion to other aspects of the relationship”.80

Adherence to nuclear deterrence is an obstacle to progress towards

lowering risks and improving relations – “A central reason for the phased

approach is that some options for improving safety would push too far

beyond current deterrence practices and orthodoxies to be acceptable”.81

The risk of a nuclear weapons accident has been considered particularly

in the context of the large American and Russian arsenals on a high state

of alert. But the dangers also apply to other nuclear powers. For Britain’s

part there is a need to recognise that our nuclear weapons contribute to the

risk of an accident. Also each step that we take towards disarmament will

contribute to building a better relationship with Russia. What is blocking

progress is continued adherence to outdated and dangerous theories about

nuclear deterrence.

Financial costs

Cost will be a major factor determining the future of British nuclear

weapons. Michael Quinlan concedes that if today he had to decide whether

or not to embark on the Trident programme then the cost would not be

justified. Admiral Sir Raymond Lygo suggested that the cost of Trident

should be capped at a level relative to the threat from Russia and China.82

A complete rebuild of a Tridentlike system would cost over £15 billion.

If the submarines are replaced each one would come with a price tag of

more than £1 billion. A substantial warhead upgrade would be very

expensive and building a new weapon would cost more again. A

significant proportion of any new expenditure would go to American

contractors.

The official estimate of the annual cost of the nuclear weapons

programme is between 2 and 3 per cent of the defence budget. This is

equivalent to between £700 million and £1 billion each year. Taken over

the 30year life of a system this adds up to between £21 billion and £30

billion, more than the capital cost.

The substantial overheads of the nuclearpowered submarine

programme are partly due to Trident and partly to the conventionally

armed force. The primary mission of the latter is the protection of Trident.

There are huge potential savings to be made by giving up nuclearpowered

submarines. Estimates of the cost of decommissioning defence nuclear

facilities have increased several times in recent years. The long term costs

of storing nuclear waste will increase with each year Britain continues to

have nuclear weapons and nuclearpowered submarines.
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In assessing the cost of upgrading Trident, or acquiring a replacement,

the budget should include not only capital costs but also the total revenue

cost throughout the planned life of the system, including

decommissioning. 
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Uncertainty

British military planners have never adopted the doctrine of a nuclear trip

wire. They have never clearly spelt out that a particular action would be

certain to result in a specific nuclear response. They have made a virtue of

ambiguity, even if the source of that ambiguity was the lack of a clearly

thought out and agreed policy.83 This approach was restated by Kevin

Tebbit of the MoD in 2000, “The fundamental principle of nuclear

deterrence is uncertainty”.84 With regard to SubStrategic Trident he said

“it does not help to say precisely the circumstances in which we might use

Trident in a substrategic way, it is sufficient for the potential aggressor to

know that if it were used it would outweigh any benefit he might wish to

gain”.

In January 2003 a Parliamentary Committee asked Tony Blair if he

would warn Saddam Hussein that Britain could use nuclear weapons. He

replied: “It is best to say that we are aware of the potential of the threat and

we would deal with it in any way that we thought necessary. But I don’t

think it is wise for me to get into speculating as to exactly what we are

doing about it.”85

The US has a policy of “studied ambiguity” with regard to the role of

nuclear weapons against wider threats, “We must be ambiguous about

details of our response (or preemption) if what we value is threatened, but

it must be clear that our actions would have terrible consequences.”86

Kevin Tebbit’s comments and the Prime Minister’s statement indicate that

studied ambiguity is probably at the heart of British policy. Clearer threats,

such as Geoff Hoon’s replies to questions on Iraq, should be seen in this

context.

Ambiguity and bluff have been at the heart of nuclear weapons policy

for decades. A central tenet of NATO strategy was that if Soviet troops

crossed into West Germany the United States would use nuclear weapons

on the battlefield, which could result in a nuclear exchange between Russia

and the American homeland. But yet to implement this policy would not

have been rational. It was not a certainty that this is what would happen; it

was a possibility that it might. Robert McNamara advised two Presidents

that they should say clearly to Russia that they would carry out this policy,
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but if they were ever faced with the real situation, they should not

implement it.87 Mikhail Gorbachev said, “NATO’s strategy of initiating

local nuclear war was, I think, bluffing”.88

In the First Gulf War there were hints that if Saddam used Chemical

weapons then America would make a nuclear response. Assessments were

carried out of potential targets. But behind the scenes the decision was

made that in no circumstances would nuclear weapons be used. When

NATO became involved in Kosovo, President Yeltsin engaged in some

nuclear sabrerattling. This was interpreted by the West as a hollow threat

and ignored.

Prior to the invasion of Iraq the West believed Saddam Hussein still had

chemical weapons, because of the ambiguity he had created over this

issue. As Hans Blix said, you can put a sign on your gate saying, “beware

the dog”, but it does not mean that you have a dog. Britain’s weapons are

real, but successive Governments have concealed the extent of dependence

on the US and made vague threats that are not credible. The promotion of

ambiguity echoes the policy of Iraq’s former leader.

It may be reassuring that many threats to use nuclear weapons have

included a substantial element of bluff. But the dishonesty of nuclear

policy may inflict a heavy price. In the climate of uncertainty crisis

management becomes, not a careful rational process, but a poker game in

which the players try to guess what the opponent intends to do, despite the

signals he is sending. And the stakes are very high. The bluff may be

called. The leader who has made a hollow threat may have to choose

between humiliation and the irrational use of nuclear weapons.

Minimum deterrence

In considering the future of British nuclear weapons it is likely that the

question of what is a minimum deterrent will be addressed. In 1961 a study

was carried out to determine how many Soviet cities the British nuclear

force should be able to destroy. Was it necessary to target 40 cities, would

10 be enough, or 5 ? The conclusion was that 15 or 16 would be adequate.89

The issue was not decided purely on calculations of what the Soviet

leadership would regard as unacceptable damage. Lord Home, then

Foreign Secretary, said that the capability of British nuclear forces should

be determined on the basis of “what the Americans will think”.90 The force

was to be sufficiently destructive to persuade Washington that Britain was

making a substantial contribution to Western defence.

The 1961 recommendation predated the Polaris Sales Agreement.

However, the number of targets specified, 16, was the same as the number
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that could be destroyed by one Polaris submarine. Chevaline replaced the

initial Polaris system and was designed to attack targets in Moscow,

around which the Soviet Union had constructed an Anti Ballistic Missile

(ABM) defence system. The submarine on patrol with Chevaline warheads

still had the capability to attack 16 targets.

The upgrade from Chevaline to Trident substantially increased the

number of targets that could be destroyed. The size of the Trident force

was determined by projections of how it would be used against targets in

Russia, particularly taking account of the Moscow ABM system. Several

months before the first Trident submarine was deployed, the MoD had still

not determined how many warheads it would carry.

Until July 1998 British Trident submarines were each armed with 60

warheads.91 One submarine could attack 60 separate targets, compared

with the 16 sites that Polaris and Chevaline could destroy.92 The Strategic

Defence Review reduced the number of warheads on each submarine to

48. The 36 warheads that were removed were not dismantled but have

been retained to “provide the potential to deploy additional weapons

should that ever become necessary”.93 The number of warheads currently

deployed is the same as that initially on the Polaris system. This may have

been a significant factor in determining how far to scale down the force. 

British strategic nuclear forces were and are sized for an attack on

Russia. In the 1950s and 1960s the calculations were carried out in a rather

haphazard way. A major factor was how Washington would assess the

British capability. With Trident again there appears to have been

considerable uncertainty within the MoD over how many warheads were

required. In addition to the submarine on patrol, there have been 2 other

fully armed submarines that could go to sea, given sufficient notice.94

Britain’s battlefield nuclear forces have been dismantled and the sub

strategic force is smaller. At the same time the strategic force is

substantially more powerful today than it was in the 1980s. Trident is far

more accurate and can attack three times more targets. 

Michael Clarke argues that the current force is a minimum because the

number of British nuclear weapons has declined and we have fewer than

the US, Russia, China, France and Israel. He also asserts that this force is

“incapable of an effective first strike”.95 Yet if the purpose were to threaten

a nuclear strike on North Korea or Iran then a force of 144 nuclear

warheads, 48 of them deployed on patrol, does not appear to be a

minimum. Nor is it incapable of a first strike against all opponents.
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Invulnerability

Consideration of the principle of invulnerability is likely to play a

significant part in the review of nuclear policy. Arguments will be

presented showing the financial or practical advantages of moving to an

aircraftbased system. Navy advocates will counter that only a submarine

based system is invulnerable.

A key part of current nuclear policy is that one armed Trident submarine

is kept on patrol at all times. The Strategic Defence Review (1998) reduced

the state of alert, but maintained the practice of continuous patrols.

Proposals to reduce the state of alert further, by taking Trident off patrol

and separating its components, were made during the Strategic Defence

Review. These suggestions were dismissed in the final report. 

It is argued that it is more stable to have a submarine on patrol. If all the

submarines were in port then it would be possible for them all to be

destroyed in the early part of a nuclear exchange. If there were no

invulnerable submarine at sea, then there would be a greater call to fire the

missiles from the submarines in port during a crisis, before they were

destroyed. However the real progress in dealerting would be to separate

the components. Taking the submarine off patrol is a step towards this. It

would be a mistake if the ongoing risk were sustained because of the

failure to accept whatever shortterm risks there might be in having armed

submarines in port before the missiles and/or warheads were removed.

It is also said that if the missiles and/or warheads were removed then

there could be a race to reassemble them in a crisis. However force

generation can either build up tension, or it can encourage the opponent to

reconsider and step back from the brink. The US regards modifying the

armament of nuclear forces, deploying submarines and raising alert states

as Flexible Deterrence Options. They are measures that can be taken to

help to prevent hostile action.96

The crucial issue behind keeping Trident fully assembled and on patrol

is the perceived need for invulnerability. On one side of the coin of

invulnerability is the confidence that part of Britain’s nuclear force will

survive any attack. The other side of the coin is that this force can launch

a devastating nuclear strike at any time. As a basis for the relationship

between the US and Russia this mutual suicide pact was always highly

dangerous. Extending this principle to three, five, eight or many nuclear

powers is a recipe for disaster.

The invulnerable nuclear force is by its nature a threat to others. Trident

as deployed today signals to Russia that conflict is considered a serious

possibility and that if it occurs Britain is prepared to launch a devastating
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nuclear attack. Alongside the message that the deployment of Trident

sends, statements indicating that Russia is no longer an enemy are hollow.

For all the fears of vulnerability and a potential race to reassemble a

dismantled system, tying submarines up in port and removing their nuclear

weapons send a clear signal that you don’t intend to use them.

Prestrategic weapons

One strand in British nuclear planning is that nuclear weapons can be used

to give a warning. In 1963 a report said, “The use of a very small number

of low yield weapons would convey a powerful warning of allied

determination”.97 The document noted that while this might encourage the

Soviets to stop an attack, it could have the opposite effect and trigger a

strategic nuclear strike from Russia.

A review of British and US views of tactical nuclear weapons in the

same year gives two circumstances in which Britain might use these

forces. One is a substantial attack to force the Soviet Union to either

withdraw or escalate to a strategic nuclear war. The other is the use of

tactical nuclear weapons “in small numbers as a warning”.98 Both British

and American contributors to the discussion agreed that, in this latter case,

an attack would gain no significant military advantage and that it was

unclear if there would be any political gain.

The notion of a warning shot survived into the 1970s and 1980s. Field

Marshall Lord Carver had a low opinion of this policy – “.. when I was

chief of defence staff, there was this absurd idea – I was laughing about it

with Lord Carrington, the foreign secretary – that you would fire one off

into the Pripet Marshes, or somewhere, and say ‘That’s to show you that I

would be prepared to use nuclear weapons.’ Now what happens ? He fires

one back, and it lands in a bog in Scotland. He says, ‘That’s just to show

you’”.99

In 1991 Michael Quinlan, Permanent Under Secretary of State at the

MoD, said that nonstrategic nuclear weapons could be used to

communicate to an opponent  “you have wholly underestimated my

determination to defend my interests; for your own survival, you must now

stop”. The warning is that the next step would be a strategic nuclear attack.

Quinlan’s statement is of assistance when it comes to interpreting what

Malcolm Rifkind said in his speech two years later. Mr Rifkind said that

in some circumstances an aggressor might feel that Britain would not be

prepared to launch a massive strategic nuclear attack. In these

circumstances Britain needed SubStrategic Trident to “deliver an

unmistakable message or our willingness to defend our vital interests to
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the utmost”.100 The message is that Britain is prepared to launch a strategic

nuclear attack. French tactical nuclear weapons have been called

“prëstrategic”, because they too could be used to give a warning.101 Britain

uses the term “SubStrategic”, in line with the current NATO designation,

however the term “prestrategic” is more appropriate for this warningshot

approach.

In the Cold War NATO developed the policy that substrategic nuclear

weapons were the bridge between conventional forces and strategic

nuclear arms. Although the scenario around which this was created, a

Soviet invasion of Western Europe, is not longer possible, the policy has

survived.

Malcolm Rifkind says, in the introduction to his speech, that his

statement about vital interests refers to action taken in support of NATO.102

When junior Defence Minister, John Reid used almost identical words to

Rifkind, saying clearly that this applied to action under NATO auspices.

This suggests the phrase “deliver an unmistakable message or our

willingness to defend our vital interests to the utmost” should be

interpreted in the context of the traditional Alliance view that substrategic

nuclear weapons act as a link between conventional forces and strategic

nuclear forces.

Echoing Quinlan’s emphasis on determination, the Defence Minister

Lord Gilbert said in 1999 that “a more limited use of nuclear weapons

would allow us to signal to an aggressor that he has miscalculated our

resolve, without using the full destructive power that Trident offers.”103

In 2003 an MoD briefing on Trident described the SubStrategic role as:

“the credible ability to threaten nuclear action on a carefully limited scale,

manifestly short of the ultimate sanction of strategic nuclear action it

provides the linkage between strategic and conventional deterrence.”104 If

the last phrase were omitted then this could refer to any nuclear attack on

a smaller scale. However, again, it is tied to the anachronistic NATO idea

that the SubStrategic forces are the bridge between conventional arms and

strategic nuclear forces.

Divergence and Dependence

It is scarcely credible that Britain could use nuclear weapons in a situation

where the US opposed their use. It is far more likely that they would be

used as a component of a US nuclear plan. But there appear to be

differences in the approaches to nuclear policy on either side of the

Atlantic. The emphasis in Britain is on the political role of the bomb,

particularly preventing war. For US policymakers deterrence is only part
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of the picture. There is no hesitation in acknowledging that deterrence

requires preparation for war. In some situations deterrence may not be

appropriate and action, including preemptive action, could be required.

Michael Quinlan focused on the uniqueness of nuclear arms, while US

planners consider developing more useable nuclear weapons.

It has been argued that Britain can exert a moderating influence on

American policy.105 But our ability to change US doctrine is very limited.

We have inherited a situation where our nuclear forces are tied to an

American system. That system is now moving in a direction which is at

odds, not only with wider public opinion, but probably also with the

thinking of the British nuclear establishment.
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This section looks at some of the alternative nuclear systems that may be

considered in a review.

More of the Same

Tim Hare has argued  “more of the same remains the only sensible

option”.106 Extending a system based on Trident missiles for as long as

possible is probably at the forefront of minds within Whitehall. This

reflects current American plans.

US plans for Trident
The D5 life extension (LE) programme is designed to extend the life of the

missile system by 15 years and to keep Trident in service until 2042, when

the newest submarine, USS Louisiana, is due to retire. An additional 115

missiles are to be built between 2008 and 2013.107 A Next Generation

Guidance system is being designed to support D5 LE.108

On a longer timeframe, the US Navy has begun studies to examine

range, payload and size specifications for a replacement Submarine

Launched Ballistic Missile (SLBM). The new missile would be required in

2029 when the oldest Trident submarine, USS Henry M Jackson, is due to

be decommissioned. There are a number of research projects looking at

basic technologies for future SLBMs and landbased Inter Continental

Ballistic Missiles (ICBMs). A common design for SLBM and ICBM is one

option.

The plan to keep Trident in service until 2042 is based on projections of

the hull and reactor life of Ohio class submarines. HMS Ohio completed

22 years on its first fuel core. The US Navy plans to repeat this with each

submarine and for them each to serve a further 22 years after a midlife

refuelling. On this basis they have extended the planned life of Trident

submarines from 30 years to 45 years.109 The US Navy have also

commissioned initial studies for a next generation ballistic missile

submarine, which would enter service in 2029. They are considering

whether this should be based on the Virginia class or a new design.110

The largest element of the US nuclear weapons programme is the

project to extend the life of the W76 warhead to match the new 45year
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timeframe of Trident submarines and missiles. The plan is to produce the

first batch of upgraded warheads (W761) between 2008 and 2013. These

will have a planned life of 30 years. While these are being modified, a

decision will be made whether to upgrade more warheads, or move to

another design. The initial focus of the Reliable Replacement Warhead

programme, initiated in 2004, will be on Trident warheads.

Extending the life of Britain’s Trident system
Britain leases Trident missiles from the US. In February 2002 the

Government said they had no plans to purchase the new upgraded missiles.

The life of the British Trident system could only be extended if the US

agreed to supply these missiles over the additional period for a negotiated

price.

It is unlikely that the Royal Navy can reliably predict that Vanguard

class submarines will have a life equal to that the US Ohio class. The

official hull life of the Vanguard class remains 25 years. On this basis the

first submarine would retire in 2019 and the last in 2024.

Rolls Royce and Associates have developed a new fuel core for British

submarines. Core H is being installed on Trident submarines during their

refit and on the new Astute class. It is designed to last the life of the Astute

class, 25 years.111 This suggests that the life of Vanguard class submarines

could be extended. However the fuel core is not the only factor that

determines reactor life. The safety and reliability of the reactor itself are

also crucial. There have been a series of defects on British submarine

reactors in recent years. As they grow older the Vanguard class may be hit

by similar problems. The predicted life of Trident reactors will be adjusted

on the basis of information from the prototype reactor at Dounreay, from

inspections during submarine refits and from HMS Vanguard’s second

visit to Devonport, scheduled for 2012. The life of the submarine hull is

also critical. The depth to which a submarine can dive may be reduced as

the vessel ages. Hull and reactor problems dogged British Polaris

submarines in their final years.

In June 2004 Geoff Hoon disclosed that concept studies had been

carried out on “options for platforms to carry the Trident missile in the

longer term”.112 One option would be to extend the life of existing

submarines. Another would be to build new vessels. If the US retains

Trident until 2042, replacement British submarines could be in service for

20 years. These replacements could either be identical to existing

submarines or could be a new design. The Royal Navy is investigating one

common design for future ballistic missile and conventionalarmed
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submarines.113

A substantial commitment would be required to extend the life of the

AngloAmerican warheads on British Trident submarines. Most warheads

were delivered to the Coulport armaments depot between 1993 and 1998.

The frequency of warhead movements in by road in 2005 indicates that a

refurbishment programme is underway. The plan may be to match the

basic submarine life of 25 years by refurbishing the warhead once, after 12

years in service.114 Any longterm plan would mean that the warheads

would be replaced or refurbished again, starting around 2017.

The US is about to upgrade some of its Trident warheads to W761.

Components of W761 could be used in a refurbishment of Britain’s

warheads in 12 years time. The W761 will have an improved fusing

system. Upgrading British warheads to W761 would enhance the

capability of Britain’s Trident force. The US is also considering a more

drastic redesign of the Trident warhead under the Reliable Replacement

Warhead project.

Tim Hare suggests that Aldermaston may need to design a replacement

warhead for Trident. This would have a similar capability and missile

interface but would use modern technology and safety subsystems.115 This

sounds like W761 or the Reliable Replacement Warhead. While the US

might be willing to part with the key components and provide assistance,

they would also expect Aldermaston to do some of the work themselves.

Britain is likely to be interested in US projects to make Trident more

accurate and flexible, particularly if Trident is seen as having a long future.

Research into manoeuvrable reentry vehicles has stalled but this work

might be resumed. If successful this would make Trident more accurate

and could lead to the development of a loweryield warhead. There are also

proposals for a “go anywhere and shoot” capability. In years to come this

could enable submarines to operate outwith areas mapped by the Ocean

Survey Program.116

Nuclear Armed Sea Launched Cruise Missiles

The Tomahawk Land Attack Missile – Nuclear (TLAMN) is a US sea

launched cruise missile. It was designed to attack targets too dangerous to

strike with manned aircraft.117 TLAMN was first deployed in 1983 and the

last of 367 missiles was produced in 1989. Ground Launched Cruise

Missiles, deployed in Europe in the 1980s, were a version of TLAMN.

Conventionally armed sealaunched cruise missiles were fired from

submarines and surface ships in attacks on Iraq, Afghanistan, Bosnia and

Sudan. The newer conventional missiles are more accurate than the
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nuclear version. Britain deploys conventionalarmed cruise missiles on

some submarines and plans to have this capability on all submarines. 

In the 1970s the Foreign Secretary, David Owen proposed that Britain

should purchase TLAMN to replace Polaris. An MoD study concluded

that, to match the devastating power of Trident, a large number of

submarines armed with TLAMN would have been required. This would

have been more expensive than Trident. Recently deploying TLAMN on

Astute class submarines has been proposed as an option to replace

Trident.118 It is unlikely that matching the firepower of Trident would be

seriously considered. A smaller nuclear capability may be proposed.

TLAMN will only to be an option if it is available from the US. The

signs are that the US Navy will scrap TLAMN before the British Trident

force reaches the end of its planned life. These cruise missiles are not a

vital part of the US nuclear arsenal. They are NonStrategic weapons. The

missiles are assigned to theatre commanders, but none of these

commanders has identified a role for them. No submarines are currently

armed with TLAMN.119 Since 1992 the US has made an annual

declaration to Russia stating that none of the missiles are deployed. Plans

to extend the life of the W80 warhead are focused on the variant used on

US Air Force Cruise missiles, rather than on the Navy version.120

Within the US Navy there is opposition to retaining TLAMN. Attempts

have been made to reduce funding for these weapons.121 A US Defense

Science Board study into future requirements concluded that there should

be more emphasis on weapons customised for use against potential WDM

targets. It advocated that the nuclear role for sealaunched cruise missiles

should be eliminated because there was no military need for these

weapons.122 The Navy may begin to phase out them out shortly.123

The US is developing a more flexible form of Cruise Missile, tactical

Tomahawk. This will be able to loiter over an area and be retargeted in

flight. There are no signs of any plan to develop a nuclear version of this

missile.

Superficially it might appear that TLAMN would be suitable if Britain

wanted to be able to join in a US limited nuclear attack. However these

missiles are not a key part of the US arsenal and are less likely to be used

than other American nuclear weapons.

Submarine Launched Intermediate Range Ballistic Missiles

In 2003 the US initiated basic studies into the feasibility of developing

Submarine Launched Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile (SLIRBM).124

The range of the SLIRBM would be substantially less than Trident.
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Contractors were asked to look at nuclear as well as conventional

payloads. The design is required to fit into a Trident launch tube, diameter

86 inches, although the new missile was to have a diameter of less than

32.5 inches. The maximum missile length was 36 feet. The potential

deployment of these missiles on surface ships was also to be explored.

SLIRBM is a system that could be deployed on a future hybrid submarine.

This concept is at an early stage. There will be a continued emphasis

within US nuclear policy on attacking Russia. For this reason SLIRBM

will not replace intercontinental sealaunched missiles, such as Trident. It

is unlikely that SLIRBM will be funded in addition to longerrange

missiles.

Airlaunched missiles

In the 1980s the US, Britain and France all considered there was a need to

develop shortrange airlaunched nuclear missiles. Aircraft carrying

gravity bombs were likely to be shot down by Warsaw Pact Air Defences,

whereas these missiles could be fired at targets several hundred kilometres

away. The US designed the Short Range Attack Missile –Tactical (SRAM

T), a variant of the SRAM2 missile. SRAMT was to use the W91 nuclear

warhead. In 1990 there was opposition in Congress to continuing to fund

SRAMT on the grounds that it would not be required in the post Cold War

world. The following year both SRAM2 and SRAMT were cancelled.

Britain had planned to replace the WE177 freefall bomb with a Tactical

Air to Surface Missile (TASM) and considered three alternatives. SRAM

T was the obvious choice. A second US possibility was the Supersonic

Low Altitude Target drone (SLAT). The third option was a joint Anglo

French design, the Air Sol Longue Portee (ASLP). In 1990 the MoD

awarded a £1 million contract for a prefeasibility study into a version of

ASLP with a range of 500 km. A summary of papers in the public records

office says that the weapon to replace WE 177 was designated TD 127.125

TASM was scrapped because it was obsolete before it was built. Before

this decision was announced a Labour spokesperson said, “the Labour

party would scrap TASM tomorrow” and save £3 billion.126

Sir Jock Stirrup, Chief of the Air Staff, is reported as advocating that a

nuclear warhead should be fitted to airlaunched missiles on the new

Typhoon aircraft.127 The experience of TASM illustrates that it is not

practical for Britain to develop a nuclear system where there is no

American counterpart. The airlaunched nuclear missiles in service in the

USAF are carried by B52 bombers. There is no operational American

nuclear missile that can be carried by shortrange fighterbombers.
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Freefall bombs

Aircraft with freefall bombs are vulnerable to surface to air missiles and

other air defences. Since the early days of the nuclear age the RAF has

known that there would be substantial losses in a nuclear bombing raid. In

recent air offensives, against Kosovo and Iraq, the first stage has been

attacks on air defence sites, primarily using cruise missiles. The main

bombing raids are only launched days or week later. A nuclear raid with

freefall bombs could only be reliably carried out in the second phase of a

sustained attack. US policy does not regard this as sufficient. The emphasis

within Global Strike is on very rapid nuclear action. The US Air Force is

able to launch attacks with freefall nuclear bombs at short notice using B2

bombers, which are not detected by radar defences. The RAF does not

have any equivalent capability and to develop longrange stealth bombers

would be very expensive.

Developing a freefall nuclear bomb may be regarded as a simple option

for the MoD. However the capability of such a weapon would be limited.

Nuclear capable Tornado aircraft have been deployed by the RAF and are

currently in service with the German and Italian Air Forces. However there

are no plans to develop a nuclear capable version of the new Eurofighter. 

Shared use of US aircraft bombs

Four European members of NATO have squadrons of aircraft that could

launch an attack with US nuclear bombs. If the reality of nuclear

dependence were acknowledged and it was accepted that Britain would

only ever use nuclear weapons in support of an American operation, then

it would be far cheaper to go down the road of these European allies. A

small number of RAF aircrew could be trained to drop US nuclear bombs,

which would normally be stored under US control.

Consideration of this option reveals the absurdity of all Britain’s future

nuclear alternatives. In many ways borrowing US bombs could be

presented as a more logical course. But the reality is that the American

bombs in Europe are no more than a legacy of the Cold War, with no

contemporary relevance.

Future warheads

Aldermaston designed and tested a range of nuclear weapons in the 1950s

and 1960s, but these designs would not comply with modern safety and

reliability criteria. The US upgrade of the W76 suggests that the safety

systems on the UK Trident Reentry Body (RB) should be replaced.

Britain has developed an Insensitive High Explosive, EDC 35, but Britain
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has not tested a design that uses it. The development of a warhead for

TASM reached an advanced stage.128

The ban on testing that is currently practiced, supported by the

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, constrains the development of new

nuclear weapons. The Advanced Simulation and Computing project in the

US aims to benchmark existing systems by 2010. Beyond then it might

provide the capability of verifying new weapons, within the bounds of

safety and reliability. But there are signs that if the US had to introduce a

new weapon then a nuclear test would be carried out.

Aldermaston will expect to build on existing cooperation to secure the

future of upgrades to Trident. Developing Anglicised versions of other US

designs would require the release of new information and a greater level of

support. This might not be forthcoming.

Materials

Nuclear weapons require tritium. The production of tritium for British

nuclear weapons at Chapelcross ceased in 2004.129 The Government has

said there is enough tritium to satisfy the requirements of the Trident

system throughout its life. Substantial quantities of tritium were produced

at Chapelcross and more was recovered from Chevaline and WE177

warheads. The tritium reserve may be large enough to restock the

warheads until 2024 but by then the reserve would be almost exhausted.

Both Britain and the US have operated on the basis that a large reserve of

tritium is essential.

If the Government decided to retain a nuclear capability for the longer

term, then it is likely that securing a source of tritium would be a priority.

Finding a domestic supply will be linked to the future of the civil nuclear

industry. The Chapelcross Production Plant, which was run by the MoD

will shortly be decommissioned.130 A new plant would be expensive as it

would need to operate with higher safety standards than the old facility.

Building a tritium facility next to an existing or a new nuclear power

station would be a key part of any longterm plans to sustain a nuclear

weapons capability in Britain. The US has in the past supplied tritium to

Britain. Buying or bartering tritium from America could be a future option,

but it would raise the issue of dependence.131

A second key material is Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU). Trident and

other Royal Navy submarines are nuclear powered. Their reactors are

fuelled by HEU, enriched to around 98 %. Britain cannot enrich HEU to

this degree and the task is carried out in the US.132 In recent years stocks of

HEU for the submarine programme have been low. This will be a critical

element of any future submarinebased nuclear weapon system.
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Relationship between nuclear options, dependence and purpose

Should Britain have a nuclear force so that this country can contribute to

an AngloAmerican global strike at short notice? Is Britain is willing to

continue in the nuclear business, on the basis of supporting US nuclear

operations?  The extent to which British forces would be seen as an

independent force has a bearing on considering the options. If it were

acknowledged that the most likely scenario is that British nuclear weapons

are used as a small part of an American nuclear attack, to internationalise

it, then this could be achieved with a small number of weapons. The choice

of system would then be one compatible with what the US is most likely

to use. For Global Strike operations the US weapon of choice would be the

B2 bomber, but this is unlikely to be an option for Britain.  

If the main emphasis is on WiderThreat / nonRussian scenarios, then

Trident has significant disadvantages. Its use in any situation might trigger

a Russian nuclear response. Against hypothetical new threats the desire is

to have weapons with a low yield and high accuracy. Sealaunched cruise

missiles, airlaunched missiles and freefall bombs might be presented as

suitable options, but it is hard to avoid the fact that these have all been

rejected in the past. Freefall bombs were regarded as too vulnerable to air

defences. Tactical airlaunched missiles were designed for use on a

European battlefield against the armies of the Warsaw Pact. The US and

Britain both decided in the early 1990s against proceeding with these Cold

War weapons. Sealaunched cruise missiles were rejected as an option in

the British discussions in the late 1970s. They are not an important part of

US nuclear forces today and cannot be deployed at short notice.

The assessment of what constitutes a “minimum” deterrent, and the

issue over whether Russia remains part of the calculation also has a

bearing on these options. Trident may be sustained on the basis of the

Moscow criteria. If the decision is to have a system that can be used in an

independent attack this may result in more weapons with greater capability

and cost

Britain will only be able to buy what the US is willing to put up for sale.

The Whitehouse will have a powerful voice in the selection of future

systems.

The nonnuclear option

There is no coherent rationale for British nuclear weapons, yet there are

substantial risks involved in retaining them. The limited practical options

and the issue of dependence further constrain any arguments that might be

made. There are substantial benefits that would flow from not replacing

Trident. This would send a message that Britain takes seriously its
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obligations under the Non Proliferation Treaty and would contribute to

tackling proliferation. It would reinforce the taboo on the use of nuclear

weapons and free up valuable financial resources. It would also signal that

this country is not willing to support an aggressive US nuclear posture.
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Annex A

United States Nuclear Policy

The Old Enemy

According to President George W Bush, “Russia is not our enemy”.1

Condaleeza Rice has said “America’s security is threatened less by

Russia’s strength than by its weakness and incoherence”.2 Today’s

problems are the conflict in Chechnya and the danger of Russian nuclear

weapons falling into the hands of terrorists. In 2001 the Nuclear Posture

Review (NPR) said, “The U.S. will no longer plan, size or sustain its forces

as though Russia presented merely a smaller version of the threat posed by

the former Soviet Union.”3

However these statements mask the extent to which Russia remains the

real focus of the US nuclear posture. The planners are still concerned about

Russia’s strength. It is “the only nation that we can conceive of with the

potential to threaten the US national existence”.4 Bruce Blair, Director of

the Centre for Defense Information, says of the Russian issue – “The dirty

little secret of America’s current nuclear policy is that 99 percent of the

nuclear weapons budget, planning, targeting, and operational activities still

revolves around this one anachronistic scenario”.5

Planners assume that relations with Russia will change only slowly.6

They think that Russia will retain a substantial nuclear arsenal, but is

unlikely to become a peer competitor with the US.7 It has been suggested

that Russia might try to improve its conventional forces.8 Paul Robinson,

as Chair of the Strategic Advisory Group, uses the term Capability One to

describe Central Deterrence, the main focus of which will continue to be

Russia.9 For this America will continue to have forces on short notice to

deter any possible sudden attack, try to reduce the stockpiles of strategic

nuclear weapons held by each side, and retain a “hedge”. This hedge is an

ability to rearm should the threat from Russia increase. 

The NPR adopts a capabilitiesbased approach.10 The US will prepare to

respond to the types of forces an enemy may have, rather than to specific

adversaries. But the scale of the potential threat from Russia is unique. The

capabilitiesbased approach only really applies to wider threats.

There have been calls for a more radical realignment of US nuclear

forces. A review of Future Strategic Strike Forces calls for weapons

systems to be modified so that they are more suitable for use against new
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WMD threats. It says that plans to develop lowyield weapons should be

accelerated and there should be new conventional weapons for longrange

strategic attacks. It advocates cutting back spending on highyield

weapons to pay for the new capabilities. This criticism of the NPR shows

that it was not the radical document that it claimed to be. 

The vast majority of the nuclear weapons budget from 2005 to 2009 is

allocated to sustaining existing highyield weapons. Although the numbers

are falling, there is no substantial adjustment of the types of nuclear forces.

Current US strategic nuclear forces remain designed for use against

Russia, while some of these forces could also be used in a Counter

Proliferation role. 

Paul Robinson said that the US “employs a counterforce strategy that

targets military assets that could inflict damage on our national interests”.11

The NPR said that US nuclear weapons would be targeted on “leadership

and military capabilities, particularly WMD, military command facilities

and other centres of control and infrastructure that support military

forces”.12 The counterforce strategy has been described as one of damage

limitation.13 The aim would be to destroy a large proportion of Russian

nuclear forces before they were launched, in order to reduce the damage

they would inflict. Attacks would also be made on command, control and

communication sites to prevent the missiles being launched. In practical

terms it is a short step from having a robust damagelimitation capability

to having a first strike force, which is ready to destroy Russian nuclear

forces before an attack was launched. There is also a distinction between

whether US forces are on a “launch on attack” or a “launch on warning”

status. Rather than waiting for the first Russian warhead to explode, forces

are more likely to be on “launch on warning” readiness, i.e. a US launch

would be authorised when a missile launch was detected by satellite or

radar systems.14 

There were four major options for attacking Russia in the 1999 edition

of the Single Integrated Operation Plan (SIOP).15 Major Attack Option 1

(MAO1) targeted all Russian ICBM silos, SLBM bases, mobile ICBMs,

nuclear airbases and other key nuclear weapons sites. There were between

1,000 and 1,200 targets in this option. Some would have been attacked

with more than one warhead. MAO 2 included all the targets in MAO1

plus conventional military targets. MAO3 added to this leadership targets,

and MAO4 added key economic facilities. The reductions planned in the

Moscow agreement are likely to mean that MAO2 and MAO4 would not

be feasible without reactivating the responsive force. The focus today is

probably on MAO1 with the potential to add leadership targets.
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The number of operational strategic nuclear weapons is falling as a

result of the Moscow Agreement. But this lacks the status or detail of

earlier arms control treaties. One of the principles of arms reductions is

“irreversibility” – weapons that have been eliminated under a treaty should

be destroyed. This principle is ignored in the Moscow Agreement. The US

will place surplus warheads in a reserve, the “responsive force”. This large

reserve can be reactivated should the need arise. The US is prepared to

breach the Moscow Agreement to do so.16

US plans for Missile Defence will have an impact on the effectiveness

of a secondstrike counterattack from Russia. There is some concern in

Russia that after 2012 the US could break out of nominal parity with

Russia and seek to achieve clear superiority, backed by substantial ABM

defences.

Wider Threats

To whom it may concern

As the Cold War ended Strategic Command (STRATCOM) looked around

to find new roles to justify sustaining the vast US nuclear establishment.

In 1993 the focus of US nuclear strategy extended beyond Russia to

include “any potentially hostile country that has or is seeking weapons of

mass destruction.”17 Paul Robinson defined two nuclear capabilities:

Central Deterrence and Deterrence of Wider Threats.18 The latter would

deal with countries, other than Russia, which possessed, or might try to

acquire WMD. Robinson called the nuclear weapons allocated to this new

threat the “To Whom It May Concern” force. An earlier example of this

approach was the French idea of “a tout azimuth”. It was proposed that

French nuclear weapons were not for use against one clearly defined foe,

but might be used against any nation.

Counter Proliferation

Two terms are used to describe moves to prevent countries from

developing Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD): NonProliferation

refers to diplomatic moves, Counter Proliferation includes the use of

military force. There is considerable overlap between the two. 

In the US there is substantial emphasis on the Counter Proliferation

approach. This includes nuclear doctrine. In US policy Counter

Proliferation involves more than just responding to countries that have

WMD programmes. They also seek to discourage nations from acquiring

these weapons. In pursuing this approach the US is prepared to act
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unilaterally and to pay limited attention to international law and

institutions.

During the Gulf War of 1991 the US military were worried about Iraq’s

chemical weapons, although they were never used. Following this conflict

there was concern that in future America’s enemies, confronted with

overwhelming conventional firepower, would develop nuclear, chemical

or biological weapons.19 There were calls to improve defences against

Chemical or Biological attack, and to develop ways of attacking potential

WMD targets.

A review of US nuclear policy began in October 1993. Dr Steven Fetter,

a key member of the review team, argued that nuclear weapons could play

no role in countering chemical or biological weapons. However

STRATCOM moved effectively to counter his concerns. The review

concluded that nuclear weapons could play a unique role, and that the full

range of nuclear options should be available against states which sought to

acquire WMD.20

The Doctrine for Joint Theatre Nuclear Operations 1996 referred to

targeting new WMD threats.21 It described missiles capable of carrying

WMD as the primary threat. The Doctrine for Joint Nuclear Operations,

2005, focuses on WMD threats.22 WMD are defined as nuclear, chemical,

biological or high explosive weapons “that are capable of a high order of

destruction and/or of being used in a manner as to destroy large numbers

of people”.23 The draft Doctrine mentioned two scenarios. One was that an

adversary would detonate a nuclear weapon above the atmosphere in order

to exploit the vulnerability of US.24 Another was that a WMD could be

used to force the US to withdraw following an invasion, or against ports or

airfields to prevent US reinforcements from being deployed. The latter

scenario was omitted from the revised version of the Doctrine.25

Studied ambiguity

While making clear what action America wanted to prevent, the US is

urged not to be plain about how it will respond.  “We must be ambiguous

about details of our response (or preemption) if what we value is

threatened, but it must be clear that our actions would have terrible

consequences.”26

This policy of “studied ambiguity” may be based on concern about a

“commitment trap”. If a threat was specific and clear, the US might, in due

course, feel compelled to carry out it out, even though it was not in

America’s interest to do so. It would be paramount that the US did not

make idle threats, as this would send the wrong message to all potential
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enemies. Another reason for ambiguity is concern about public opinion in

the US and around the world. A vague statement is likely to cause less of

an outcry than a clear threat to use nuclear weapons against specific

targets.

Paul Robinson recognises that “studied ambiguity” may not be

sustainable in the long term. He described how the Clinton Administration

had made preparations to use nuclear weapons for Counter Proliferation,

while never disclosing that this was their policy. He added that they had

not considered the full implications of “studied ambiguity”.

The nature of the new deterrence

The Strategic Advisory Group has been central to the development of US

nuclear policy. In 1995 it produced a report on the “Essentials of PostCold

War Deterrence”.27 This considered how to deter countries, other than

Russia, from using WMD. The report emphasises that deterrence operates

at an emotional as well as a rational level  “deterrence must create fear in

the mind of the adversary – fear that he will not achieve his objectives, fear

that his losses and pain will far outweigh any potential gains, fear that he

will be punished. It should ultimately create the fear of extinction –

extinction of either the adversary’s leaders themselves or their national

independence, or both”.28

It highlights the need to identify what is highly valued by the opposing

leader, and then to threaten to destroy it. It tells a story from Lebanon.

When several Soviet citizens were kidnapped and killed, the Russians sent

the leader of the revolutionary group a package containing the testicle of

his eldest son. The story concludes that never again did the group attack

any Russian citizen.

The report lists normal types of targets for nuclear weapons  military

capabilities, warsupporting industry and the national leadership. But it

also hints at other potential targets. Whatever was highly valued, whatever

was a symbol of the ruling regime, could be attacked with nuclear

weapons. The NPR says, “The assets most valued by the spectrum of

potential adversaries in the new security environment may be diverse.”29

The values of these new adversaries would be different from those of

Russia, and they could have different views on what was an unacceptable

loss.

“Essentials of PostCold War Deterrence” warns against the US

appearing too rational. It advocates an approach based on fear, and

suggests that to appear to be irrational and vindictive might be beneficial 

“That the US may become irrational and vindictive if its vital interests are

61
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attacked should be part of the national persona we project to all

adversaries.”30

Targeting specific threats

In January 1991, just before the start of the first Gulf War, Defence

Secretary Dick Cheney issued a Nuclear Weapons Employment Policy.

This set in motion a process to prepare plans for using nuclear weapons

against countries which might be developing WMD.31 The change was

implemented in the 1993 version of the nuclear war plan, SIOP 93. Russia

and China remained the main focus of the plan but other countries, which

might be building WMD, were added to the target list.

In April 1993 STRATCOM drew up plans to use nuclear and

conventional weapons in “silver bullet” strikes on nuclear, chemical and

biological targets, as well as command and control sites, in the “rogue

states”. These were called Strategic Installations List of Vulnerability

Effects and Results, or Silver Books. Regional commanders opposed the

role that STRATCOM was taking and the Silver Books project was

scrapped.32 This was only a temporary setback to STRATCOM’s goal of

playing a key role in counterproliferation.

In 1995 STRATCOM was asked to simulate what would happen if a

nucleararmed Iran attacking its neighbours in 2015. They were unable to

complete the study and the project was revised to simulate an attack from

North Korea.33 In 1996 American officials revealed that plans had been

drawn up to use the new B6111 nuclear bunkerbuster bomb against the

Tarhunah chemical weapons plant in Libya. This was a rare disclosure of

the targeting of nuclear weapons against a specific target. 

Paul Robinson revealed that military planning had moved ahead of the

policy making process. Theatre Commanders had identified potential

WMD targets and plans had been drafted to attack these installations with

nuclear weapons. But, he says, there was no coherent policy process

behind this military planning – “There has been no clear policy in place –

I can even say there has been a lack of clear thinking in place – regarding

‘limited nuclear attacks’”.34

The NPR listed as an Iraqi attack on Israel, a North Korean attack on

South Korea, and a conflict over Taiwan as “immediate contingencies” in

which nuclear weapons might play a role. “Potential contingencies”

included a new threat to the US from a state or states with WMD.

“Unexpected contingencies” included regime change in a country with

WMD.

The Universal Joint Task List shows that US forces are expected to be
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able to detect a percentage of all Nuclear, Chemical and Biological

production, storage and weapon systems of all potential enemies.35 US

Counter Proliferation strategy is based on the ability to identify these

targets. But the failure of Western intelligence to accurately access Iraq’s

WMD capability showed how difficult this is.

Nuclear weapons and terrorism

The 1994 US review of nuclear policy concluded that nuclear deterrence

should not apply to terrorists, when they were not statesponsored. Nuclear

weapons would not effectively deter them.36 Terrorist groups are small and

dispersed. They would not present suitable targets. However where a

terrorism group is supported by a state, particularly where the state may

provide WMD to the terrorist group, then that state may become a nuclear

target. This has become a particular focus for US strategists, including

nuclear planners.37

Since 2001 there has been increased emphasis on terrorists attacking

America with WMD. The US National Security Strategy 2002, said 

“terrorist groups are seeking to acquire WMD with the stated purpose of

killing large number of our people”.38 The Doctrine for Joint Nuclear

Operations says that nuclear weapons can deter both terrorists who want to

acquire WMD and also states that might support them. It adds that there is

an increased probability that a state, a nonstate actor or a terrorist might

use WMD. It says that if deterrence fails the US is prepared to use nuclear

weapons.39

The budget for Financial Year (FY) 2004 refers to studies conducted in

support of nuclear operations.40 Similar studies were funded the following

year, with added references to the war on terror. The European Theater

Nuclear Support Program provides support for US forces in Europe and

NATO and “towards the war on terrorism”. The War Plan Support Program

responds to requests from Combatant Commands for assistance with

dealing with WMD challenges, “particularly the war on terrorism”.

Full Spectrum Global Strike

The new mission of STRATCOM is full spectrum global strike.41 Global

strike is the ability to attack a target anywhere in the world at short notice.

Full Spectrum refers to all possible forms of attack – nuclear, conventional

and nonkinetic. Nonkinetic refers to electronic, information and

psychological operations. The computer systems in Omaha can draw up

plans for longrange attacks with conventional weapons, although the main

emphasis remains nuclear planning.

63
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On the one hand “Global Strike” encompasses all aspects of

STRATCOM’s nuclear planning. On the other, the term is used particularly

for the capability to launch attacks at short notice at new targets, outwith

OPLAN 8044. The Global Strike Contingency Plan, CONPLAN 8022,

came into effect in April 2003.

During the Cold War, large numbers of US nuclear bombers were fully

armed and ready to take off. This alert posture ended in 1991. While it has

not been revived, Global Strike has meant that the bombers are on a new

alert. In late 2004 the commander of the 8th Air Force said that his B2 and

B52 bombers could execute a Global Strike attack in half a day or less.42

A Global Strike nuclear attack would be most likely to use B2 bombers

based at Whiteman Air Force Base (AFB) in Missouri and armed with

B617 or B6111 bombs.43 The B2 is an advanced stealth bombers and is

less vulnerable to air defences than other aircraft. There are a total of 21 of

these aircraft, 16 are likely to be combat ready, of which 7 are available at

any time.44 Each B2 bomber can carry eight B617 or five B6111 bombs.45

The B6111 is designed for use against hardened targets and has an

estimated yield of 400 kilotons. The B617 has four yield options, the

highest is 350 kiloton and the lowest is less than 1 kiloton.46

B2 aircrews are certified for nuclear missions.47 They also practice

conventional attacks against targets around the world, in Global Power

exercises. They have been used to bomb Iraq. Large hangers have been

built so they can be maintained at forward locations. There is one hanger

at RAF Fairford in England and four hangers at Deigo Garcia in the Indian

Ocean. There may also be one in the Middle East. The B2 force is

allocated targets in the main plan for a nuclear attack on Russia.48

Targeting China

By far the largest number of targets for US nuclear weapons is in Russia.

But this number has declined. At the same time the proportion of the

targets which are in China has increased. According to the NPR a nuclear

contingency involving China is more likely than one involving Russia.49

The most likely scenario mentioned is a military confrontation over

Taiwan. In 1995, following friction over exercises near Taiwan, China said

they had nuclear weapons that could destroy Los Angeles.50

US plans for Missile Defence are a problem in China for two reasons.

Bejing is concerned that America will provide Theatre Missile Defence

cover for Taiwan. Secondly, the Chinese regard plans for a Missile

Defence for the USA itself as primarily a counter for their nuclear force.

Technologically China is on the verge of having nuclear missiles that could
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launch a major attack on the US. However it is by no means clear that

Beijing wants to spend substantial amounts of money on this.

The US is upgrading Trident submarines in the Pacific with longer

range D5 missiles. The balance of Trident deployment between the

Atlantic and Pacific fleets is being adjusted, with an increase in the

proportion in the Pacific. The US Universal Joint Task List refers to the

“Probability of success for preemptive attacks on minor nuclear powers”.

This measure is likely to include China and is quantified as a percentage.51 

Projections of future threats to the US anticipate that China will become

a more powerful economic competitor and might become a major nuclear

rival. This is reflected in the NPR, which says China could be involved in

a potential contingency. To deal with potential contingencies the NPR

explains that large numbers of nuclear weapons, which have been removed

from operational status, will be kept in reserve in a “responsive force”.

One reason that the US is holding on to a huge reserve is the fear that

China will increase its nuclear capability.

China is aware of the direct references made to it in the published

extracts from the NPR. The proposed Robust Nuclear Earth Penetrator is

also regarded, by some in Beijing, as a weapon designed for use against

China’s underground facilities. The new posture in the NPR is interpreted

as a plan to ensure that the US is able to launch an effective first strike

which could destroy China’s nuclear arsenal.

US commentators have suggested that China might make an

asymmetric response than to engage in an arms race with the US. They are

worried that China might encourage the proliferation of WMD and missile

technologies as a response to US Missile Defence plans.

Estimates of the size of China’s nuclear forces vary. China’s nuclear

policies and strategy are also not well understood. One US report warns:

“If the strategic views of China and the United States are really

fundamentally different, a collision that noone wants could result from

misunderstanding and miscalculation.”52

Warfighting and “useable” weapons

The term “warfighting” is used widely by the US military and is applied in

the nuclear field. Part of the mission of STRATCOM is to provide

“specialized planning expertise to the joint warfighter”.53 STRATCOM see

themselves as nuclear warfighters, not only with regard to wider threats,

but also in relation to Russia. Their report into the implications of START

II had the title  “Post START II Arms Reductions Warfighter’s

Assessment”.54 
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The Strategic Advisory Group, in a reference to Russia’s mobile ICBM,

said – “as warfighters we find them difficult (and expensive) to counter ….

USSTRATCOM, as the warfighter, should continue to pursue methods of

countering strategic mobiles.”55 There is a conflict between the demands of

stable deterrence and warfighting. Mobile ICBMs are less vulnerable than

other missiles. They could ride out a nuclear attack and they reduce the

temptation to strike first. So, it is argued, they contribute to stable

deterrence. On the other hand STRATCOM, as the warfighter, was asked

to look at ways of effectively targeting and destroying these missiles.

STRATCOM were concerned that a new Joint Operating Concept for

Major Combat Operations made no reference to nuclear weapons. In a

comment on the draft concept they argued – “Should potential adversaries

believe the United States only views its nuclear arsenal as a deterrent, and

not an available means of waging war if necessary, deterrence will

inadvertently be undermined.”56

A report on Future Roles for US Nuclear Forces criticised the tendency

to use “deterrence” to describe all nuclear roles. Its authors argued that the

term should be used only for threats of retaliation and should be

distinguished from nuclear warfighting.57 Several significant reports,

including the US Doctrine for Joint Nuclear Operation, describe how

deterrence might not work against opponents who don’t respond

rationally.58 Douglas Feith, Undersecretary of Defense for Policy, told the

Senate Armed Services Committee “the United States will need options to

defend itself, its allies and friends against attacks that cannot be

deterred.”59 The US is preparing to use nuclear weapons in this context,

outwith the deterrence model. Yet there is a reluctance to acknowledge

that this is a distinct category of nuclear strategy.

Prior to 1991 it was assumed that a force designed for an attack on

Russia, could also deal with anything else  “Handle the Soviet Union and

you can deter all other potential threats.”60 The NPR departs from this

approach. The types of targets that might be attacked if US nuclear

weapons were used against a “wider threat” are not different from those

that might be attacked in Russia.61 The difference between Russian and

“wider threat” planning is not in the type of targets, but in the emphasis

placed on collateral damage and fallout. An attack on Russia would cause

colossal devastation. Having weapons that produced fewer side effects is

not considered a major issue.62 However this is a crucial factor in “wider

threat” operations. In this case, a threat to use weapons which would result

in extensive fallout and damage over a wide area is described as “self

deterring”. In addition to the longterm effect on the environment and
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civilian casualties, fallout does not recognise international boundaries.

Neighbouring countries, including allies, could be affected. These

concerns have led to a call, in the NPR, to produce nuclear weapons with

fewer side effects, which would be more “useable”.

Currently most US weapons for use against bunkers and silos have high

yields of between 100 and 400 kilotons. The B83 bomb, with a yield of 1

megaton, is retained for use against the most difficult targets. A major

concern of the US nuclear establishment is to be able to destroy the same

targets but with lower yield weapons, which results in less fallout.

In order to reduce the yield of the weapon, and still destroy a bunker or

missile silo, the weapon has to be modified in one of two ways. The first

is to increase the accuracy of the bomb, missile or Reentry Vehicle (RV).

Research into developing Manoeuvrable RVs (MARVs) for Trident has

been carried out and in the long term this could result in more accurate

RVs for Trident missiles and ICBMs. The second way to lower the yield is

to use an Earth Penetrating Warhead which detonates when it is below the

surface. The 9 megaton B53 bomb has been replaced by the 400 kiloton

B6111 Earth Penetrating Warhead. 

Initial studies were started for a Robust Nuclear Earth Penetrator

(RNEP). Two design options were proposed. Los Alamos was working on

a variant of the B61 bomb and Lawrence Livermore were developing a

design based on the B83. Congress withdrew all funding for RNEP during

consideration of the FY2005 budget. In February 2005 the Administration

attempted to revive the project.63 Finally, in October 2005, RNEP was

withdrawn from the proposed budget for FY2006.

There are fundamental flaws in the quest for new, loweryield bunker

busters. By lowering the yield it is possible to reduce the amount of fallout

and collateral damage, but not to eliminate it. The side effects of these

weapons remain an insurmountable problem.64 A threat to use any nuclear

weapon for Counter Proliferation is always going to be “selfdeterring”

and so scarcely credible.

There are publicly available illustrations showing the effect of earth

penetrating nuclear weapons of various yields.65 A country that was a

potential target could be expected to respond by simply digging deeper

bunkers. US plans to design sophisticated nuclear weapons can be

effectively countered by burrowing further underground with simple

technology. Even megatonyield bombs cannot destroy some targets, such

as the deep bunkers in mountains in Russia.66

There have been proposals to develop “mini” nuclear weapons in two

ways. One is to design nuclear weapons with very low yields. This has
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been made possibly by the removal of a restriction on developing such

weapons. The second factor is to design nuclear warheads that are

physically smaller. There has been a call to design a warhead, which would

fit within the space constraints of the Guided Bomb Unit (GBU) laser

guided bomb.67 There also proposals to design weapons with specific

effects, such as enhanced radiation.68 The idea that the latter could be

effectively used to neutralise chemical or biological weapons is suspect.

“Advanced Concepts” was a proposal in the FY2004 budget to carry out

studies into very low yield and enhanced radiation weapons. The amount

allocated was 0.1 % of the nuclear weapons budget. Congress reduced

funding for this in FY2004. The following year they withdrew all funding.

The Administration did not attempt to reintroduce this project in the

FY2006 budget. In FY2005 the funds allocated to Advanced Concepts

were redirected to a new programme, the “Reliable Replacement

Warhead”.69 The stated aim of this project is to develop warheads or

components with similar capabilities to existing warheads.

A report into the Future Roles of US Nuclear Forces argues that the way

forward is to design more accurate conventional weapons rather than small

nuclear weapons – “The real issue is whether trying to recast a nuclear

‘sledgehammer’ for use in roles requiring a stiletto is worth the trouble,

particularly when conventional ‘stilettos’ are getting sharper all the time.”70

A report by Lieutenant Commander Torcolini (US Navy) for Newport

Naval War College questions the feasibility of any limited use of nuclear

weapons.71 Torcolini quotes the US Doctrine for Joint Operations, which

says, “The outcome of military operations should not conflict with the

longterm solution to the crisis”.72 He argues that it is inconceivable that

the use of a nuclear weapon could comply with this. There would be a

negative reaction from allies and other nations around the world and

political repercussions at home. In addition any use of a nuclear weapon

would have a significant impact on the attitude of the population of the

target nation. The immediate damage from the bomb would be

complemented by radiation problems around Ground Zero and also

extensive longterm contamination of food production downwind. These

would undermine plans for reconstruction.73

Preemption

In September 2002 President Bush issued a new National Security

Strategy. This stressed that America would act first  “America will act

against such emerging threats before they are fully formed”.74 This did not

just mean that if someone was about to launch a missile, the missile should
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be destroyed. It meant that if someone was considering a project to build

WMD they could be attacked. 

The US Air Force Nuclear Doctrine (1998) played down the

significance of preemption in US nuclear strategy.75 However the Doctrine

for Joint Nuclear Operations (2005) says that any adversary should know

that the US “has the ability and will to preempt or retaliate promptly”.76

One of the reviewers of the latter publication suggested that a discussion

on preemption should be added because this was part of American

strategy. The editor replied that such an addition would be inappropriate

for an unclassified document.77 The Universal Joint Target List also

includes, as a measure of Strategic Targeting Policy, the “probability of

success for preemptive attacks on minor nuclear powers”.78 The growing

openness about preemption comes from Counter Proliferation policy,

however the term is applied to all aspects of nuclear strategy. It is likely to

be interpreted in Russia and China as including attacks on themselves.

Strategic and Theatre Nuclear Operations

NATO and Britain use the term SubStrategic Nuclear Forces. The US

military has described the same weapons as NonStrategic Nuclear Forces.

Distinguishing types of nuclear weapons is problematic.79 Paul Robinson

has said, “any use of nuclear weapons is, and always will be strategic.

Thus, I would propose we ban the term ‘nonstrategic nuclear weapons’ as

a non sequitur”.80

There is little reference to the distinction between Strategic and Non

Strategic Forces in the March 2005 version of the Doctrine for Joint

Nuclear Operations.81 There remains a difference when it comes to nuclear

operations. There are two types: strategic and theatre. Strategic operations

are coordinated by STRATCOM whereas Theatre operations are

controlled by the geographical commander. In the early 1990s nuclear

options within plans drafted by a regional commander were described as

Non SIOP Options.82 These are now called Theatre Nuclear Options

(TNO).83 TNOs in an Operation Plan can allocate targets to both Non

Strategic and Strategic Nuclear Forces.84 In the latter case the TNO should

include an assessment of the impact on the SIOP (OPLAN 8044).

STRATCOM plays a major role in planning both strategic and theatre

nuclear operations. During the drafting of the Doctrine for Joint Nuclear

Operation, 2005, the roles of the Commander of STRATCOM and the

geographic commander were amended. One criticism of the early draft

doctrine was that it was primarily concerned with strategic operations.85

There is an expanded section on Theatre operations in the March 2005
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version.

The Universal Joint Task List (UJTL) uses the term “National Strategic

Firepower” which includes attacks on targets of strategic value.86 The US

Navy’s equivalent document has a different definition  “strategic

firepower refers to any type of attack on targets of strategic value, to

include nuclear and conventional, both lethal and nonlethal and drug

trafficking targets”.87 The SIOP, nonstrategic nuclear plans and anti

satellite plans are then listed as examples. The implication is that Trident

could be used against drug dealers. This is an example of how blurring the

distinction between nuclear and conventional forces creates confusion.

The UJTL refers to “Theater Strategic Targets” which are “targets that

have a major and possibly decisive impact on achieving strategic

objectives”, such as WMD sites. UJTL says that these targets “include, but

are not limited to, those found on nonstrategic nuclear strike plans”.88

It is tempting to distinguish between preprepared plans to attack Russia

with strategic weapons, on the one hand, and adaptively planned missions

involving nonstrategic weapons for Counter Proliferation, on the other.

However this would be an oversimplification. Adaptive planning can be

used to retarget weapons in a strategic nuclear exchange. Preprepared

plans are drawn up for the use of NonStrategic Nuclear Forces. The only

scenario in which the large number of NonStrategic Weapons deployed in

Europe could be used would be a conflict with Russia. US Strategic

weapons could be used in a Counter Proliferation attack.

Countervalue targeting

The main focus of US nuclear strategy is on counterforce targeting.

Repeated reference is made to attacking WMD facilities, such as nuclear

missile silos and their command and control facilities. The US Air Force

Nuclear Doctrine (1998) also referred to countervalue targeting of cities,

industries and economic resources.89 It named harbours, industrial centres

and pipelines as examples of possible targets. The 2003 draft of the

Doctrine for Joint Nuclear Operations also mentioned countervalue

targeting. A representative of STRATCOM pointed out that many

operationallaw attorneys did not believe that countervalue targeting was

lawful because it did not distinguish between civil and military activities.

He noted that Al Quaeda’s attack on New York in September 2001 could

be justified under countervalue philosophy.90 The March 2005 version of

the Doctrine refers to “critical warmaking and warsupporting assets” and

to holding at risk what the adversary values.91 Although the word

“countervalue” has been excised from the text, the concept remains.
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The Universal Joint Task List reveals that targets for National Strategic

Firepower include “economic or political centers of gravity”.92 Stephen

Younger, Deputy Director of Los Alamos, said that there was an implicit

threat to attack cities and that this was “a potent element of the deterrent

calculus”.93

The Nuclear Supplement of the Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan (JSCP

N) lists constraints on nuclear targeting. Most of this section is Top Secret.

One declassified paragraph says, “certain target categories are prohibited

from attack in specific options”.94 This may include restraints on attacking

leadership targets in the initial stage of an attack on Russia. JSCPN

probably also limits countervalue and countercity targeting. However the

constraints may be relative and may only apply to some situations. The

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff can approve deviation from the

limitations. Regional nuclear plans can include targets that do not comply

with the JSCPN limits. If they do not comply with these constraints this

should be noted in the analysis of the Theatre Nuclear Option.95

Nuclear attacks on conventional forces

A central feature of Cold War planning was that nuclear weapons could be

used to stop an attack with conventional forces. Today US nuclear forces

are expected to act as a hedge against the emergence of a substantial

conventional threat.96 This implies that this role might be undertaken by

reserve nuclear forces if they were reactivated. Nuclear attacks on

conventional forces are also included as a category of potential Theatre

nuclear operations.97

While this role has not been eliminated, it is no longer a major part of

nuclear planning. In the build up to the 1991 Gulf War, Dick Cheney

instructed Colin Powell to develop options for the use of nuclear weapons

against Iraq. Powell later said that these studies showed, “To do serious

damage to just one armoured division dispersed in the desert would require

a considerable number of small tactical nuclear weapons … If I had had

any doubts before about the practicality of nukes in the field of battle, this

report clinched them.”98 The report on Future Roles of US Nuclear Forces

describes a similar study.99 It concludes that airlaunched conventional

weapons could be almost as effective as nuclear weapons in stopping an

armoured division. The conventional option would be clearly preferred

because it would avoid the devastation and contamination of an attack with

a significant number of nuclear weapons.
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Institutional factors

In the US those who stand to gain the budgets and the contracts are

significant players in the nuclear weapons establishment. The history of

the US nuclear weapons programme illustrates that pressures from the

services and from industry are major factors.  Rivalry between the nuclear

weapons laboratories has been intense. When a new role for nuclear

weapons is spotted, the different factions are quick to develop projects to

persuade Government that their weapon can carry out the new task. The

argument that Trident missiles can be used for limited nuclear attacks

appears to be a case of the US Navy trying to take on a task that would

otherwise be carried out by the Air Force. In Britain SubStrategic Trident

emerged as the result of the Royal Navy successfully arguing that they

could take on a role previously carried out by the RAF.
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Annex B

NATO Nuclear Policy

The traditional role of substrategic nuclear forces

In the 1970s the NATO Nuclear Planning Group referred to “theatre”

nuclear forces. Royal Navy Polaris submarines were part of these forces.1

In 1982 NATO changed the terminology to “intermediaterange” and

“shortrange” nuclear forces.2 Since 1990 these have been called “sub

strategic nuclear forces”.3

Today there are two types of substrategic nuclear weapons assigned to

NATO. The first are US nuclear bombs which are based in Europe and can

be used by aircraft from the US Air Force and four other allied Air Forces.

The second are Trident missiles on British submarines which have been

configured for a substrategic role. NATO statements refer to a “small

number” of Trident nuclear warheads.4

At the heart of the old NATO nuclear plan was the desire to demonstrate

that an attack by Warsaw Pact conventional forces would result in a

strategic nuclear exchange between the US and the Soviet Union. Tactical

nuclear weapons were introduced to make this threat more credible.

However the European and US members of NATO held different views on

the place of these weapons. The Europeans were wary of a nuclear battle

that was confined to Europe. For example, the former West German

General Johannes Steinhoff said that he was not opposed to the strategic

use of nuclear weapons but added– “I am firmly opposed to their use on

our soil”.5 On the other hand, while it suited the US to threaten a strategic

nuclear response, it would not have been in their interest to carry out the

threat. Henry Kissinger warned that the Europeans should not keep asking

for strategic assurances that they could not give, or if they did give, could

not execute.6 Reconciling these differences produced some “tortured and

Byzantine logic” in NATO nuclear strategy.7

The role of theatre, or substrategic, weapons was described by the

NATO Nuclear Planning Group in 1981  “Theatre nuclear forces in NATO

Europe provide the crucial link between the conventional defence of

NATO Europe and the United States’ strategic nuclear forces, the ultimate

guarantee of Western security.”8

The idea that these weapons are a bridge between conventional and

strategic nuclear weapons remains the focus of NATO nuclear policy,
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despite the disappearance of the Soviet threat. The 1991 NATO Strategic

Concept said that substrategic forces based in Europe would “provide an

essential link with strategic nuclear forces, reinforcing the transAtlantic

link”.9 This phrase was repeated in the 1999 Strategic Concept.10

NATO statements also say that “nuclear forces based in Europe and

committed to NATO provide an essential political and military link

between the European and North American members of the Alliance.”11

The nuclear element of the US forces in Europe is seen as vital – “The

presence of United States conventional and nuclear forces in Europe

remains vital to the security of Europe, which is inseperably linked to that

of North America.”12 

The alliance recognises that the use of nuclear weapons is less likely

than during the Cold War. The 1991 Strategic Concept said that, because

of the changes in Europe, “the circumstances in which any use of nuclear

weapons might have to be contemplated by them are therefore even more

remote”.13 The 1999 Strategic Concept refers to this as “extremely

remote”.14

The extension of NATO’s nuclear policy to cover former Warsaw Pact

countries has concerned Russia. The alliance’s involvement in military

operations in Kosovo and Afghanistan has also been seen as a threat.

While Russia participates on the fringes of NATO, some Russian

commentators were disappointed that President Yeltsin’s move to have the

country fully involved in the Alliance was rejected.15

Proliferation

In 1994 NATO’s Nuclear Planning Group stressed the role of diplomancy

in preventing proliferation, but added that the alliance should “address the

range of capabilities needed to discourage Weapons of Mass

Destruction.”16 In 1999 the group said – “We reaffirmed our belief that

Alliance forces deter the use of weapons of mass destruction, thus

contributing to the Alliances goal of preventing the proliferation of these

weapons and their delivery means.”17 The term “Alliance forces” is

capable of broad interpretation and could include nuclear forces. There

appears to be similar ambiguity in the military guidelines, MC400/2,

agreed in May 2000. It was reported that these refered to “an appropriate

mix of forces” to counter any WMD threat.18

The US Nuclear Posture Review of December 2001 placed more

emphasis on dealing with new and potential WMD threats by both nuclear

and conventional forces. The NATO Nuclear Planning Group was briefed

on the Review in 2002. The US National Security Strategy issued in 2002
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said that both the forces of the US “and those of our allies” should be

equipped “to ensure that we can prevail in any conflict with WMDarmed

adversaries”.19 Canada, and most of the European members of NATO, will

not openly support plans to use nuclear weapons against an enemy armed

with chemical or biological weapons, or seeking to acquire those weapons.

The US wants NATO to be ready to use nuclear weapons agains this new

enemy, but most other members of the Alliance are cautious.

In 2003 Canadian diplomats made it clear that the NATO 1999 Strategic

Concept had not been changed. The Canadians said that NATO policy was

that nuclear weapons should not be used against any nonnuclearweapons

state which was a party to the NPT.20

A NATO crisis management exercise in 2002 showed divisions within

the alliance. The scenario of the exercise was that Iraq was preparing to use

WMD against Turkey. The US and Turkey wanted NATO to order a pre

emptive strike. Germany, France and Spain opposed this and wanted to

continue with diplomatic moves. Because of these divisions NATO

Secretary George Robertson closed the exercise early.21 This war game was

played out while the US made real preparations for the invasion of Iraq.

Despite European hesitation about allocating a counterproliferation

role to NATO nuclear forces, the US has initiated studies into this area.

The US has its own command which includes Europe, EUCOM. The US

has issued contracts for research to support both EUCOM and NATO. In

1998 a contract was sought for the “European Theater Nuclear Forces

Improvement Program”.22 This was for research and development

technical support to improve the effectiveness of theatre nuclear forces

“supporting the deterrence of Weapons of Mass Destruction.” In October

2003 the US sought a further contract for the “European Theater Weapons

of Mass Destruction / Nuclear Forces Improvement Program”.23 This was

to provide advice to both EUCOM and NATO and the areas to be covered

included counterforce options for dealing with WMD,

counterproliferation, and the operational effectiveness of theater nuclear

forces. This study would focus on improving the potential to use US

nuclear forces in a counter WMD role. Recent US budgets also refer to the

European Theater Nuclear Support Program. This provides support on

nuclear and WMD issues for EUCOM and NATO. The description of this

program was modified in the FY 2005 budget with the addition of the

phrase “and towards the war on terrorism”.24

NATO has moved outwith its traditional geographical remit. Following

its experience in Kosovo it has taken on a major role in Afghanistan.

NATO’s Nuclear Planning Group has commented on the danger of North
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Korea’s nuclear ambitions. But the US has had great difficulty persuading

its allies that NATO should play a role in Iraq. 

The European Union has adopted its own policy on how to deal with the

proliferation of WMD.25 This places a clear emphas is on diplomatic rather

than military means. There is provision for “coercive measures under

Chapter 7 of the UN Charter and international law” and these include the

use of force. The UN Security Council should play a central role. The

policy also says that there should be cooperation with the United States.

The relevance of NATO nuclear weapons is considered further in Annex

K Dual Capable Aircraft.
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British Nuclear Planning system

The technical bounds of independence, with regard to nuclear targeting,

have been a closely guarded secret. For example, in the House of Lords in

1995 Lord Stoddart of Swindon asked the government minister to confirm

that Trident “can be used without the United States’s consent and

assistance and can be targeted independently of United States’

assistance?”. Lord Henley replied, “My Lords, like its predecessor, Trident

is an independent nuclear deterrent. That means exactly that, I can go no

further.”1 Nevertheless there is some information in the public domain on

the mechanics of the British nuclear planning system.

Liaison with the US nuclear planning process

In March 1993, during a session on Trident, the Chairman of the House of

Commons Defence Committee raised the following point: “I am not quite

clear whether it is still the case that the targeting of our Trident fleet, once

it is in operation, will be in liaison with Omaha, and whether it is therefore,

if you like, preset by NATO decision making?”

Rear Admiral Irwin replied, “We have declared the strategic system to

NATO and we plan and deconflict our NATO target plans with the

targeting centre in Omaha”.2 Deconflicting is the process of comparing

and integrating a number of separate plans to use nuclear weapons. It

avoids duplication and fratricide. The US coordinates and deconflicts its

own plans to use large numbers of nuclear weapons at STRATCOM

headquarters in Omaha, Nebraska.

From 1959 onwards targeting of the V bombers was “progressively

integrated” into the US Single Integrated Operational Plan (SIOP).3 British

personnel were stationed in Omaha for this purpose. Each year the US

planners create a new version of the SIOP (OPLAN 8044). It is likely that

British plans to use Trident in a strategic role, assigned to NATO, have

been renewed on the same annual basis. 

The senior US officer in Europe, who is also the NATO Commander

(SACEUR), created his own nuclear plans and had a significant input into

the planning process. British nuclear weapons were allocated targets

within SACEUR’s plans. Integrating these plans with the SIOP has been a

significant feature of US nuclear planning.
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The Chairman of the US Joint Chiefs of Staff has issued instructions on

how information from the SIOP can be handed to British personnel. This

secret document has the title: “Guidance for the sanitation and distribution

of SIOP information to SACEUR, United Kingdom Liaison Cell, Director

Strategic Weapons System, and United Kingdom Strategic Targeting

Center”.4

SACEUR, in his role as Commander of US European Command, will

have access to unsanitised strategic targeting data. This guidance

probably refers to information he might pass on to British personnel at

NATO headquarters, and possibly to officers from other NATO countries.

The UK Liaison Cell (UKLC) is identified as being at STRATCOM in

Omaha. UKLC is the British presence at the US nuclear planning centre.

The work of the British staff at UKLC includes liaison with NATO

officers. The Director Strategic Weapons Systems (DGSWS), based in

Bath, is responsible for technical aspects of the Trident missile system,

including fire control and target planning software.5 The address of the

“UK Strategic Targeting Center” is given as Ministry of Defence, London.

This is probably an alternative designation for the Nuclear Operations and

Targeting Centre (NOTC) described below.6

The earliest form of the guidance listing this distribution was issued in

May 1995. In the same year NATO substantially lowered the state of alert

of Dual Capable Aircraft. The alliance ceased to have standing nuclear

plans at some point between 1995 and 1998. The guidance was revised in

March 1999, March 2003 and July 2004. Some of these changes may relate

to modifications of the planning systems. The latest form of the guidance

uses the new term, OPLAN 8044 information, as well as the old term,

SIOP information.

A second US document outlines how information on Multiple

Independently Targeted Reentry Vehicles (MIRVs) should be classified.7 It

refers to Top Secret SIOP targeting information and outlines two

exceptions to normal restrictions, one is for Canadian personnel working

at the North American Aerospace Defence headquarters and the other is for

British staff.8 This guidance permits the release of sensitive information to

“UK operational personnel assigned to USSTRATCOM”. The number of

British personnel with access to sensitive information is to be restricted to

“those absolutely necessary to carry out the USSTRATCOM mission”.9

This suggests that UKLC plays a central role in the planning and de

conflicting process.
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Nuclear Operations and Targeting Centre

Planning for nuclear weapons is within the remit of the Assistant Chief of

Defence Staff (Policy) (ACDS (Pol)).10 The Director Chemical, Biological,

Radiological and Nuclear Policy (DCBRN Pol), a Commodore, has

specific responsibility. The UK Liaison Officer at Omaha and his deputy

are also responsible to ACDS (Pol). A list of naval positions refers to the

Officer in Charge of the Nuclear Operations and Targeting Centre

(NOTC), a Commander.11 There is also an Operations Officer at NOTC, a

Lieutenant.12 The location of the NOTC is “MoD, London”.

NOTC houses a computer system that produces British nuclear target

plans. Until the late 1990s there will have been a system to prepare nuclear

attacks from aircraft using WE177 bombs and another for Polaris. Since

the early 1990s there has also been a special system for Trident.

Official statements in 1994 and 2004 refer to the software and hardware

of “the UK shorebased target planning system” for Trident, although they

do not mention NOTC by name.13 In 1994 the MoD said the decision that

Trident should take on a substrategic role would require “minor

enhancements” to the hardware and software of this system. In June 2004,

in response to a Parliamentary question, the Armed Forces Minister said

that the system had not changed significantly since 1993, but that

modifications had been made “to update the hardware and operating

system in accordance with good industry practice”.14

In 1993 it was said that the hardware and software changes required for

SubStrategic Trident would initially cost £1 million, followed by annual

support costs of around £150,000 per year for 10 years.15 The 2004

statement did not mention of software costs. It said that the expenditure on

updating hardware for the system was normally around £250,000 per year,

but in Financial Year 200102 this cost £584,000.16 This statement did not

distinguish increases in expenditure required for SubStrategic Trident.

The peak expenditure on hardware for the shorebased computers in

200102 may be related to an update of the Fire Control System (FCS) on

British Trident submarines. A new FCS, the Mk 98 Mod 5, entered service

between September 2002 and February 2003.17 It makes Trident

substantially more flexible. It will allow rapid retargeting for both single

missile and multiple attacks. When a similar system was introduced on US

submarines there were also changes to shorebased target planning

systems at the Naval Surface Warfare Centre in Dahlgren and at

STRATCOM in Omaha. In addition to the new software, it is likely that

the MoD also procured new software for their target planning system

between 2000 and 2003.
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Software

In 1988 an Audit Office report said: “...proving the effectiveness of the

system for UK purposes is dependent on the production in the UK of

software for targeting, modelling and effectiveness assessment.”18 In

practice Britain has relied heavily on US support. The three categories

mentioned are interrelated. Modelling and simulation of how a missile

system operates is fundamental. The models are used to produce target

data and test target plans. Test firing missiles verifies if they are accurate.

There is some indigenous British expertise. Hunting Engineering, now

known as INSYS, were the design authority for the Penetration Aid Carrier

at the heart of Chevaline.19 They carried out computer modelling of

Chevaline trajectories. The verification of these models was conducted

with US assistance. The company later studied various aspects of Trident

Reentry Vehicle (RV) performance. This included analysing how heat

erosion affects an RV’s flight path. This was a particular problem with the

Mk4 Trident RV. INSYS have created models of RV behaviour and have

worked for the US Missile Defence programme. However INSYS have

limited expertise when compared with US contractors.

Trident missiles are test fired from British submarines near Cape

Canaveral under US supervision. The results of the first tests, from HMS

Vanguard in 1994, were analysed by two American institutions, the

Applied Physics Laboratory of John Hopkins University (APL) and

Charles Stark Draper Laboratories. APL use their own models of Trident

trajectories to analyse data from test flights.20 With regard to missile tests

from HMS Vengeance, APL said that they “evaluated submarine and

missile flight data to assess the reliability and accuracy of the weapon

system”.21 The evaluation of missile tests has been almost entirely carried

out by these US laboratories. British expertise in this area is negligible.

The Audit Office report pointed out that from 1982 to 1988 the MoD

had problems recruiting staff who could produce targeting, modelling and

effectiveness assessment software.22 In 1994 Roger Freeman, the Junior

Defence Minister, said that this software development work had been

completed “using a mix of internal expertise and specialist contractor

support”.23 At the time there were suspicions that the MoD had turned to

the US for help.

A proposed contract for Trident software support, issued in America in

July 2005, confirms this dependence. It says that the contractor will carry

out formal qualification testing of a number of models including “United

Kingdom (UK) reference/simulation models” and “US/UK targeting

models”.24 US practice suggests that these will not just be for evaluation.
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The models will be at the heart of the NOTC target planning system. It is

likely that overall system at NOTC is based on the SLBM Integrated

Planning System (SIPS) used by the US Navy.

The July 2005 contract says, with regard to the Quality Assurance of

UK models, that the contractor shall assist in “analysing the software, data

and documentation to verify that all USonly items have been removed.”25

This shows that the “UK models” are produced within the US Trident

programme. The main difference between US and UK versions of Trident

software is that the variant supplied to Britain is missing some components

and some data because these are classified “USEyesOnly”.

At all stages, from the creation of plans in the MoD to the handling of

instructions within the missile, the targeting of the British Trident system

is dependent on American software. In 2002 a contract was issued in

American for Revision 18 to software for the UK SCSI Media Generation

System.26 This system is probably used to format British targeting data

onto magnetic tape. Targeting Change Messages sent by radio are

compressed and expanded using unique American software. US

contractors create the UK variants of the software that processes this data

in the Fire Control System on Trident submarines. 

In 1993 Rear Admiral Irwin said, in response to a question at the

Defence Committee, that British nuclear weapons could, in theory, be

targeted at the US command centre in Omaha. Menzies Campbell MP

remarked that “it would cause a bit of a riot at Northwood if we did”.27 But

does Britain really have this degree of flexibility? The Royal Navy uses

American software for target planning, target data processing and for fire

control. Does reliance on this software undermine the independence of

Britain’s nuclear forces?

The models and programmes purchased from the US may have been set

to require coordination with the US system. The software could be fixed

so that if a plan were produced which had not been deconflicted and

approved by STRATCOM, then the instructions would not work. The

arrangements for rapid retargeting of Trident are likely to be particularly

dependent on US support and therefore approval.

The fire control software on the submarine is substantial and complex.

The US Navy recognised that it could be sabotaged and they asked an IT

company, Mountain State Information Systems, to assess its vulnerability.

These specialists carried out detailed research and developed a program to

detect illicit code.28 But what if the programmers wanted to officially

sabotage it  to modify the British version and constrain how Trident might

be used? It would not be unreasonable for US programmers to modify the
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software so that British missiles could not be fired at targets within the

United States. This could be achieved by adding one or two lines to the

thousands of lines of computer code. If the target location was within

particular geographical bounds then a variable could be changed which

would abort any launch command. In a similar way it would be possible to

veto attacks on Russia unless authorised by the US.

There is no evidence that the US has crippled the software in any of

these ways. However it could be done. Given the general software

dependence it is unlikely that there is sufficient expertise in Britain to

rigorously check the programmes. The MoD may have considered issues

of software dependency in the past. However recent changes to the target

planning and FCS software, and the growing integration and centralisation

of the US nuclear planning system make the independence of the British

system particularly questionable today.

Adaptive planning and networking

The US nuclear planning system has been modified to place more

emphasis on adaptive planning and to increase flexibility in the nuclear

targeting process. The new FCS and the US shorebased target planning

system are both designed to enable rapid retargeting of missiles. It is likely

that the British shorebased planning system can also now produce nuclear

attack plans in a short timescale.

Nuclear planning systems at NATO headquarters and at US Regional

Command Headquarters are now integrated into the central system at

STRATCOM. It is likely that there has been a similar enhancement of the

level of integration between NOTC and STRATCOM to support realtime

coordination. UKLC, the British contingent at STRATCOM, is likely to

play a role in this.

Coordination with NATO

In the past Britain and America have had both nucleararmed submarines

and Dual Capable Aircraft assigned to NATO. It is likely that planning for

the two types of weapons was dealt with differently. The US largely

delegated planning of nuclear attacks by Dual Capable Aircraft to the

geographical commander, whereas most targetplanning for Submarine

Launched Ballistic Missiles (SLBM) was carried out in the US. It is likely

that SACEUR was involved in identifying targets for US and British

SLBM, but not in detailed mission planning for their use.

While Britain’s SubStrategic nuclear force, assigned to NATO

comprised Dual Capable Aircraft armed with WE177 bombs it is likely
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that SHAPE played a leading role in targeting and mission planning for the

force. The decision to replace WE177 with a small number of single

warhead Trident missiles will have caused planning problems. For

political reasons it would be desirable to involve several countries in any

NATO nuclear attack. This would mean drawing up plans involving both

Dual Capable Aircraft from several nations, and British singlewarhead

Trident missiles. But SHAPE is unlikely to have the expertise to prepare

Trident missions. Three parties will be involved in preparing plans for

using British Trident missiles in a SubStrategic role in a NATO operation:

SHAPE, STRATCOM and the NOTC.

NATO’s Nuclear Planning Group has said that it no longer maintains

peacetime plans for SubStrategic Nuclear Forces. The alliance does have

a system to produce these plans when required. The procedures used in

annual ABLE ALLY and ABLE TEAM nuclear planning exercises.

SHAPE has a computer system, the NATO Consultation Subsystem

(NCS), which produces powerpoint presentations illustrating proposed

nuclear attacks. This would be used to brief delegates from NATO nations

in the nuclear consultation process to approve an attack plan. Plans to use

British Substrategic Trident would be incorporated into this process. 

NCS is a component of the NATO Nuclear Planning System (NNPS).

NNPS is used for SubStrategic nuclear planning within the alliance. It has

been described as a system for planning aircraft missions and so it

probably cannot perform detailed mission planning for Trident missiles.

However it is possible that the outline of Trident plans can be incorporated.

NNPS is integrated into the central US planning system, so this Trident

input could come from STRATCOM. Alternatively the British system at

NOTC might be able to supply the information to NNPS. There are

workstations on the NNPS network at a number of sites across Europe and

it is likely that there is one at Northwood and/or at the MoD building in

London.
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The Naval Surface Warfare Centre Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD) in

Virginia develops fire control software for Britain and may to assist in the

production and verification of targeting data. Links from the MoD to

NSWCDD may either be direct or through STRATCOM.

Security restrictions

In 1962 Britain and the US worked together on nuclear strike plans,

dividing targets between them. However neither side was willing to let the

other know the yield of the weapons it planned to use against each target.

This was four years after there had been a substantial exchange of nuclear

weapons’ design information. This lack of openness illustrates the extreme

sensitivity of nuclear targeting information. The high level of classification

given to this material is likely to be a major influence on how British and

American nuclear planning is conducted.

Information included in the US nuclear war plan has its own

classification, Top Secret Single Integrated Operational Plan – Extremely

Sensitive Information (SIOPESI). Within this classification the data is

divided into categories, each of which is concerned with a specific aspect

of nuclear planning.29 Personnel involved in planning and executing

nuclear attacks have access only to information that is essential for their

role. 

A basic principle of safeguarding the nuclear plan is that only US

citizens have access to SIOPESI.30 Handing data to British personnel runs

contrary to this principle. The guidance on distributing information to a

number of British locations refers to the disclosure of “sanitized” SIOP

information. In this context, sanitization is the removal of sensitive

material so that a document can be given a lower security classification

and distributed more widely.

Lee Butler has revealed how compartmentalisation within the nuclear

planning process means that noone has an overall view of what is actually

going on. British staff work on the fringes of this system. They will only

be given fragments of information. On the other hand it is likely that the

MoD will have to reveal most of Britain’s proposals in order to participate

in the process.

Friendly nuclear forces in US nuclear plans

The US Air Force manual on Planning Format and Guidance shows the

structure of US nuclear attack plans.31 The manual shows the format of US

Air Force Europe (USAFE) Operations Plan (OPLAN) 412397 for the

Defence of Western Europe in General War. The nuclear attack plan is in
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Appendix 1 to Annex C. Within this appendix, under “Situation – Friendly

Forces”, the nuclear forces of friendly countries would be listed in two

sections.

In one section the plan will “State how the nuclear operations of

external forces, other than those tasked to support this operation, may

affect the nuclear operations of this force”. In the context of Western

Europe the nuclear forces of France would probably come under this

heading. For plans covering the Middle East it is likely that Israel’s nuclear

forces would be listed.

The other section will “List the specific tasks assigned to friendly

forces, not part of this command, for support nuclear operations envisaged

herein”. In the case of USAFE OPLAN 4123, tasks allocated to German,

Belgian, Italian and Dutch nuclearcapable aircraft would probably be

listed. It is likely that British nuclear forces would be included in this

section and allocated specific tasks.

This guidance is from 1998. It is possible that USAFE OPLAN 4123 is

no longer maintained as a current plan. There is a substantial effort to

automate the production of similar plans. It is likely that the nuclear forces

of friendly countries will be incorporated in the new computerised system

in a similar way.

Top Secret data links

The Nuclear Planning System at NATO headquarters requires a special

communications link with STRATCOM in order to gain access to Top

Secret data. NOTC will require similar access. It is likely that special

communications links are in place between the MoD building and Omaha

to support nuclear planning.

Until recently Top Secret data was handled only on exclusive computer

networks. However in the last few years Multi Level Security systems

have been introduced. These are designed so that users on the same

network have different levels of access to a central database.32 Since 1998

the US has deployed the Joint Cross Domain eXchange (JCXD) system.33

This provides access at various levels including Top Secret Special

Compartmented Information and US/UK eyes only. One of the first places

outside the US where this system was installed was at Northwood in

London. This system was primarily designed for naval intelligence

information including sensitive Special Intelligence data, however it might

also support nuclear targeting.
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Targeting Moscow

In his statement to the Defence Committee in March 1993, Rear Admiral

Irwin, after mentioning how British NATO plans were deconflicted at

Omaha, added that “Ministers have always made it plain that we retain the

right to use Trident away from that should there ever be an overriding

national need.”34 In the case of Chevaline the focus of the independent plan

was an attack on the Moscow area. This was also the intention when

Trident was developed.

There are particular problems with maintaining an independent

capability to plan this type of attack. Crucial to this plan will be calculating

how to overcome the Anti Ballistic Missile (ABM) system around the city.

The US has a suite of computer programmes, centred on the Multiple

Engagement Model, which are used to predict the effect of the Moscow

ABM system. Access to these applications would have a significant effect

on the viability of Britain’s independent attack plan. One aspect of

penetrating ABM defences is the hardening of RVs so that they will

withstand the effect of an Electro Magnetic Pulse. A special security

classification, Atomic Artificer, is given to information on RV hardening

that America supplies to Britain.35

Authorisation

Britain has procedures to issue instructions to launch a nuclear attack.

Michael Clarke describes these as extremely simple and yet impossible to

duplicate, imitate or frustrate. These unique procedures are used rather

than US or NATO Emergency Action Messages.

The US Navy can use all available communications systems to send

emergency action messages to launch Trident missiles. Messages would be

sent simultaneously on a number of frequencies. The MoD is likely to have

a similar procedure. A briefing on submarine communications in 2001 said

that “SSBN operations preempt UK communications”.36

In 1961 a Whitehouse memorandum described how the President should

consult with allies before using nuclear weapons: “Reach joint decision

with Prime Minister by speaking personally with him before forces

equipped with nuclear weapons operate from bases in the U.K. Consult

with British before using nuclear weapons anywhere, if possible. Before

launching Polaris nuclear weapons, take every possible step to consult

with Britain and other allies”.37 It can be expected that there is similar

guidance in Whitehall specifying the need to consult with the US before

British nuclear weapons are used. This requirement for consultation may

be reflected in the British Emergency Action Message system.
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Northwood

British Trident submarines are controlled through Command Task Force

(CTF) 345 at Northwood in Middlesex.38 AMS, a subsidiary of British

Aerospace, is the lead contractor for a major upgrade of the command and

communications facilities at CTF 345. In 2003 they were awarded a five

year contract worth 17 million Euros. This covered support, maintenance,

post design services and developing a training programme for CTF 345.39

The work is described as “a turnkey project involving the provision of a

bespoke message processing and handling system for controlling radio

traffic to submarines”.40 The new communications network, which AMS

are producing, is the Submarine Broadcast Processing System. It will

operate from the facility to British and NATO submarines.

The United States submarine force has a representative at Northwood.41

This officer coordinates British and American SSBN operations when they

are acting in unison and prevents “mutual interference” when they are

acting apart.42
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Annex D

US Nuclear Planning system

Former nuclear commander, General Lee Butler, described America’s

nuclear war plan as millions of lines of unfathomable computer code

which were translated into a short slide presentation given to the handful

of people with the security clearance to see it.1 The current nuclear war

planning system has over 12 million lines of computer code. The

programming effort employs around 500 people.2

The software has been in transition for more than a decade and is now

being substantially changed again. The system is taking on a wider role. It

is being asked not just to produce nuclear war plans, but also to prepare

conventional strike options. The distinction between strategic and theatre

nuclear weapons has been blurred. Adjustments will be made so that plans

can be produced more rapidly. The system is also being asked to produce

plans for potential targets around the world.

The main task is producing OPLAN 8044, formerly known as the Single

Integrated Operations Plan (SIOP).3 OPLAN 8044 contains options for

preplanned nuclear war. In the past it was primarily oriented against the

Soviet Union. Around 80 % of the targets are in Russia. The proportion of

targets in China and elsewhere has increased in recent years.

Creating, analysing and revising OPLAN 8044 is a complex process.

These are the tasks for which most of the computer applications in the

system were created. A new plan is produced for each year. Until recently

it took the planners 24 months to produce each one. This time has been

reduced to 6 months.

In December 1992, STRATCOM set up the Strategic Planning Study

Group. This group of ten people was to review the nuclear planning system

in order to make it more flexible and to move it beyond the confines of

Cold War targeting. The study group developed the idea of a “living

SIOP”.4 Nuclear war planning was to be extended beyond of the limits of

the annually updated plan. The system would be asked to produce targeting

plans on demand. The product of this study was the Strategic War Planning

System (SWPS). In 2004 SWPS was renamed as the Integrated Strategic

Planning and Analysis Network (ISPAN).

ISPAN will have a wider role than its predecessor. While it will remain

the process for organising nuclear war, it will also be able to prepares plans
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for conventional attacks. It will be used to support Global Strike, the

ability to attack a target anywhere in the world, as well as Missile Defence,

Space Operations and Information Operations. It is also to support the use

of emerging nonkinetic weapons. The term nonkinetic includes

electronic warfare and psychological operations. The new programs will

provide the capability to use either nuclear or conventional weapons in

attacks on WMD and related targets.

Adaptive Planning

A distinction is made between “deliberate” planning, which is the

construction of detailed target plans in advance, and “adaptive” planning.

Adaptive Planning is the driving force behind many of the recent changes

to the nuclear planning system. A US Air Force article, published in 1987,

describes Adaptive Planning as “rapid and effective planning of a dynamic

force against a dynamic target.”5 It argues that  “the more rapidly the crisis

unfolds, the greater the need for adaptive mission planning”.6 The article

refers to the SAC Adaptive Planning System Master Plan. This plan was to

develop inflight retargeting of nuclear bombers between the late 1980s

and 2000. Adaptive Planning in this context refers to making last minute

alterations to target plans in order to adjust to changing circumstances.

The early draft of the Doctrine for Joint Nuclear Operations used the

term in a similar way. It described how part of the strategic force could be

held back as a reserve and allocated new targets at short notice in a later

phase of a nuclear exchange.7 One of those reviewing the doctrine

suggested this was too narrow a definition of Adaptive Planning.8 The

Nuclear Supplement to the Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan (JSCPN),

1996, also indicates that, on the one hand, adaptive planning is the primary

means of targeting the secure reserve, and on the other, adaptive planning

can be used before, during or after a Major Attack Option, and can involve

reserve, SIOP or Non Strategic forces.9

An interview with General Lee Butler in 1993, adds a further meaning

to the term. He describes how STRATCOM would in future prepare plans,

not to deal with a specific geographical group of targets, but a generic

target set. A series of options would be created to deal with these generic

targets. The options would include nuclear weapons and conventional

weapons. If there was a need to respond to a real situation then an

appropriate plan would be extracted from the system and modified as

required. General Butler said that Adaptive Planning would be used in this

way to produce potential responses to WMD threats.10 An amendment to

the Joint Doctrine for Nuclear Operations added the sentence – “plans and
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options developed during deliberate planning provide a foundation for

adaptive and crisis action planning”.11

The March 2005 version of the Joint Doctrine adds a new concept of

Crisis Action Planning.  This involves being able to strike targets at very

little notice, even where there is no existing plan that can be adapted.12

The US Nuclear Posture Review of 2001 called for more flexibility in

nuclear planning. It said that Adaptive Planning was needed “to generate

war plans quickly in time critical situations.”13 At the time of the Review

it was said creating a plan to attack a target with a nuclear weapon took

between 12 and 24 hours, depending on the type of weapon. The Review

emphasised the need to shorten this. It also said that one of the key areas

on which future work was needed was the ability to attack “mobile and

relocatable targets”.14 Attacks on these would require nearrealtime

targeting of nuclear weapons.15

Paul Robinson of Sandia National Laboratory has questioned the

emphasis being given to Adaptive Planning. He said: “I believe it is

essential for us to preplan our targets for any likely contingency. While

adaptive planning capabilities will be necessary and important in preparing

us to handle events we cannot always predict or know, they just cannot rise

to the same level of sophistication as we could achieve in deliberative

planning”.16

New computer programs have been written and existing ones have been

modified so that the complex targeting calculations can be carried out

more quickly. In future the US will be able to create a new plan for a

limited nuclear attack in a few hours. In the past if an American Theatre

commander asked for a nuclear strike plan this document would have been

prepared manually. Now the process is being automated. In 2002 the new

Universal Joint Task List introduced requirements that STRATCOM be

able to construct a scenario for nuclear use within hours and also prepare

a plan to use one weapon against one target within hours.17 In addition to

retargeting small numbers of weapons, the new system will be able to

carry out large scale retargeting, possibly of the order of retargeting 1,000

sorties in 24 hours.18

In the past, the nuclear planning process consisted of a large number of

computer applications which performed their specialist functions in

isolation. Their output was then tested in other programs or combined with

other data. The recent requirements for Adaptive Planning and rapid

retargeting have meant that the components have been more closely

integrated. Many applications have been combined in the central

Enterprise Database (EDB). 
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The nuclear planning process has not only been rationalised, but has

also been integrated with external systems. NATO’s Nuclear Planning

System (NNPS) and the equivalent facilities operated by US Theatre

commanders have now been networked into the central system.19 The

central nuclear war planning system is taking over the key role in

preparing all nuclear weapons missions, including those initiated by US

Theatre Commanders. The same is probably also true with regard to NATO

nuclear bombing missions.

Integrated Strategic Planning and Analysis Network (ISPAN)

In 1993 work began on an upgrade of the nuclear planning system. At the

time this was called the Strategic War Planning System (SWPS). SWPS

was described as “a computing environment composed of software,

personal computers, workstations, servers and networks used to build and

maintain classified national war plans”.20 It entered service between 1998

and 2001. The Nuclear Posture Review of December 2001 initiated a

review of SWPS.21 As a result in March 2003 the Government began to

look for contractors who would modernise the system.22 In 2004 the project

was renamed the Integrated Strategic Planning and Analysis Network

(ISPAN).23 In August 2004 Lockheed Martin were awarded a $213 million,

10year contract to develop ISPAN. The first block or phase, integrating

legacy systems, is to be completed by 2007.24

Target list

The US maintains a database of over 150,000 potential targets around the

world on the Modified Integrated Database (MIDB). On the basis of

political guidance and direction from the Joint Chiefs of Staff, a list of key

targets for nuclear weapons is extracted from the MIDB. This list is called

the National Target Database (NTB). In the late 1990s there were

estimated to be are around 2,500 sites in the NTB  2,000 in Russia, 300 –

400 in China and 100 – 200 elsewhere.25

The NTB is a list of installations. From this a slightly shorter list, of

aimpoints, is created. Where two or more installations are close together

they are combined in one Target Island.26 A Desired Ground Zero (DGZ) is

calculated for each Target Island. The DGZ is the point at which a nuclear

weapon should be detonated to destroy the installation(s). The database of

these aimpoints is the National DGZ List (NDL). The NDL Integrated

Development System Version II (NIDS II) creates this list. NIDS II is the

main targeting program in ISPAN. It is produced by SAIC and has 1.2

million lines of computer code. As well as creating the list it provides
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geographical information and makes an initial allocation of weapon to

target.27 NIDS II is being modified to improve the system’s ability to

calculate DGZs for the use of a small number of nuclear weapons in

support of an operation in a specific Theatre.28 The Probability of Damage

Calculator (PDCALC) estimates the damage caused by a nuclear weapon

of a particular type, including the blast effect.29 It is used within NIDS II

and other programs. One of the sources of data used by NIDS II is the

United Kingdom Liaison Office (UKLO) at STRATCOM.30

Allocation and Quality Review

Allocation involves assessing which type of weapon, ICBM, SLBM,

bomber or cruise missile, should be used against which target. Quality

Review is the process of testing this to calculate if each target would be

destroyed. This work is carried out by the Automated Window Planning

System (AWPS), which is a Windows application.

Nuclear weapons are not allocated on the simple basis of one weapon

per target. US nuclear planners uses the term layering. Layering is “the

application of two or more weapons to a single target to improve the

confidence that a weapon will arrive and/or the desired damage will be

achieved.”31 The number of weapons allocated may be more than double

the number of aimpoints.32

Missiles

The Missile Graphics Planning System (MGPS) is the main missile

planning program. MGPS is a Windows application. It is used to plan

attacks using landbased ICBM and submarinelaunched Trident missiles

and is produced by TRW Data Technologies. A contract to provide ongoing

support for MGPS explains that the system is designed to “rapidly allocate

and assign intercontinental and sealaunched ballistic missiles”.33 The

programme is being upgraded to make it more flexible and so that

additional components can be added.34 MGPS is a package of software

components. The diagram indicates the key functions.

ICBM and Trident missiles both carry Multiple Independentlytargeted

Reentry Vehicles (MIRVs), each RV contains a nuclear warhead. This

means that one missile can hit a number of targets. However the group of

targets, which can be hit by one missile, have to all be within a predefined

area, called a footprint. The footprint varies with the type of missile,

number of RVs and the range.

It is normal in nuclear plans for two or more warheads to be aimed at

the same target, particularly in the case of bunkers and missile silos. Blast,
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dust and fallout from the detonation of the first warhead can affect the

second warhead. This may be destroyed, damaged or detonate at the wrong

height. This is called “fratricide”. The number of hardened targets

destroyed in a nuclear attack could be significantly lower than planned

because of fratricide.35

The Multiple Engagement Model (MEM) is designed to estimate the

effect of the Russian Anti Ballistic Missile (ABM) system around

Moscow. It calculates how many US nuclear warheads might be destroyed

by the ABM system in a variety of situations. It is used to simulate a range

of potential ABM defences and a range of possible US attack options. This

includes assessing the effect of penetration aids and decoys.36

The SLBM Integrated Planning System (SIPS) prepares plans for

Trident missiles. It is produced by the Naval Surface Warfare Centre

Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD).37

Aircraft and airlaunched cruise missiles

The Air Vehicle Planning System (APS) is used to plan missions for both

bombers and airlaunched cruise missiles. It also plans supporting

reconnaissance and tanker missions. APS is the main program for air

missions and it has recently been developed by BAe Systems.38 It is a large

computer application with 6.5 million lines of code and a oneterabyte

database.39 The Extended Air Defence Simulation (EADSIM) is used to

analyse the likelihood of bombers penetrating air defences. It is used to

support APS and also in conjunction with analysis programs.40

Analysis

STRATCOM produces the Red Integrated Strategic Offensive Plan

(RISOP). This is their estimate of the Russian nuclear attack plan. It also

includes the nuclear weapons China and other potential enemies. Playing

out RISOP against OPLAN 8044 in simulations is a major part of the

development of the US war plan. The Weapons Assignment Model (WAM)

is the main tool used to simulate the RISOP. It is also used to test future

OPLAN 8044 options as they are developed. 

Theatre Planning

Combatant commanders, such as CINC EUCOM, have their own

operation plans. These may include nuclear appendix. The USAF Planning

Formats and Guidance manual shows the format of these plans.41 It uses

the outline of USAFE OPLAN 412397, Defence of Western Europe in

General War, as an example. The nuclear plan is Appendix 1 to Annex C.
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Details are given in three tabs to this appendix.

Tab A lists a series of Non SIOP Options (These are now called Theatre

Nuclear Options). There can be suboptions within options. For each there

is an objective followed by a list of targets. A specific type of weapon is

allocated to each target. The same targets may appear in several options. In

each case “all targets required to achieve the stated objectives of the

options should be included”.42 Options may include mobile as well as fixed

targets. Notional DGZs are given for mobile targets.

Tab B lists Nuclear Options Analyses for each of the options in Tab A.

The analysis is an estimate of the effect of the nuclear strikes. In addition

to assessing military damage there is also provision for describing the

effect on production capability when economic targets are attacked. The

analysis should include an estimate of fatalities. The probability that the

weapon will reach its target is also included. The plan may allocate targets

not only to Non Strategic Nuclear Forces, but also to Strategic Nuclear

Forces, including Trident. The effect on the SIOP of using Strategic

Nuclear Forces should be assessed for each option. Tab C lists the

reconnaissance operations needed to support each option.

NATO identified each nuclear target in its plans with a fourdigit Allied

Command Europe Designated Ground Zero Number (ADN). ADN is one

of the headings in the tables in Tab B of the USAFE OPLAN 4123. This

shows that many of the details of the NATO nuclear plan were also

specified in the United States’ own plan.

Although it is possible that the plan outlined above, USAFE OPLAN

4123, has not been sustained, there is today a substantial effort to speed up

the production of theatre nuclear attack plans. This is a major priority for

STRATCOM. A review of modelling and simulation requirements says 

“Strategic attacks on theater targets” is a major simulation focus for

STRATCOM.43

The Theater Planning Integrated Subsystem (TIPS) is the main

instrument for producing these plans.44 It is due to be completed in FY

2007. It should provide “significant increases in adaptive planning

timelines”.45 The programme will automate procedures that were

previously carried out manually. TIPS will create plans for nuclear and

conventional weapons.46 While the focus of TIPS will be on preparing air

missions, it will also be able to construct plans to attack individual targets

with any weapon in the US nuclear arsenal. While strategic nuclear

planning includes prioritisation, this is not the case with theatre plans.

The creation of TIPS represents a shift in planning emphasis from the

theatre commander to STRATCOM. STRATCOM is described as the
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“plan manager”.47 While the US Theatre Commander selects the initial

targets, STRATCOM is responsible for developing the plan to attack these

targets.48 There may have been a similar refocusing of effort in NATO

nuclear planning. It is possible that STRATCOM also now plays a larger

role in supporting British efforts, in order to reduce planning timescales.

Secure Reserve Force

A proportion of the Trident submarines on patrol form the Secure Reserve

Force (SRF). In the past some strategic bombers have been part of the SRF.

This force has been described as follows: “Traditionally, we have held a

portion of our most survivable forces in a secure reserve. The secure

reserve handles contingencies and gives limited restrike capability”.49 The

SRF is generally excluded when calculating what forces are available for

a Major Attack Option.

Comments

The US has significantly enhanced the capabilities of its nuclear forces by

substantially upgrading the computer systems used to control nuclear war.

Tailormade nuclear plans can now be produced in a few hours. These

transformations are an important part of the trend to make nuclear

weapons more useable. The manufacture of a new missile would be visible

way to make nuclear forces more destructive. Modifying computer

hardware and software is invisible, but its effect is no less significant. The

application of modern computer power to nuclear target planning is

increasing the capability of US nuclear forces. The sophistication of the

ISPAN system cannot be matched in Britain. It is likely that this US

network plays a significant role in British nuclear planning.
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Annex E

NATO Nuclear Planning system

NATO / US nuclear coordination

Prior to the creation of STRATCOM, the Joint Strategic Target Planning

Staff (JSTPS) carried out strategic nuclear planning. An officer of

Brigadier General rank represented the senior NATO commander,

SACEUR, at JSTPS. He worked with the Deputy Director of the nuclear

planning staff.1 This liaison has been described as an interface between the

planning agency (JSTPS) and the executing command (SACEUR).2 JSTPS

coordinated NATO’s plans with the US strategic nuclear plan, SIOP.3 Its

work was also described as “combined (US/NATO) nuclear targeting”.4

Guidance on US nuclear planning, written in 1996, refers to Major

Contingency Options (MCOs) prepared by SACEUR. It also says that the

SIOP should be tested in an annual war game. The war game should

analyse “the potential contribution of SACEUR’s MCOs”.5 Following the

war game, STRATCOM should recommend improvements in “SIOP and

MCO coordination”.6 The guidance document is heavily censored and

further details are not apparent. It is likely that coordinating the SIOP and

NATO’s plans (MCOs) has been a significant feature of US nuclear

planning.

The outline of the US Air Force Europe (USAFE) operations plan

(OPLAN) for the Defence of Western Europe, 1997, shows that USAFE

maintained its own detailed nuclear options.7 One of the columns

describing these options was for the NATO number allocated to each

nuclear target.8 The US has dominated nuclear planning within NATO. It

is likely that details of the nuclear options in NATO MCOs were extracted

from the options in the USAFE OPLAN.

Plans for the use of Sub Strategic Nuclear Forces by NATO will have

been produced in Europe, with support from Omaha. Detailed target

planning for NATO use of Strategic Nuclear Forces, such as US and

British submarinelaunched ballistic missiles, is likely to have been carried

out within JSTPS and its successor STRATCOM.

The US had a strong grip on the old process for drawing up NATO

nuclear plans. The recent shift, from preprepared plans to adaptive

planning, has probably increased US control over NATO nuclear planning.
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Standing NATO Nuclear Plans

During the Cold War NATO maintained lists of nuclear targets and detailed

plans to use nuclear weapons against them. Today the alliance says that it

no longer keeps standing nuclear attack plans. In 1999 the NATO Strategic

Concept referred to “the termination of standing peacetime nuclear

contingency plans”.9 A later briefing on NATO Nuclear Forces said: “With

the end of the Cold War NATO terminated the practice of maintaining

standing peacetime nuclear contingency plans and associated targets for its

substrategic nuclear forces”.10 For several years after the end of the Cold

War NATO Dual Capable Aircraft were still kept on a high state of alert. It

was only in 1995 that this alert state was reduced – it was no longer

measured in minutes, but weeks. In June 1996 the Nuclear Planning Group

said that alliance nuclear forces “are no longer targeted against anyone.” It

is likely that NATO stopped maintaining standing nuclear plans between

1995 and 1998.

NATO Nuclear Planning System

Today NATO SubStrategic Nuclear Forces are made up of some single

warhead British Trident missiles plus Dual Capable Aircraft from the

USAF and four European Air Forces which can drop US nuclear bombs.

Britain’s strategic nuclear force is also assigned to NATO.

Although the alliance says that it no longer has static nuclear plans, it

has developed and enhanced a computerised network that can rapidly

create such plans. The NATO Nuclear Planning System (NNPS) was

started in 1990 and initial work was completed in 1996.11 It was designed

to help NATO staff plan nuclear missions. It was to be able to support both

Major Contingency Options and Selective Contingency Options. NNPS

was modified between 1996 and 2002. Further work to upgrade the

hardware and software was started in 2004.12

NNPS assists in the selection of targets and indicates which nuclear

weapons should be used against each target. It then compares a number of

planning options for carrying out the attack.13 The central computer for

NNPS is based at SHAPE. This can be accessed from a number of remote

PC workstations, both fixed and mobile, some at nuclear airbases.14

In 1996 the NATO Nuclear Planning Systems Target Data Feed

(NNPSTDF) project was initiated to give NNPS better access to data from

US systems. The NNPSTDF interface was designed to operate in two

ways. In peacetime it provides the capability for NATO to receive large

volumes of data for long term planning. The second way the interface

operates is to support adaptive planning.15 It can be used to track “fleeting”
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targets and also to update air defence files.16 The time taken to produce

NATO nuclear attack plans has been reduced. The new system provides

“near real time intelligence information” for nuclear planning.17 This

development has been influenced by US proposals to use nuclear weapons

in Counter Proliferation operations.18

NNPS receives target data through two US systems. Some data is

obtained via EUCOM, the US command structure in Europe. Other

information is obtained directly from STRATCOM.19 Lists of installations,

facilities, equipment and units, which could be potential targets, were

previously taken from EUCOM databases.20 Under the new system they

are downloaded from a central US database, the Modernised Integrated

Database.21 This is accessed through a workstation on the Linked

Operational Command centres Europe (LOCE) network. LOCE is a US

EUCOM system.22

The direct link from STRATCOM to NNPS provides data to estimate

how many attacking aircraft would be destroyed by enemy air defences.23

It also supplies information on intervals between nuclear strikes  fratricide

separation distances. This direct feed from STRATCOM in Omaha handles

Top Secret material, whereas LOCE can only supply data classified up to

Secret.

By 2002 further integration had been carried out between NNPS and

ISPAN, the central US nuclear planning system.24 Recently an interface

was also established between NNPS and the Airvehicle Planning System

(APS). APS is the component of ISPAN that plans aircraft missions. In

addition, the unique features of the NATO system are taken into account in

some elements of ISPAN, including the software used to build lists of

nuclear targets.25

Descriptions of NNPS show that it can, possibly exclusively, plan

missions for Dual Capable Aircraft. One contract says that it “assists

nuclear operations staffs in several phases of targeting and planning air

missions.”26 Many of the data files referred to above are only used for

planning aircraft operations.27 There is no indication that, at the time of this

contract (1997), NNPS was able to plan attacks involving Trident missiles.

It is possible that such a capability was added later, but there is no sign of

this.

NNPS includes a Nuclear Consultation Subsystem (NCS). This can

automatically create Power Point presentations to illustrate nuclear attack

plans. These are used to brief the representatives of allied countries in the

nuclear consultation process.28 
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Nuclear Planning expertise

During the Cold War nuclear weapons played a key role in NATO strategy

and so the planners at SHAPE required a basic knowledge of the effect of

these weapons. The declining significance of nuclear arms within the

alliance has meant that there are fewer people at NATO headquarters who

know how to plan nuclear attacks. The authors of a recent US report raised

this issue with staff at STRATCOM. They concluded  “nuclear expertise

at theater level has atrophied”.29 This ignorance could act as a force of

restraint, but it could also result in nuclear options, which underestimated

the effects of fallout, being proposed and even implemented.

The Nuclear Consultation process is rehearsed in an annual NATO

exercise ABLE TEAM. NNPS is tested each year in the ABLE ALLY

nuclear strike planning exercise. For these war games scenarios will be

created which could result in NATO using nuclear weapons. 

Even at the height of the Cold War NATO nuclear planning existed in a

parallel universe. It had its own logic, yet it was detached from the dayto

day experience of its participants. Today the scenarios used must be so

unlikely that the process will be totally disconnected from reality. The

participants in these war games may be left questioning whether these

weapons could ever have any military value.

Command Systems

US military forces are organised into geographical commands, one of

which is US European Command (EUCOM). EUCOM’s area of concern

extends beyond Europe and includes Africa and Russia.

The key officers are dualhatted. The Commander of EUCOM is also

the NATO Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR). The British

CommanderinChief Fleet is also the Commander of NATO Naval Forces

North. He is in operational command of Trident from his headquarters at

Northwood.

US nuclear weapons deployed in Europe can be used under either

EUCOM or NATO command structures. US personnel who are

responsible for B61 bombs on the ground need to be familiar with both

EUCOM and NATO Emergency Action Procedures.30

During the consultation into the new US Doctrine for Joint Nuclear

Operations, several agencies pointed out that the document did not clearly

state how plans for US nuclear bombs in Europe were produced. In

response the editor added a line to the Doctrine saying, “EUCOM has a

unique nuclear command and control relationship with Supreme

Headquarters Allied Powers Europe”.31 He pointed out that it was not
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possible to explain this further in an unclassified publication.

EUCOM maintains control over a key aspect of the weapons. The B61

3/4/10 bombs have Permissive Action Links (PAL), a digital locking

system. The bombs can only be armed if the correct code is entered. The

PAL system is monitored and operated by EUCOM rather than NATO.

US operations are managed by the EUCOM Plans and Operations

Center (EPOC). Within EPOC there is a Joint Nuclear Operations Center

(JNOC). JNOC is a US unit, however it can deploy a liaison cell to

Supreme Headquarters of Allied Powers in Europe (SHAPE) to support

NATO nuclear operations.

In addition to the landbased headquarters, EUCOM also has an

Airborne Nuclear Command Post. This is crewed by nuclear command and

control staff from EPOC. It is able to control nuclear attacks by Dual

Capable Aircraft and SeaLaunched Cruise Missiles.32

EUCOM operates the Non Strategic Nuclear Forces Command and

Control and Communications System (NSNFC3S). There are NSNFC3S

terminals in Command Posts at airbases which have a nuclear role.33 In

1998 a contract was issued for a study for both NATO and EUCOM. This

would examine “theater requirements for automation to improve the

command and control of nuclear assets.”34

In 2002 STRATCOM’s central nuclear planning system, in Omaha, was

integrated into systems operated by EUCOM and other geographical

commanders. They also all now use the same database of potential

targets.35 The Air vehicle Planning System (APS) is the programme used at

Omaha to plan nuclear attacks by aircraft and airlaunched cruise missiles.

APS has been integrated into the command systems used at EUCOM and

other US theatres.
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Annex F

Trident Targeting and Fire Control

While the main centre for US nuclear war planning is Offut Air Force base

in Omaha, Nebraska, in the case of Trident the focus of activity is the

Naval Surface Warfare Centre, Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD), in

Virginia. K40 branch at NSWCDD are responsible for Submarine

Launched Ballistic Missile (SLBM) research and analysis. K50 develop

SLBM software. These branches carry out work for both the American and

British Trident programmes. 

There are two processes: Target Planning is the preparation of plans to

attack targets with a series of RVs on a number of missiles on one or more

submarines. It is carried out on shore or in airborne command posts. Fire
Control is the preparation of instructions to launch one or more missiles.

Fire Control is carried out on the submarine.

There is substantial duplication between the two stages. Calculating the

performance of Multiple Independently Targeted Reentry Vehicles

(MIRVs) fired from a moving platform is complex. The shorebased target

planning system replicates many of the final calculations of the Fire

Control System (FCS) to assess if a proposed attack plan is feasible and if

it would achieve the required accuracy.

Instructions prepared in the Target Planning process are supplied to the

Fire Control System (FCS) on the submarine. These two systems have to

be compatible. Britain uses the same FCS as the US. The British target

planning system uses US software.

The following sections consider key aspects of target planning and fire

control:

· SLBM Retargeting System

· Development infrastructure

· Fire Control Hardware
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· Fire Control Software 

· Target Planning

· Models

· Factors

· Tape and message Production 

SLBM Retargeting System 

The SLBM Retargeting System (SRS) has substantially speeded up the

process of retargeting Trident missiles.1 It has resulted in substantial

upgrades to the target planning systems and FCSs used by both Britain and

America. The development of SRS began in October 1989, one month

before the fall of the Berlin Wall. It was implemented in three phases. The

final phase became operational on US submarines in October 2003.2 SRS

would enable Trident submarines “to quickly, accurately and reliably

retarget missiles to targets”, and “to allow timely and reliable processing

of an increased number of targets”.3 The system would “reduce overall

SIOP processing” time and “support adaptive planning”.4

There are three reasons why Trident has been made more flexible.

Firstly a small number of Trident submarines are deployed as the Secure

Reserve Force. The missiles on these submarines would be held back till

the final stage in a strategic nuclear exchange. The targets assigned to this

force could alter as a nuclear conflict unfolded. Secondly US planners

have been very concerned about how to destroy Russian roadmobile SS

25 and railmobile SS24 ICBMs. A rapid retargeting capability would

increase the chance of destroying these weapons. Thirdly the flexible

system is in keeping with the US desire to be able to use nuclear weapons

against any part of the world at short notice.

When asked about SRS, Adam Ingram replied “The UK has no

requirement for a SLBM Retargeting System on Trident submarines, and

has no plans to acquire that capability”.5 This is a misleading answer.

Britain has purchased hardware and software for the new FCS which is at

the core of SRS. The new fire control computer entered service on the first

Vanguard class submarine one month before the final phase of SRS was

fully operational in the US.

Before SRS was operational a parallel system was introduced for land

based ICBM. Development of the Rapid Execution and Combat Targeting

(REACT) system started during the 1980s. When REACT entered service

in 1995 it halved the time needed to change the full target plan, from 20 to

10 hours. A single missile could be retargeted in a few minutes.6 As well

as speeding up targeting, REACT also automated the way in which launch
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instructions are processed for ICBM. In the past several copies of each

messages were printed, manually checked, decoded and if necessary

corrected. The resulting data was then typed into the launch control

computer. With REACT the instruction is received in a format similar to

email. This is decoded and checked automatically. 

Development infrastructure

NSWCDD employs computer scientists and mathematicians in advanced

computer work. Some of their projects are contracted out to the private

sector. In the early days of Polaris the most powerful computer in the

world was the one at NSWCDD used to prepare targeting for these

missiles. With the introduction of MIRV on Poseidon and then the

increased accuracy requirements of Trident, the computing demands

increased. In the 1990s the IT resources of NSWCDD were used to

increase the speed with which Trident can be retargeted.

The system on which software is developed at NSWCDD is the

Distributed Graphics SLBM Network (DGSNET). This is used by K41 to

develop Fire Control software for the US and Britain.7 DGSNET is also

used for target planning and it handles target data for the US system.8 In

1997 the operating system was modified so that fire control software,

simulation models and target data from DGSNET would run on the

upgraded Trident Fire Control System.9

In addition to DGSNET there is an SLBM InternettoDesktop System.10

The overall system is also described as the SLBM Computing

Environment (SCE).11 SCE is based on a E10K server.12

Fire Control System Hardware

The Fire Control System (FCS) hardware on Trident submarines is the Mk

98 Fire Control system produced by General Dynamics Defense Systems

(GDDS). This carries out calculations to prepare and launch the missiles. 

The FCS has been upgraded for two reasons. The retargeting system

SRS requires more computing power. In addition there has been a switch

to commercially replaceable and upgradeable components under the Life

Cycle Cost Control scheme.13

Two variants of the new FCS are being produced. US Trident

submarines will have the Mk 98 Mod 4. This was first installed on USS

Alaska in 2000.14 British vessels will use the Mk 98 Mod 5. Contracts for

software and hardware suggest that the two systems are very similar.

In 1999 the US Navy sought a contract to upgrade three British FCSs to

Mk 98 Mod 5. One of these was on a submarine and the other two were
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shorebased systems. The contract said there would be further orders in

future years.15 It is likely that one of the shorebased FCSs is a test rig at

Devonport and the other is in the Strategic Weapons training facility at

Faslane. 

The new FCS entered service on all British Trident submarines between

September 2002 and February 2003.16 In January 2003 the US sought to

appoint an adviser to help the Royal Navy as the Mk 98 Mod 5 entered

service. This person was initially to work at the Strategic Weapons Test

Organisation at Devonport and later at Faslane.17

Adam Ingram, the Armed Forces Minister, said that the total cost of the

hardware for the four new systems was $39.8 million, plus $7 million for

initial spares.18 This is equivalent to $11.7 million for each FCS. However

the budget for installing similar systems on US submarines gives the unit

cost of the Mk 98 Mod 4 as $19.8 million.19

The old FCS was a 1970s design with one central computer which had

1 Mb of memory. This is a small fraction of the memory on an average

home computer today.20 The new system has four computers networked

together. Each one is based on a commercial PowerPC. The four units are

described below.

Data Entry Sub System (DESS)
DESS handles target data. It enables the missiles to be used against a wider

range of targets. Prearranged targets are loaded from 4 mm tape.21 DESS

can also receive target data transmitted to the submarine by radio. The new

computer has increased storage capacity and can keep a larger number of

targets in its database. DESS reads geodetic, bathymetric and gravitational

data supplied on tape or CD and stores this information. It also maintains

the overall system.

Display and Control Sub System (DCSS)
The missile operator sits at an Operator Control Panel, a series of colour

coded buttons. DCSS is the computer behind this panel and it implements

the commands issued by the panel. 

Enhanced Guidance Interface Sub System (EGISS)
EGISS produces instructions for the guidance systems on each missile.

EGISS carries out prelaunch guidance processing and sends data to the

guidance modules on each missile. 
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Navigation and Missile Interface Sub System (NMISS)
NMISS receives data on the submarine’s position from the

Electrostatically Supported Giro Navigation (ESGN) and other navigation

systems. It sends information to the Flight Control Systems on each

Trident missile.

The quality of the hard drives and other components on the FCS is checked

by EG&G, the main Trident contractor at NSWCDD. EG&G discovered

faults within the “tactical hard drives” of part of the Trident system, which

may have been the FCS. The problem was described as a “firmware bug”,

which probably refers to the commercial drivers.22

The US is developing the Mk 98 Mod 6/7, a further modification of the

FCS.23 It is possible that Mod 6 will be for US submarines and Mod 7 for

British submarines.

Fire Control System Software

Separate applications run on the four computers in the new FCS. The

targeting application runs on DESS. This updates the target database and

assigns targets to missiles. The prelaunch application runs on EGISS. This

prepares the missile guidance system prior to launch, calculates steering

data for the missile and coordinates the launch sequence. There are over 1

million lines of code in the new FCS software.24 It includes a trajectory

model.

K Department of NSWCDD develops the software for the FCS on both

British and US submarines. They have awarded contracts to General
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Dynamics Defense Systems for some of this work.25 The contracts show

that the UK uses similar, if not quite identical, software. This software is

identified by a three digit number. In 1995 contracts were awarded for

“633” software, while by 2002 the reference is to “640” software.26

Software ending in “38” was designed for use on the new FCS.27 The Final

Qualification of “UK X38” software was due in 2002. This is consistent

with the new system entering service on Vanguard class submarines from

September 2002. It is likely that the difference between US and UK

versions of the software is that some data and components, classified “US

Eyes Only”, are omitted from the version supplied to Britain.

In 2002 the US awarded a $48.5 million contract to CACI for software

testing and support for FCS software until 2009.28 The UK will pay 10%

of this. When asked about the cost of software for the new FCS, the Armed

Forces Minister Adam Ingram replied “information on the costs of related

software modifications is not held separately from that relating to other

software costs in this area.”29

Intent Word
Intent Word is a crucial signal sent to the nuclear warhead. The warhead is

designed so that it should not detonate before this signal is received. The

signal opens the “intent stronglink”, a safety feature in the warhead. 

The “Intent Word” is sent from the FCS to the missile immediately

before launch. When the missile is in flight this signal is transferred to the

warhead. 

In December 2004 the US Navy was seeking a contract for Fire Control

Software and “development of UK Intent Word”.30 In April 2005 a contract

was issued for “UK intent word displays” for the Mk 98 Mod 5 FCS.31 A

special British version of this important system is produced in the US. 

Target Planning

NSWCDD have created a computer programme called the SLBM

Integrated Planning System (SIPS). SIPS appears to be the main

application used in the US for planning Trident missions.32 The software

installed in the computers at the British targeting centre, NOTC, is based

on American models. It is probably derived from SIPS. 

Planning and evaluation
SIPS is a planning tool. It has been described as “a set of integrated

computer based planning tools.”33 It can translate a list of targets into a

detailed plan, allocating targets to a large number of RVs on many missiles
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on a number of submarines. Its function has been described as “target base

management”.34

SIPS is also an evaluation and analysis tool. It has components which

model various aspects of Trident missile operations. It can test proposed

modifications. It was also used as a simulation alongside the Arsenal

Exchange Model (AEM).35 AEM was used to simulate global nuclear war

and is to test the SIOP.

NSWCDD and STRATCOM
US nuclear war planning is coordinated in the ISPAN system run by

STRATCOM at Omaha. NSWCDD is networked into ISPAN and carries

out critical Trident functions. A diagram illustrating the nuclear planning

computer structure in 1998 showed that NSWCDD is part of the main

network. The workstations at NSWCDD were using the same platforms

and operating system as STRATCOM.

In 2003 a list was produced of programs related to the main Strategic

War Planning System (SWPS), since renamed ISPAN. This list says that

SIPS was to be delivered by NSWCDD representatives to SWPS. SIPS is

now incorporated into the Missile Graphic Planning System (MGPS) at

STRATCOM. 

STRATCOM coordinates nuclear war planning, allocates targets to

Trident, and predicts the effect of these missions within the overall

planning option. However they do not produce the final data for the

submarines. They provide information to NSWCDD who then produce

detailed target plans in tape or radiomessage form. The work is divided

between the Air Force, at STRATCOM, and the Navy, at NSWCDD.

Deliberate and Adaptive Planning
SIPS is used for “Deliberate and crisis planning of SLBM weapon

systems”.36 Deliberate planning is the preparation of detailed proposals in

advance, primarily the production of the annual US strategic nuclear plan,

OPLAN 8044. Crisis planning includes adjusting targets to cope with a

changing situation in a strategic nuclear exchange, and preparing to attack

new targets anywhere in the world. The use of SIPS for crisis or adaptive

planning is confirmed in a NSWCDD presentation which says that the

programme “supports SLBM Retargeting System effort”.37

Two other programmes are also used to rapidly retarget Trident missiles.

Direct To Force and the SLBM Adaptive Targeting System (SATS) are

both installed on nuclear command aircraft.38 These two applications

would prepare messages to retarget Trident missiles during a strategic
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nuclear war. SATS may be used more widely. It may have been

incorporated into SIPS, or operate in tandem with SIPS. 

SIPS activities
An NSWCDD briefing describes five areas which SIPS addresses:39

· Footprinting. The footprint is the area within which RVs on a

single missile can land.

· Sequencing. This is calculating the order in which the RVs should 

be deployed.

· Fratricide. This is the destruction of one RV by the detonation of 

another. 

· Launch area analysis. This is assessing whether the proposed 

attack plan can be carried out at all points within a submarine’s 

patrol area.

· Achievability. This is verifying the ability to destroy a package of 

targets taking account of the factors listed above.

TargetPlanning and Fire Control Compatibility
The data created by SIPS is fed into the Data Entry Sub System (DESS)

on the submarine, either by tape or radio. The two systems will be

compatible. An IT company, Geologics, was given one contract to review

the humancomputer interfaces on both DESS and SIPS.40 This suggests

that DESS and SIPS are regarded as parts of one system. On British

submarines the target data is inserted into almost identical DESS

computers. This also indicates that the British shorebased targetplanning

system uses SIPS or similar American software.

Models

US programmers have created a series of models to support Trident. Parts

of these models are incorporated in fire control and target planning

applications. The Applied Physics Laboratory at John Hopkins University

(APL) has produced some of the models. APL assesses missile tests from

British and American submarines. The tests use Joint Test Assemblies

(JTAs). These are special RVs with dummy warheads and telemetry

equipment. The path of the JTA is tracked and the performance of warhead

components monitored. A new JTA for the W76/Mk4 was developed

between 1997 and 2004. This provides 10 times more data than the

previous model. An second version, JTA4A2B, has been designed to

simulate the new modification of the Trident warhead, W761. Data from
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flight tests with the new JTAs will be used to improve the computer

models.

A briefing on the work of K Department at NSWCDD says that there are

models for trajectory, environment, accuracy and field flow.41 These

models can be run independently or they can be combined.

A symposium on computer modelling and simulation for Trident was

held in October 2002. Presentations given at this meeting provide some

information on the Weapon System Accuracy Model, OD 55340. OD

55340 includes over 900 tables of data and has been updated 30 times.42

Parts of OD 55340 are “embedded in tactical software”, i.e. they are

incorporated within the programmes used in the FCS on the submarine

and/or in the SIPS target planning application.43 OD 55340 is also used to

assess the current accuracy of Trident and to predict the effect on accuracy

of any proposed changes to Trident operations. The subsystems of OD

55340 appear to be: Navigation, Fire Control, Guidance, Deployment,

Fuse, Aerodynamics, Winds & Density, and Environment.

Advance notice of a contract for Trident software support, issued in July

2005, requires the contractor to verify up to 15 models “including Fire

Control (FC) support software, United Kingdom (UK)

reference/simulation models, US/UK targeting models and SLBM general

purpose tools.”44 This contract proves that at the heart of the software used

for British target planning and fire control are models developed in the US.

An American contractor carries out quality assurance of these models. The

difference between British and American versions of the software is that

some classified material is removed before the applications are supplied to

the UK. 

Factors

Trident D5 is a threestage solidfuelled missile. With the submarine

operating at a shallow depth the missile is ejected by the launcher system.

The first stage ignites. When this is exhausted the second stage ignites,

then the third. At the front of the missile is a Post Boost Vehicle (PBV) on

which there are several Reentry Vehicles (RVs), each of which contains a

nuclear warhead. After all three stages have fallen away, gas generators on

the PBV produce power to manoeuvre it into position to spinoff the first

RV.45 The PBV then adjusts its position to release the second RV, etc. The

initial boosted flight and the PBV manoeuvring take place within the first

third of the trajectory. The RVs themselves are not powered and the

remaining two thirds of the trajectory is ballistic. Each RV falls on a

separate aimpoint.46
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Accuracy was not the primary factor in the design of Polaris, Poseidon or

Trident C4 missiles. However it was a key goal when Trident D5 was

designed. This was because the D5 was to be able to destroy missiles in

their silos and command bunkers. To achieve this, improvements in

accuracy were sought across a range of missile components and factors. A

systemwide approach to accuracy was adopted.47 So Trident D5 fire

control and target planning is complex. Some of the key issues are

considered below.

Navigation

Unlike a landbased ICBM, a Trident missile is launched from a moving

platform. Calculations have to be adjusted at the last moment to take

account of the vessel’s position. Errors in the calculation of the launch

position are magnified across the missile’s trajectory. US submarines use

three systems to calculate their position: GPS, Inertial and Navigational

Sonar. There is built in redundancy so that Trident is not dependent on one

navigation system.48

Global Positioning Satellite
The Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) system was designed to support

nuclear submarine operations. From time to time the submarine takes a fix

to determine its position using signals from GPS satellites. These signals

cannot be received under the water so an antenna must be raised above the

surface. This could compromise the submarine’s position. US nuclear

planners anticipate that exoatmospheric nuclear explosions in a strategic

nuclear exchange could cripple GPS. Because of these risks additional

systems are used so that Trident is not dependent on GPS.
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Inertial Navigation
Between GPS fixes the direction and speed of the submarine is monitored

by the Electrostatically Supported Giro Navigation (ESGN) system.

ESGN uses accelerometers to measure changes in speed and gyroscopes to

monitor changes in direction. Data from ESGN is fed into the FCS

computer. The velocity data provided from ESGN is not considered

sufficiently accurate, on its own, for a Trident missile launch.49 It is

correctly primarily by the Navigational Sonar System, and secondly from

an electromagnetic log of instructions issued to manoeuvre the submarine.

Navigational Sonar
US Trident submarines use a Navigational Sonar System (NSS). The main

component of NSS is a velocity sonar which can measure the speed of the

submarine. This complements GPS and ESGN to provide greater accuracy.

NSS can also measure the depth of the seabed.50 The submarine sails

over a presurveyed area. A series of depth readings are compared with a

computerised bathymetric map to provide a fix of the submarine’s

position. 

The Navigational sonar used on US Ohio class submarines is the BQR

19 produced by Raytheon. This includes a transducer and an array of 16

hydrophones which measure speed. The NSS is in addition to active and

passive sonar systems that are used to detect other vessels.

British submarines use the same GPS and ESGN systems as US vessels.

Descriptions of the sonar systems on Vanguard submarines do not refer to

Navigational Sonar. However when the Strategic Defence Review, in

1998, reduced the alert state of these submarines it was said that in future
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they could carry out hydrographic work while on patrol. This suggests that

they have a navigational sonar system.

Trajectory options

The angle of the missile’s trajectory affects the range, time of flight and

velocity of the RVs. The following terms are used to describe the extremes

of the options available:51

· Range extension – This is used to attack targets at the limit of the 

missile’s range. The reentry angle is shallow. As a result the 

shape of the RV is distorted by ablation. Rain and wind have a 

greater effect. This means that accuracy is reduced as range 

increases. Flight time is longest.

· Maximum loft – This uses the steepest possible trajectory. Range 

is reduced. Velocity is increased and there is a steeper reentry 

angle. Consequently accuracy is greater. As the trajectory is 

higher it is easier for the opponent to detect the attack.

· Minimum loft – This reduces the trajectory below that which 

would give maximum range. The reentry angle is shallow, which 

reduces accuracy. This has the shortest flight time and so is likely 

to be used in a surprise attack. 

When using missiles against an area protected by Anti Ballistic Missiles

(ABMs) it is possible to fire the missiles on different trajectories so that

they will arrive around the same time and flood the ABM defences. The

British plan to attack targets in and around Moscow with Chevaline may

have used this tactic.
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Footprinting

The four RVs on one missile can be used against four separate targets but

all these targets for have to be within an ellipse called the footprint. The

type of trajectory affects the size of the footprint. If the range is greater,

then the length, downrange, of this ellipse increases. When a minimum loft

trajectory is used the breadth, crossrange, of the ellipse decreases.

A Poseidon missile fired at a range of 500 nautical miles (nm) had a

footprint length of 150 nm. At a range of 2000 nm this increased to 300

nm. Footprint breadth was 200 nm for maximum loft trajectories at ranges

between 700 and 1500 nm.52 The range of Trident D5 is over 4000 nm,

more than double that of Poseidon. The footprint of the Trident missile will

be substantially more than that of Poseidon. The minimum range of

Trident is a constraint. It may be between 500 nm and 1000 nm.53

Sequencing

The order in which the RVs are allocated to targets within the footprint is

crucial. Sequencing restrictions mean that in some cases it is not possible

for the PBV to manoeuvre so as to deploy all the RVs, even though all the

targets are within the footprint.

Time of Flight

The FCS calculates a Time of Flight (TOF) for each RV on each missile.54

TOF is one of the key variables used in planning Trident attacks.

Reentry envelope

The flight path of a Trident missile takes it outside the earth’s atmosphere.

If an RV reenters at the wrong angle then it will be destroyed during re

entry. The acceptable limits are described as the survival envelope. The

trajectory of each RV is adjusted to keep it within this survival envelope.

Fratricide

Two warheads are often targeted on the same installation or on two

facilities close to each other. The first explosion can prevent the second

warhead from detonating.55 If the warhead arrives too soon it is neutralised

by gamma and neutron radiation. If it arrives too late it has to pass through

the fallout cloud and ionised atmosphere. This can prevent the warhead

from functioning. There is a narrow window of time within which the

second warhead has to arrive. The targeting system also calculates a stay

out zone for each RV. This is an ellipse downrange of the initial target.56

A subsequent RV cannot be used against a target within this stayout zone.
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Minimum Energy

The limited fuel carried on the PBV limits targeting options. The FCS

computer calculates how to manoeuvre the PBV to align all the RVs using

minimum energy.

Guidance

The Trident D5 missile uses inertial and stellar guidance systems. The

gyroscopes and accelerometers in the inertial guidance system monitor the

trajectory of the missile. In addition the stellar system takes a fix on two

stars.57 NSWCDD has produced the Dahlgren General Catalog of stars to

support this function. Trident missile guidance and fire control systems use

this database of stars, their position and brightness. The FCS identifies an

appropriate star taking account of geography and time. GPS may be used

for additional accuracy, but GPS satellites are considered to be vulnerable

in a strategic nuclear war.

Plume Avoidance Manoeuvre

The nozzles that manoeuvre the PBV each create a plume. This can distort

the trajectory of an RV which has just been released from the PBV. If this

is projected to be the case then the nozzle which might cause this problem

is switched off for a short period. The PBV then manoeuvres to regain its

course. This is called a plume avoidance manoeuvre.

Reentry Vehicle Spin Off

The RV spins when in flight. This is to even out the effects of ablation and

heat absorption. This is similar to rotating meat on a spit so that it will cook

evenly. Spinning also maintains the correct attitude for reentry. The RV is

given a spin as it is released from the PBV by a “pyrotechnic deployment

mechanism”, ie a small explosive charge.58 

The velocity of the RV is increased as it is spun off. This velocity

increment is included in the trajectory model. It is regarded as a source of

error but it is not precisely know. A programme is underway to measure

this velocity increment. For this project Honeywell Incorporated have

developed the Reentry Inertial Measurement Unit (RIMU). RIMU has

been used on the dummy warheads, Joint Test Assemblies, in recent

Trident missile tests.59 Honeywell claim “effective improvement in the

down range impact miss was accomplished in all RIMU units flown”.60 It

is likely that the accuracy increase deriving from this project is small.

RIMU is not just a US programme, it is partly financed by Britain. A

joint US/UK contract for an enhancement of RIMU was issued in April
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2001.61 In 2003 a contract was issued for the development of a smaller unit,

SRIMU.62 SRIMU is to be used to analyse RV trajectories. There is no

mention of UK funding, although this is possible.

Decoys and Penetration Aids

A missile may use decoys and penetration aids in order to overcome Anti

Ballistic Missile (ABM) defences. Decoys are mounted between RVs on

the PBV. They are smaller than RVs but are designed to give a similar

radar signature. The fire control software will calculate when the decoys

should be released from the PBV.

Fusing

There are radar systems onboard each RV. These can trigger a highairburst

or lowairburst explosion. Timing can also be used. The new version of the

W76 warhead, W761, will also have a contact fuse to detonate the

explosive on the surface. In addition the refurbished warhead will have a

“path length” fusing system. This combines timing and radar data to

monitor the RV’s position on the predicted trajectory. (This is describe in

Annex I)

Aerodynamics

During and after reentry the trajectory is affected by the aerodynamics of

the RV. RVs fly at speeds of between Mach 15 and 20 outside the

atmosphere, slowing to Mach 10 following reentry.63 During reentry the

RV is subjected to extreme heat. This is absorbed by ablation, burning off

the outer later of the casing. This changes the shape of the nosetip and

consequently affects the aerodynamic performance of the RV. Computer

modelling is used to predict this. Uneven ablation was identified as the

cause of inaccuracies discovered during initial tests of the Mk 4 RV. The

design of the Mk 5 RV was adjusted to take account of this.

Weather data

Air density and wind can affect the RV in the final stages of the trajectory.

Weather can knock the RV 100 m offtarget. To get round this the US Navy

produces detailed weather forecasts over the target areas. Communications

with submarines are limited, because of the low bandwidth of

transmissions. So the weather information is compressed into Ballistic

Parameters (BALPARs).64 BALPARS approximate the total effect that

wind and air density at different altitudes would have over the final stages

of an RV’s flight path. BALPARs are calculated for fixed points in a grid
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and are produced by the US Fleet Numerical Meteorological and

Oceanography Center (FNMOC). FNMOC send the BALPARs to the

Commanders of the Trident fleets in the Atlantic and Pacific. The

information is sent by radio to Trident submarines every 12 hours.  

A key requirement of Britain’s Trident system is that the submarines

have “access to all environmental data”.65 This probably includes the

FNMOC data from the US. The data will be transmitted to the submarines

either directly from the US, or through Northwood. NSWCDD has carried

out metrological work for the British as well as the US Trident programme. 

The 12hourly weather messages produced in the US and fed into the

FCS on British Trident submarines could conceivably be used to control

the use of British missiles. These messages could be used to send covert

on/off signals to the computers on Royal Navy submarines.

BALPARs are approximations. Because of bandwidth limitations, more

detailed weather data is not transmitted for the target areas in OPLAN

8044. However if the US was planning to use a limited number of

warheads in a nonRussian situation, then it is likely that they would send

more complete weather data, including wind speed and air density at

different altitudes. This could increase accuracy by approximately 25

metres. NSWCDD have been working on how to improve weather data for

US and British submarines as part of the SLBM Retargeting System

(SRS). If a British Trident missile was used in a limited nuclear attack,

then it is likely that specific weather data would be produced and

transmitted. Normally this data is created in the US.

Gravity

The earth’s gravity field is not spherical but has a pear shape. This affects

the trajectory of Trident missiles and RVs. In order to accurately predict

gravitational effects, the FCS computer uses a model of gravity over the

projected trajectories.

In addition to using sophisticated models of largescale gravity, Trident

also uses information on local gravity in order to increase accuracy. The

two effects which are calculated are gravity anomalies, changes in the

strength of the gravitational force, and Vertical Deflections, changes in the

direction of the force. Detailed gravitational information has been

compiled for trajectories for targets in Russia. The ability to construct

similar data for other trajectories is limited by the extent of survey work

which has been carried out. 

In addition to the direct effect of gravity on the flight path of missiles

and RVs, gravity also has an important effect on EGNS, the system used
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to determine the submarine’s position, and on the missile’s guidance

system. Both EGNS and missile guidance use accelerometers to measure

velocity. Accelerometers can interpret gravity Vertical Deflection as a

change in velocity. In the case of EGNS this can result in an error in the

calculation of the submarine’s position. In the case of missile guidance it

can reduce accuracy.

The FCS computers on Trident submarines carry detailed gravitational

data for the patrol area. Vertical Deflection is extrapolated from specially

constructed bathymetric databases. This vital information is only available

for those areas surveyed in detail and this restricts where submarines can

patrol: “Operational areas have always been limited by the requirements of

a highquality Ocean Survey Program (OSP) gravity map”.66

Less detailed geodetic and gravitational data for the whole of each

planned trajectory will also be held within the FCS computers. Lunar

information may also be used to anticipate the effect of the moon’s gravity

on the trajectory of Trident RVs.67

Bathymetry 

Bathymetry is the science of measuring the depth of the sea. It is crucial to

Trident operations, primarily because it provides gravity data, but also

because it can be used to provide a bathymetric fix of the vessels position.

Only a small proportion of the world’s oceans have been mapped in detail.

With current shipbased methods it would take 200 years to map the entire

ocean bed and even longer to map all coastal areas.68

Under the Ocean Survey Program (OSP) the US Navy has surveyed

small areas in detail to support Polaris and Trident submarine operations.

The information from these surveys is held on the Digital Bathymetric

Data Base 0.1 Minute (DBDB 0.1).69 DBDB 0.1 contains a depth figure for

each 0.1 minute segment, latitude and longitude. Around Britain this is

equivalent to a rectangle of approximately 100 metres by 185 metres. The

depth figure given for each rectangle is accurate to within 9 metres. This

bathymetric data is the base from which detailed gravitational data is

extrapolated.

Information on which areas have been surveyed in detail is classified

secret, as nucleararmed submarines only patrol within these zones.

Extracts from the database can be provided by NSWCDD to submarines in

either tape or CD form. These tapes and CDs are all classified at least

Secret and some have the highest classification, Top Secret Special

Compartmented Information.

Surveys will have been carried out in areas where Polaris submarines
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have patrolled in the past, as well as where Trident patrols are carried out

today. This will include not only parts of the Pacific and North Atlantic,

but also areas of the Mediterranean that were used by Polaris submarines

based in Spain.

Oceanographers would like to use satellites to produce maps of the

seabed based on variations in the height of the sea’s surface. The US Navy

has in the past pursued this approach and is particularly interested in it

today. Trident submarines only patrol within the areas surveyed by the

OSP. The Navy would like to use satellite based mapping to enable Trident

submarines to launch missiles from other parts of the oceans. This project

is called Broad Ocean Bathymetry (BOB).

As part of the BOB programme, Northrop Grumman are producing a

computer simulation to measure how accurate Trident would be if the

bathymetric data was based on BOB rather than on OSP surveys. In 2002

a presentation on this project showed that the intention was to develop a

“go anywhere and shoot” capability for Trident.70

In Britain the MoD’s hydrographic survey office produces special

detailed material to support nuclear submarine operations. The survey

ship, HMS Scott, has equipment designed to produce data in a format

compatible with US systems. It is possible that British submarines patrol

in zones surveyed by the Royal Navy. It is also possible that the special

survey data is shared with the US, in which case the US may provide some

of this vital information.

Ripple launch

The FCS software can calculate how to attack a single target with one RV

on one missile. However it is designed to calculate the trajectories for a

strike using all the missiles and all the RVs on a submarine. In a multiple

attack there would be a ripple launch of all the missiles within around 10

minutes. The Fire Control software performs all the calculations for a

multiple launch.

Tape and Message Production

The ISPAN system at Omaha uses MGPS and SIPS to produce the basic

targeting data for the components of nuclear plans which involve US

Trident submarines. This data is then passed to NSWC at Dahlgren for

“processing and validation”.71 This involves producing detailed

instructions for the FCS on the submarine, using SIPS. The data is

produced in two formats: tapes and messages.72
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Data for attacking preplanned targets, in OPLAN 8044, is formatted onto

4mm tapes called SLBM Magnetic Tape Cartridges (MTCs). MTCs are

produced in the SLBM Weapons Control Facility at NSWCDD.73 This

work is done by EG&G, the main Trident contractor at NSWCDD. EG&G

also check the quality of the magnetic tapes.74 After the MTCs have been

checked they are delivered to Trident submarines.

There are several references to contracts for the SCSI Media Generation

System (SMGS) for Trident. SCSI is a computer standard that applies to

disks and tapes.75 The production of MTC targeting tapes is described as

“media generation”. It is likely that SMGS is the system used to produce

the tapes at Dahlgren.76 The contract references are to revisions of SMGS.

In May 2001 a contract was sought for Revision 18 to UK SMGS.77 This

suggests that the British target planning centre, NOTC, uses US software

to format the target tapes for Trident.

New target data can also be produced at short notice either to attack

specific targets or to respond to the changing situation in a strategic

nuclear exchange. These are transmitted to US submarines on patrol in the

form of Targeting Change Messages (TCMs). From STRATCOM data,

NSWCDD produces the information needed by the submarine FCS to

attack these additional targets. Communications with submarines have a

limited bandwidth, so the messages are compressed at NSWCDD using

software designed for the purpose. The completed TCMs are passed from

NSWCDD over the SRS Data Links (SRSDL) system to communication

sites from where they are transmitted by radio to submarines.78 When the

compressed message is received on the submarine it is expanded using

unique software in the FCS. It is likely that the same software will be used

to compress and expand TCMs sent to British submarines.
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Communications to British Trident

Extremely Low Frequency (ELF)

The US Navy used to operate an ELF transmitter to communicate to its

Trident submarines. ELF could send very basic messages which could be

received by a submarine at considerable depth. The system is no longer

operational. In the early days of the British Trident program there was a

plan to build an ELF transmitter at Glengarry in the Scottish Highlands,

but this was never implemented. The government has said that Royal Navy

submarines cannot receive ELF signals.

Very Low Frequency (VLF) and Low Frequency (LF)

VLF/LF has been described as “the backbone of the submarine broadcast

system”.1 A submarine can receive signals on these frequencies without

having to raise an antenna above the surface. VLF/LF radio messages can

be sent to British submarines using British, NATO or US transmitters. 

For decades Britain operated VLF transmitters at Rugby and Criggion.

However both transmitters closed down on 31st March 2003. The Alert

Consortium under a contract issued in 2001 now provides VLF

communications. Alert have replaced Rugby and Criggion with a new VLF

transmitter at Skelton, near Penrith. The same site is used for commercial

High Frequency broadcasts including the BBC World Service. Skelton is

operated by Merlin Communications, part of the Alert Consortium. The

new transmitter is probably the primary means of communicating with

British Trident submarines. Merlin Communications will also provide new

VLF receivers for British submarines.

NATO also operates a network of VLF transmitters. The NATO

submarine commander based at Northwood has control over the VLF

transmitter at Anthorn in Cumbria. He also coordinates three other

transmitters in Norway, Germany and Italy. These transmitters were

working in a mode which provided four channels from each, although this

may have changed. Anthorn is now operated by Merlin Communications

and is being upgraded as part of the contract awarded in 2001.

The US also has a network of VLF/LF transmitters covering the North

Atlantic. The main VLF transmitter is at Culter in the USA. There are also

LF transmitters in Iceland, Puerto Rico and Italy. These provide the main

line of communications with US Navy Trident submarines in the Atlantic.
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In 1988 the US initiated the NATO Interoperable Submarine Broadcast

System (NISBS). NISBS enables NATO to use VLF/LF transmitters

operated by the US around the Atlantic. A message from Britain could be

transmitted to a British submarine using US transmitters in America,

Puerto Rico, Iceland or Italy. NISBS also enables the US to use NATO’s

four VLF transmitters. A message from the US Submarine Commander

can be broadcast to a British submarine either using the American

transmitters or any of the NATO transmitters in Europe.

The US transmitters were modified so that one of the four channels used

by each transmitter was compatible with NATO. There is ongoing

development of NISBS. In 2002 a contract was issued in the US for a

further upgrade of the system. 

In addition to sending messages to NATO vessels the US can also make

bilateral, US/UK, submarine broadcasts.2 The Broadcast Control Authority

(BCA) for these bilateral broadcasts is the Commander Submarine Group

10 at Kings Bay, Georgia. The bilateral system allows the US Trident

commander at Kings Bay to communicate directly with British Trident

submarines. 

In the early days Morse code was used in VHF/LF broadcasts to

submarines. Later a method of transmitting data over VHF/LF was

devised. This is called the VHF Digital Information Network (VERDIN)

and is used by both British and American Navies. VERDIN has been

modified to provide compatibility with NATO and has been upgraded to

the Enhanced Verdin System (EVS).

Michael Clarke suggests that the reduction in the alert status of Trident,

implemented in 1998, involved a change in communications procedures –

“boat commanders would be in less frequent touch with their base as a

matter of normal operating procedures”.3
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UHF/SHF Satellite Communications

Submarines can raise an antenna to communicate with satellites. To avoid

detection the antenna is raised for only a few minutes. Data transfer to

submarines, even by satellite, has in the past been slow. Since 1995 the US

has been increasing the bandwith available for satellite communications

with submarines. This reduces the time needed to transfer data and so

allows substantial volumes of information to be exchanged without raising

the antenna for long. In 2001 it was clear that British submarine

communications were still limited by the low bandwith available.4

British submarines have access to US, NATO and British satellite

communications systems. Britain deploys three satellites to provide

military communications. The initial batch of Skynet 4 satellites (A, B and

C) were deployed between 1988 and1990.5 These were replaced between

1998 and 2001 by the second batch of Skynet 4 (D, E and F) that are

currently in service. These each have three SHF transponders and two

UHF transponders.6 France and Germany are also involved in the Skynet

system. In addition there is a NATO satellite, NATO IV. This is based on

Skynet 4 and provides communications over the Atlantic and Europe.7

The MoD has awarded a £2.5 billion Private Finance Initiative contract

to replace Skynet 4 with Skynet 5. There will be two satellites, one over

the Atlantic and one over the Indian Ocean. These are due to be launched

in 2006 and 2007 and would provide SHF and UHF communications.

Submarine communications using UHF on Skynet and NATO IV are

compatible with the US FLTSATCOM satellite system using a Demand

Assigned Multiple Access (DAMA) antenna. SHF communications on

Skynet and NATO IV are compatible with the US Defence Satellite

Communications System (DSCS).

Control of Skynet 4 and NATO IV is from RAF Oakhanger (NATO

designation F4). The other NATO satellite ground stations in Britain are at

Balado Bridge (F17) near Kinross and at Saxa Vord (F29) in Shetland.

Skynet 5 will be controlled from RAF Colerne, in Wiltshire.

There is a current British project to replace existing UHF DAMA

antenna on submarines with a new Sub DAMA Satellite Communications

System (SDSCS). As part of this, new miniDAMA are being bought from

the US. These will probably be able to handle data at higher rates of

transmission. There is also a program to develop a new Universal Modem

System (UMS) for handling satellite data on a submarine. UMS should

provide compatibility between US, British, French and NATO systems.
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EHF Satellite Communications

In 1997 the US Air Force began a project to upgrade communications to

their landbased ICBM. The specifications for this show that the US does

not regard the UHF/SHF satellite communication system as reliable during

a nuclear conflict. The satellites could be seriously affected by nuclear

weapons detonated at very high altitude. So the existing system is being

supplemented by an Extremely High Frequency (EHF) satellite

communications system. This would be expected to continue to operate

during a nuclear war. The new system is considered to be critical:

“Improved EHF communications remains a key to providing survivable

communications to strategic nuclear forces.”8

The US Navy is improving communications to its submarines. This

includes adding a new EHF satellite system. This EHF facility is regarded

as the most important communications project for Trident.9

The MoD was considering adding an EHF facility onto Skynet 5 but is

now advocating that Britain join in the US Advanced EHF (AEHF)

MILSATCOM satellite programme. So Britain will be dependent on the

use of US satellites for EHF communications. New shorebased terminals

will be set up as part of the Naval EHF/SHF SATCOM Terminal (NEST)

project. NEST will provide “robust, high data rate satellite

communications to UK submarines”.10

In addition to being able to operate through a nuclear war, EHF also

allows the transfer of a larger volume of information, including retargeting

data. EHF is a critical part of future communications to US Trident

submarines, and may become critical for British operations. British EHF

communications will be dependent on the use of an American satellite.

Data handling protocols

Until recently the US Navy communicated with its submarines using the

Submarine Satellite Information exchange Subsystem (SSIXS). SSIXS

prepared messages for both VLF and satellite broadcast. The Royal Navy
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was also using SSIXS, and the British and American systems were

compatible. In 2003 the US Navy moved from SSIXS to an Internet

Protocol (IP) system. 

A briefing given to a joint maritime communications group by a British

official in 2001 indicates that this change was not expected. It was

important that British submarines continued to have access to US

communications.11 In 2001 two joint working groups were established.

Both were to investigate how to provide compatibility with the new IP

system. The first was a US/UK working group. Following requests from

Australia and Canada, an additional Allied working group was also set up.

Within Britain, the MoD initiated the Submarine Command and Control

(SMC2) project to deal with the problem. The SMC2 programme is

“responsible for maintaining UK/US interoperability capability by

migrating the Royal Naval Submarine Satellite Information Exchange

System to an Internet Protocol environment”.12

Cryptography

US submarines carry a range of encrypting and decrypting equipment. The

NATO interoperable system requires common crypto equipment. The US

change to an IP protocol has created additional problems in this area. It is

likely that there will be bilateral, US/UK, crypto equipment to support

Trident operations.
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Annex H

Modes of use of Trident

A minority of British Trident missiles are now allocated a “substrategic”

role. However when comparing British and American practice the term

“substrategic” is misleading. The US has mechanisms for using strategic

Trident missiles in support of theatre operations. In practical terms there

are two ways in which Trident can be used. It can be used as originally

designed, with all the warheads on a submarine being used at once.

Alternatively a small number of warheads can be used in an attack.

Because of the difficulties created by the terminology, these are described

here as Mode One and Mode Two.

Mode One  Using all the warheads on a submarine

The reason that longrange nucleararmed missiles are deployed on

submarines is because their location can be concealed. Landbased

missiles are likely to be targeted in the early stages of a nuclear exchange.

Airfields for nuclear bombers are equally vulnerable. Trident submarines

are regarded as being invulnerable up until the point when they fire a

missile. When a missile is fired the submarine’s position is revealed. It

then becomes very vulnerable, not only to a nuclear strike, but also to an

attack from the opponent’s hunterkiller submarines and surface ships.

Trident submarines were designed so that to launch all the missiles could

be launched in as short a time as possible, probably around 10 minutes.

Most US nuclear plans will involve all the missiles on a particular

submarine being launched at the same time.

A few submarines, the Secure Reserve Force, would not be used at the

start of a strategic nuclear war. They would be held back till the final

phase. The targets for the Secure Reserve Force may be altered as a nuclear

conflict unfolds. Control is exercised through the US Airborne nuclear

command aircraft. These have special systems for controlling and

retargeting Trident.1

The process of allocating targets to US nuclear weapons is very

complex. For the sake of simplicity it is likely that all the US Trident

missiles carry the same number of warheads. The evidence suggests that

until July 1998 British submarines on patrol carried 12 armed missiles,

each with 5 warheads. After the Defence Review it is likely that the

loading was reduced to 12 missiles with 4 warheads on each.2
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Mode Two  Using a small number of warheads

Mode Two is used here to describe a variety of ways in which Trident can

be used, which are not covered by Mode One. This includes one missile on

one warhead. It also includes launching a small number of missiles with

single or multiple warheads. It could potentially involve deploying a

loweryield warhead.

Mode Two  US

The SLBM Retargeting System (SRS), which became fully operational in

2003, allows the US Navy to rapidly retarget Trident missiles so they can

be used in a limited nuclear strike. The US nuclear planning system has

also becoming more integrated – both between strategic and theatre plans,

and across weapon systems. There are now mechanisms in place to rapidly

produce a nuclear attack plan for using a small number of Trident

warheads in a regional operation. The targeting data could be produced

quickly and communicated to the submarine.

The draft Doctrine for Joint Nuclear Operations described how nuclear

weapons may be employed in a regional setting, particularly against WMD

targets.3 It is clear that nuclear weapons of all types could be made

available to the US Commander in a region of the world. The draft

Doctrine compared the different types of weapons in the arsenal and it lists

the advantages and disadvantages of Trident compared with other nuclear

weapons.4 It says that there are both advantages and disadvantages of using

missiles with their normal multiple warhead (MIRV) configuration.

One of the main disadvantages is that the missiles would have to be

released from OPLAN 8044 assignment. If one or two Trident missiles are

launched in a limited nuclear strike, it is not only those missiles which are

no longer available for use against Russia, but all of the missiles on the

submarine. The launch would compromise the vessel’s position and it

would become a prime target in a fullscale nuclear exchange. It would be

possible to get round this by deploying an extra submarine.

Calculating Russia’s response presents a dilemma for nuclear planners.

If they launch a missile at a “wider threat” target and do not inform Russia

in advance, then Russia may misinterpret this as a strike against itself.5

However if the Russian leadership were given several hours notice, how

would they respond? Faced with a potential nuclear strike at a third

country, Russia might decide to increase the state of alert of their strategic

nuclear forces. Russian and nonRussian roles for nuclear weapons are

connected. The potential for escalation is a major factor for the nuclear

planners. Over the decades STRATCOM has conducted many wargames
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which have simulated how a regional conflict can lead to global nuclear

war.

Paul Robinson, Chair of the Strategic Advisory Group accepts that the

use of landbased ICBMs in a limited role could be misinterpreted as an

attack on Russia. However he argues that this need not be the case with

Trident as a submarine could be moved around the world so that its flight

path was not over Russia. But the risk that a launch will be detected and

misinterpreted cannot be eliminated.

Mr Robinson has also proposed that some Trident missiles should be

armed with single warheads.6 He considers that these would be particularly

suited for nonRussian roles. There has been no sign that this suggestion

has been implemented. A US limited nuclear strike is more likely to be

carried out using B2 bombers than Trident.

Mode Two  UK

In 1993 Malcolm Rifkind announced that when the WE177 nuclear bomb

was retired it would be replaced, not with the Tactical Surface to Air

Missile (TASM), but with a small number of Trident missiles, reconfigured

for a SubStrategic role. Each of these missiles would carry a single

warhead. When Rifkind made this announcement it was also said that

WE177 would remain in service until 2007.7 However the bombs were

withdrawn from service early, by 1998, and substrategic Trident was

introduced more quickly than planned. Substrategic Trident has been

assigned to NATO, and has inherited the role allocated to WE177. It is part

of the substrategic nuclear forces of NATO. 

A British submarine firing one or two Trident missiles would

compromise its position and role against Russia. The Commander of the

submarine squadron at Faslane has said that for a substrategic mission he

might use, not the submarine on patrol, but a second vessel.8 The MoD said

that SubStrategic Trident would only be fully robust when there were

three operational Trident submarines. For all these reasons the Sub

Strategic role is probably allocated to one of the two submarines not on

patrol.

The alert status of SubStrategic Trident is not clear. The other NATO’s

SubStrategic nuclear forces, Dual Capable Aircraft, are now on a state of

readiness measured in months. When SubStrategic replaced WE177, the

aircraft that would have dropped these bombs were on an alert state

measured in weeks and months. It is possible that the alert status for Sub

Strategic Trident is significantly lower than the severaldays notice of the

strategic force. If it is regarded as a supplement to the US Global Strike
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force then a higher state of alert is likely.

The American SRS system has recently been installed on British

submarines. This allows missiles to be rapidly retargeted at new targets

which have been transmitted from shore. This will be a vital part of the

substrategic Trident system.

The Defence Committee was told in March 1994 that before Trident was

used Britain would communicate clearly its intentions, and that this was

particularly relevant for any use of Trident in a substrategic role. The

dilemma of whether or not to give Russia advance notice of the use of

Trident against a third country, would apply to British missiles.

Lower yield

The draft US Doctrine for Joint Nuclear Operations lists one of the

disadvantages of the use of Trident in a Theater operation as being that it

has too large a yield for some missions. Weapons with too high a yield

have been described as “selfdeterring”. A threat to use them is not

credible, because the destruction they would cause would be so

disproportionate.

It is almost certainly the case that the MoD considers that the deterrent

effect of Trident would be greater if there was a suggestion that some

missiles have a loweryield warhead. The most explicit statement of this

was George Robertson’s reply to a question on the yield of substrategic

Trident. Mr Robertson said: “The UK has some flexibility in the choice of

yield for the warheads on its Trident missiles”.9 This falls short of saying

that loweryield warheads are in service. The statement might mean that

Britain could, if it wished, deploy a version of Trident with a lower yield.

There is little doubt that this is true. A loweryield warhead could be

designed and deployed. But has it?

In 1994 the Defence Committee questioned MoD officials on sub

strategic Trident. The replies show that the only projected expenditure on

substrategic Trident was on the shorebased target planning system.10

There would be no expenditure on warheads – “No additional warhead

costs will be incurred on account of the substrategic role.”11 These

remarks suggest that in 1994 it was not anticipated that a loweryield

warhead would be produced.

The comments Rear Admiral Irwin made to the Committee are very

similar to the approach to Theatre use of Trident in US policy. He said:

“There is no such thing as a tactical or strategic missile; it is the use to

which you put it”.12 He also said that a missile with a single warhead could

be used in either a strategic or a substrategic attack.
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The W76 warhead can destroy moderately hard targets, but for more

hardened bunkers and missile silos two or more warheads would be aimed

at the same target. A lower yield Trident warhead could devastate

industrial or urban targets, but would not destroy silos or bunkers. While a

loweryield warhead may be less “selfdeterring”, it would only be able to

destroy a narrower range of targets than the existing 100kiloton version.

A fixed lower yield could be achieved by replacing the thermonuclear

part of the warhead with a dummy. Paul Robinson suggested that the US

should do this with some Trident warheads.13 There is no sign that his

proposal has been translated into an official project. It is possible that

Britain may have modified some warheads in this way, but this is by no

means certain.

Accuracy

If Trident were made more accurate, then a loweryield warhead would be

able to destroy a wide variety of targets, including substantial bunkers. For

decades Lockheed Martin has been trying to develop more accurate RVs

for submarinelaunched missiles.14 One design would add flaps to the aft

end of the RV and to use these for manoeuvring. The flaps would be

exposed to very high temperature. A GPS receiver would be used to

monitor the RV’s position.15 However the GPS signal is lost during re

entry. Inertial guidance would then be crucial. Small inertial guidance

units are being developed to provide telemetry information for RVs used

for Trident test flights. This guidance technology could later be

incorporated into armed RVs.

In January 2003 Lockheed Martin lodged a patent for a Manoeuvrable

Reentry Vehicle (MARV).16 This used flaps and had an initial flighttest in

October 2002. The project was adopted in the US Defence Budget for

Financial Year (FY) 2004 as Enhanced Effectiveness (E2).17 Funding was

allocated to develop and test this MARV over three years.18 In May 2003 a

contract was going to be placed with Charles Stark Draper Laboratory for

evaluating GPS and inertial guidance units for the MARV.19 However the

FY 2005 budget shows that Congress withdrew all funding for E2.20 There

was no attempt to reintroduce it in the FY2006 budget.21

A report produced by Lockheed Martin in 1997 describes how a Trident

RV could be modified so that it could be used as a conventionallyarmed

earth penetrator.22 For this role the RV would have to descend at an angle

close to perpendicular to the earth’s surface. This would be steeper than

any ballistic trajectory. The solution proposed was to add flaps to alter the

trajectory of the RV. These flaps would also have to reduce the velocity of

148
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the RV. The design was for a conventional, not a nuclear, warhead. The

warhead has to fit inside the narrow diameter of the earth penetrator. This

is too small for a nuclear device.23 To land close enough to the target to be

effective, this proposal would require a substantial increase in accuracy.

In addition to various plans to add flaps to an RV, an alternative design

solution has been proposed. This would involve moving a weight inside

the RV to change the centre of gravity and so alter the trajectory.24

Although papers with this idea have been circulated there is no sign of a

firm plan to implement this proposal on armed RVs. Tests of this concept,

using a Mk4 RV, are being carried out as part of a Missile Defence

program to develop manoeuvrable interceptors.

The US budget in FY2004 allocated funds for a Navy research study

related to RNEP. This was probably one of Lockheed Martin projects 

either the MARV project, which has not been funded in FY2005, or the

proposal for a conventionallyarmed earth penetrator. 
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Annex I

US W76 Warhead 
and UK Trident Reentry Body

Cautionary note

While technical details of some aspects of Trident warheads are in the

public domain, other areas remain secret. In collating this data there is a

danger that the relative significance of what is in the public domain may

be exaggerated.

The US Department of Energy (DOE), which builds nuclear weapons,

is not averse to exaggerating its own problems. In order to obtain more

funding they have in the past multiplied the number of warhead anomalies,

ignoring the fact that several warheads are based on a small number of

common designs. Some individuals within the nuclear weapons

establishment may also emphasise design problems in order to lobby for a

restart to nuclear testing.

Terminology

The US Department of Energy (DOE) refers to nuclear weapons as

warheads. The most common of the two Trident warheads is the W76. The

Department of Defense refers to the same weapon as the Mk 4 Reentry

Body (RB). Sometimes the two terms are combined  W76/Mk4. The DOE

designation, W76, is used for most of the discussion below.

British nuclear weapons and missiles are given an alphanumeric code.1

For example, the freefall bombs in service until 1998 were designated WE

177 and the planned RAF replacement was TD127. There is likely to be

a similar code for the Trident warhead, but it is not known. There are

official references to the “UK Trident RB” and this term is used here.

Trident warheads

Two types of Trident missile were developed. The earlier C4 missile has

now been replaced by the larger D5. The D5 is deployed on British

submarines. 

Two warheads are used on US Trident:
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· The W76 warhead was designed for the C4 missile and has a 

yield of around 100 kilotons. It was produced in large numbers 

and is now deployed on D5 missiles.

· The W88 was designed for the D5 missile and has a yield of 475 

kilotons.2

The UK Trident RB was originally intended for use on the C4 missile and

is based on the W76. The British warhead was described by a former

director of Los Alamos as a “Dutch copy” of the American design. A

Public Records Office report says that the US design was “anglicised” at

Aldermaston.3 Most of the information below refers to the US W76

warhead. This gives a valuable insight into the breakdown of the UK

Trident RB. A few specific details of the British warhead are known, other

features can be deduced from US data.

The W76 entered service in November 1978.4 Manufacture of the

warheads continued until 1987.5 Today there are more W76 warheads in

the operational US arsenal than any other design of nuclear weapon. It has

been described as the most vital part of US nuclear forces. The Los Alamos

Laboratory website says, “W76/Mk4 is the most critical element of our

nation’s strategic deterrent”.6 A US Navy spokesperson said, “The Mk4

Reentry Body is the mainstay of our nation’s nuclear deterrent”.7

Design review

The US carried out a major review of the W76 between 1996 and 1999.8

By this time the first warheads had been in service for 20 years. In

retrospect it was said that this was the planned life of the warhead.9 The

review was a dual revalidation. It involved the warhead’s designers, Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), and also their rivals, Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). The review revealed: “even

though components are aging gracefully, there are some negative

changes”.10

Britain was involved in the W76 dual revalidation. Problems identified

during revalidation have implications for the UK Trident RB. In addition

Aldermaston has its own timescale for reviewing British warheads.

Professor Oxburgh, the Chief Scientific Adviser, wrote a report into the

safety of British nuclear warheads. This established a process of regular

design checks. In 1994 the Defence Committee was told that the first

design review for Trident was taking place and that subsequent reviews

would be carried out every 7 years.11 This suggests that the UK Trident RB

design would be reviewed in 2001 and 2008.
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Alterations and Modifications

The DOE uses two terms to describe upgrades to nuclear warheads. An

Alteration is a smaller change, whereas a Modification is a more

substantial revision. Two programmes were initiated to upgrade the W76.

The most significant is the W761 Modification. W761 is currently the

most substantial component of the US nuclear weapons programme.

Warheads will be rebuilt as W761 from 2007 onwards. The original

design is now referred to as the W760.

The second programme is Alteration (Alt) 317. This upgrade of W760

was started during the dual revalidation. Alt 317 replaces the neutron

generator and gas transfer system. It appears that the changes made to US

warheads under Alt 317 are also being made to British warheads.

W761 Overview

A major study into how to extend the life of the W76 warhead was started

in October 1998.12 One major ground rule was that the refurbished

warheads should be able to continue in service for 30 more years without

a further major overhaul.13 The study involved Sandia and Los Alamos

Laboratories, the Strategic Systems Program, STRATCOM, Lockheed

Martin and ITT. The results were presented to the Nuclear Weapons

Council in March 2000. The military characteristics of the W76 were a

baseline for the W761. However the refurbished warhead will provide

increased “targeting flexibility and effectiveness”.14

The W761 will reuse the Plutonium pit and Highly Enriched Uranium

(HEU) secondary in existing warheads but it will be a major

refurbishment. A wide range of warhead components will be replaced. It is

the most substantial modification of any warhead in the current US

programme. As such it is one major factor driving the Advanced Strategic

Computing (ASC) initiative. In the absence of nuclear testing, new

components are tested by computer simulation.

One strand of ASC is the development of a computerised capability to

verify the Stockpile to Target Sequence (STS). In the case of Trident this

simulates the environment a warhead could encounter including the

stresses of a ballistic trajectory. The W76 is the lead weapon for the part of

ASC that deals with testing the STS of nonnuclear components.15 The lead

warhead for developing a detonation simulation was the W80, but the W80

Life Extension project was cancelled in 2006.

While progress is due to be made with computer verification of W761

by 2007, this work will not be complete. The development of Qualitative

Margins of Uncertainty (QMU) for the W761 is not due to be finished
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until FY2009.16 The completion of a fullsystem coupled STS simulation

for abnormal environment is scheduled for FY2008 and the equivalent for

a hostile environment will be later.17

The First Production Unit (FPU) of W761 is due to be manufactured in

FY2007. Current work is on Block 1. This is a plan to upgrade 40% of the

stockpile of W76 warheads.18 Block 1 should be completed by 2020. The

Administration are now considering curtailing the W761 upgrade

programme and switching to the Reliable Replacement Warhead, which

may be available by 2015

In February 2002 the British Government was asked about the W761.

Defence Minister Dr Moodie said discussions with US counterparts

included “work on the US W76 warhead, relevant to the safety and

reliability of the UK’s Trident warhead”.19 In July 2006 the MoD said that

a “relatively minor upgrade” of the warhead will be required in the first

half of the next decade.20 Job vacancies at Aldermaston reveal that the UK

are about to introduce a new Arming, Fuzing and Firing System, which is

at the heart of the W761. It is likely that they are planning an upgrade, to

a specification similar to W761, between 2010 and 2015.

The Primary and Secondary are both within the Nuclear Explosives

Package (NEP).21 In the case of the UK Trident RB, the evidence suggests

that all the components outside the NEP are procured from the US.

Neutron Generators and the reservoirs within the Gas Transfer System are

Limited Life Components and are replaced on a regular basis, at sites

where weapons are deployed. This work is done inside the RB process

building in Coulport.
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Below are sections on each of the following components of the W76 &

UK Trident RB:

· Reentry body heatshield

· Arming, Fuzing and Firing System

· Neutron Generator

· Gas Transfer System

· Radiation case

· Primary

· Secondary

Reentry Body Heatshield

Lockheed Martin built hardware kits for US and British Mk4 Reentry

Body Assemblies (RBAs). Production started in 1977 and a total of 5,000

RBA kits were built. These kits include the release assembly, which

deploys the RB from the Post Boost Vehicle, the heatshield and

connectors. Production of the kits ceased in 2000. Lockheed Martin

retained the production tooling. Further work is expected as part of the

W761 life extension programme.22

During reentry the heatshield, which protects the warhead, is worn

away by ablation. This affects the aerodynamic performance of the RB and

therefore its accuracy. This is particularly a problem with the nose tip.

Existing heatshields are made of rayonbased carbon phenolics. This may

be changing over time and the rayon is no longer available. A contract was

issued to develop alternative heatshield materials for Mk4 and Mk5 RBs

between 2004 and 2008.23

Arming, Fusing and Firing System

The Arming, Fusing and Firing System (AF&F) controls the detonation of

the warhead. In 1994 Inside Energy reported that Paul Robinson of Sandia

National Laboratory had said “Sandia also designs the armingfusing

firing mechanisms for the British nuclear weapons programme”.24

The US Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible for nuclear

warheads, whereas the Trident missile is within the remit of the US Navy.

The AF&F integrates the Navy arming and fusing subsystems with the

DOE firing subsystem.25 The arming and fusing components on UK

Trident RBs are an integral part of the missile system. This missile system

was acquired offtheshelf from the US. The arming and fusing sub

systems are almost certainly not only designed but also built in America.

The firing system is probably also procured from the US but might not be.
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The main interface between USbuilt and Britishbuilt components is

probably at the radiation case.

MC2912 AF&F (W760)
The MC2912 is the AF&F system currently deployed on US W760

warheads. Either MC2912 or a very similar system will be used today on

UK Trident RBs. There appear to be concerns about some components of

MC2912. Particular attention was paid to the AF&F during dual

revalidation. In the course of the review 19 AF&F systems were

disassembled and tested. A series of computer models of the MC2912 have

been produced with increasing levels of detail.

MC4700 AF&F (W761)
The MC4700 is a new AF&F designed for the W761.26 This is a critical

element of the new Modification. It will modernise the system so that it is

comparable with the AF&F in the W88 warhead. Computer support for the

new design has been at the forefront of simulation work within the US

nuclear establishment and has been the focus of the High Performance

Electrical Modelling and Simulation (HPEMS) effort. 

Aldermaston is preparing to support the introduction of a new AF&F

into UK Trident.27 This will be similar to the MC4700.

The sections below describe components of both the old MC2912 and the

new MC4700

Programmer
At the heart of the AF&F is a programming module. This controls the

components of the warhead. The diagram below shows the sequence of

actions carried out by the AF&F system in a Trident warhead, possibly the
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W88.28 The MC4700 in the W761 is likely to use a similar sequence.

The diagram indicates that flight data is initially conveyed from the Fire

Control Computer to the Missile. When the missile is in flight the

programmer on each warhead is powered up. The appropriate data is then

transferred to each warhead.

The AF&F prepares the warhead for detonation. The prearm functions

may include electrical operations and operating the gas transfer system.

The programmer also carries out diagnostic checks on warhead

components.

The diagram conveys the sequence in which actions are carried out. It

suggests roughly where in the trajectory specific event happen. The six

points at the end of the trajectory appear to be fusing options. Radar

Updated Path Length fuzing is used on the W88, and probably the W761

to increase accuracy. A radar proximity fuze was also first introduced on

the W88 and is likely to be a feature on the W761.

Contact Fuse on W761
The W760 has a contact fuse, MC2984.29 This is part of the AF&F. With

a contact fuse the warhead can detonate when it hits the surface. This

results in a groundburst explosion. A groundburst can destroy hardened

targets, such as bunkers and missile silos. It creates very large amounts of

fallout. Experiments were carried out to determine how MC2984 would

work if another warhead exploded close to it.30 The UK Trident RB is

likely to incorporate the MC2984.

The contact fuse on the new W761 is the MC4712. In FY2001 a

computer simulation was designed to calculate how this fuse would
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function. The tests considered how the fuse would work if the warhead

landed on a slope or an uneven surface.31 The warhead hits the ground at

very high velocity and could be destroyed before it detonates.  The

simulations produced a timing requirement within which the firing system

would have to operate.

Radar
The radar system can detonate the warhead at high altitude or, as a

proximity radar, closer to the target. It plays a key role in determining the

Height of Burst of the nuclear explosion. The DOE have developed a

computer model, E823F, to assess whether the radar on the W76 it is likely

to detonate the warhead at the programmed height. This model is used to

help determine the reliability of the warhead.

The MC2823 radar is a component of the AF&F system on the W760

warhead. It includes a gold microcircuit. There were concerns about

suspected material problems with this radar system. The notes relating to

this say: “customer preferred fuzing options, solid state electronics,

corrosion concerns, complex technology”.32 Computer modelling of the

W76 radar fuse was scheduled to have been carried out by FY2000 in

order to revalidate this component.

The new AF&F for the W761 will include a radar system. A model of

this radar fuse was to be produced by the 4th quarter of FY2001.33 The radar

on both the old and new systems is probably housed at the front of the

AF&F on top of the battery. 

Timer
The timer is used as a fuzing mechanism. The AF&F timer does not start

when the missile is launched but later in the trajectory, possibly when the

RB leaves the Post Boost Vehicle. The DOE uses reliability model

BHOHL to assess effect of the timer on the programmed Height of Burst.34
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Safety system
US nuclear weapons should include two strong links and one weak link.

The theory is that the warhead can only be detonated when both strong

links have been activitated. On the other hand the weak link should prevent

the warhead from detonating in a fire. The stronglinks and weaklink are

contained in the AF&F.

The two strong links in W76 are an intent stronglink and a trajectory

stronglink. The intent stronglink is a mechanical device which keeps the

circuit open until a unique electrical signal is received.  This feature is

referred to as Enhanced Nuclear Detonation Safety (ENDS).  

The trajectory stronglink includes both an accelerometer and a

decelerometer. The accelerometer detects the launch of the missile and

initiates the prearming sequence. The decelerometer senses a prescribed

number of “Gs” during reentry. There were suspected problems with

hermetic seals and fluid aging on the accelerometer in the AF&F in the

W760. There was also concern about springs and lubricant in the

decelerometer. These components are “safety critical”.35

One of the requirements of the W761 refurbishment was that safety

features were to be modernised. New intent stronglinks and trajectory

stronglinks have been developed using minature mechanical devises and

special lubricant material. A new weaklink capacitor has also been

developed. 

Firing System
The firing system supplies high voltage power to initiate the detonators on

the primary of the warhead. The firing system within the AF&F on the new

W761 is designated MC4702.

Trigger set

The trigger set on the W760 is the MC2983. Notes outlining potential

problems with the MC2983 refer to “krypton, sprytron, glass insulators”.36

A sprytron is a vacuum tube that can very rapidly switch on a circuit.37 It

turns on the power supply to the firing set. The krypton is similar but is

filled with gas. The DOE has a computer model of the W760 Sprytron.38

This is used to assess the likelihood of a “Flare Dud”. This is when the

warhead detonates but does not have the predicted effect.

A new Micro Firing System was considered as an option for the W76

1. Sandia Laboratory has developed new spytrons. One model can be

initiated with 100 rather than 1000 volts. It may be used for the W761.39
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Firing set40

There are two subassemblies in the MC3028. The explosive part is the

MC2368 Driver. This contains PETN, an explosive with a relatively low

melting point and low thermal stability. The second component is the

MC3027 Transducer. This produces an electrical output of 1000 Amps.

The MC3028 sends two electrical pulses, the first initiates the detonators

in the primary and the second to operates the neutron generator. A graph

suggests that power is supplied to a red circuit and then 0.5 microseconds

later to a blue circuit.41

A list of suspected material problems within warheads has the following

notes for the MC3028: “energetic material, dielectric, organics”.42 The

electromagnetic fields and other features of the firing set, including

ageing, were modelled in FY2001.43 A report on the revalidation and life

assessment of the MC3028 was written in August 2002.44

The MC3028 is not only used in the W76 but also in the W78

Minuteman warhead. It is similar to the firing set in the older W68

Poseidon warhead. The MC3028 is probably also a component of the UK

Trident RB. A British substitute is possible, but less likely.

The fabrication and testing of a functional prototype fireset for the W76

1 was scheduled for FY2003.45 Computer simulations revealed

deficiencies in the design and it was subsequently modified.46 If W761

adopts an optical firing system then a different type of fireset would be

required from that on W760.

Battery

The battery is located near the front of both the old and new AF&F

systems. It supplies the substantial power required to detonate the main

firing circuit. It also powers the neutron generator and AF&F components.

The W760 includes the MC2936 Thermal Cadmium battery. The MC2936

was included in a list of components with suspected problems. The notes

suggested that there was concern about the energetic and reactive materials

within the battery and the potential for these to leak.47
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Neutron Generator

The neutron generator supplies neutrons to support the fission process

when the warhead primary is detonated. A Sandia Laboratory report

explains  “The proper function of a nuclear warhead depends on the

presence of neutrons during primary implosion when the plutonium is

supercritical. Neutron generators are located close to the warhead primary

to produce a sufficient quantity of neutrons at that critical time”.48 The

Neutron Generator functions as a miniature linear accelerator. A large

charge is passed through a deuteriumtritium target.

The model of neutron generator that was used on the UK Trident RB

was overhauled in the US. This is being been replaced by a newer US

design that was delivered to the UK. This crucial component of British

nuclear warheads is produced in America.

MC2989 (W760)
The MC2989 neutron generator was deployed on W76 warheads. In 1996

Sandia Laboratory began a fouryear programme to recertified the units in

service with the US Navy.49 Each one was taken apart and inspected. The

timer part was replaced. In one year 900 of these neutron generators were

recertified.50 In 1999 Sandia Laboratory was hired “to do the recertification

work on the neutron generator assembly in a similar British weapon”.51

MC4380 (W760 Alt 317)
In 1996 the MC2989 was considered to be approaching the end of its life.52

The recertification process described above was only a temporary

measure. A new neutron generator, the MC4380, was designed.

Introducing this was part of the Alt 317 upgrade to the W760 warhead.

Charts illustrating key milestones in the development of computer

simulations to support the nuclear programme show that the MC4380 was

a vital project between 1997 and 2002. One requirement was the ability to

predict that the unit would operate in a hostile environment where there

was radiation from another nuclear explosion.53

In earlier years replacement of a component of this significance would
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have involved a nuclear test. Paul Robinson of Sandia said of the MC4380

– “this will be the first time that a major component of US nuclear

weapons will be introduced into the active stockpile without being

qualified through nuclear tests.”54

In February 2003 a Sandia Laboratory news item on the MC4380

referred to “delivery of the first units to the Navy and the UK last

summer.”55 This means that these USbuilt neutron generators were

supplied to Britain for use on the UK Trident RB. The neutron generator is

a key major part of a nuclear warhead without which the primary will not

produce the intended nuclear yield. This vital component of the British

Trident warhead is not produced in this country but purchased from the

US.

There are several main components of the new neutron generator. The

MC4277 neutron tube is where the ionisation process takes place. The

deuteriumtritium target is manufactured at Los Alamos. MC4378 is the

timer unit.

The electrical pulse is supplied by another subcomponent, the MC4368

power supply. This is an explosivedriven ferroelectric unit.56 A paper

written in 2001 refers to a revised design, MC4368A, and this is probably

now deployed.57

Neutron generator power supplies use a special material, PZT 95/5.

Although the evidence suggests that the US now builds the neutron

generators for British warheads, Aldermaston has investigated how to

make PZT 95/5. Sandia Laboratory obtained details of the Aldermaston

process but found there were problems with it. So Sandia devised their

own process and this is being used to support the manufacture of new

neutron generators.58

Standoff
There are several references to the need to develop a computer model of

“neutron generator standoff” for Trident in FY1997. Standoff is the time

interval between when the High Explosive in the primary detonates and

when the neutron generator should function. Information on the MC3028

firing set suggests this time interval may be 0.5 microseconds.

Two of the sources refer to the Warhead Protection Program Pit Reuse

Project, a plan to design a replacement warhead.59 One refers to the W76

warhead. Another has a milestone for “neutron generator standoff for

contact fuze mode”. The functioning of the neutron generator is likely to

be a crucial issue in calculating whether the warhead will operate as

planned if the process is triggered by a contact fuze on impact with the

ground, as with the W761.
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Gas Transfer System

The gas transfer system of a nuclear warhead feeds tritium into the primary

shortly before it is detonated. This boosts the yield from the fission

reaction by facilitating the fusion of hydrogen isotopes.60 In 1994 a review

of the Stockpile Stewardship Program noted that the way in which

boosting worked was one area where a greater level of understanding was

most required.61

The early model of Gas Transfer System on the W760 was called

Heather. This was replaced by a new design, Acorn, as part of Alt 317 to

the W760. Acorn had been due to enter service in 1998 but “verifying it

proved a challenge”.62 Los Alamos Laboratory had problems arranging

appropriate shock and vibration tests. Crucial testing was only completed

in 2000.63 The new system is now in service. The system includes valves

to control when the pressurised tritium is inserted into the warhead. Sandia

Laboratory designed explosivelyactuated valves which are used on all

nuclear weapons.64

The tritium is contained in the SP981 gas reservoir.65 These are filled

with tritium at the Savannah River Site, as are the reservoirs for all other

US nuclear weapons. At this plant a new loading line was set up for the

W76 Acorn.66

The US has declassified the fact that tritium reservoirs are “shipped

between the Savannah River Plant and the AEC weapon facilities, the

military and the United Kingdom”.67 In 1997 the Government was asked

about Special Nuclear Material (SNM) flights between Brize Norton and

the US.  Lord Gilbert replied that the term SNM covered tritium.68 British

tritium is transported to America as Uranium Tritide.69 It is loaded into gas

reservoirs at the Savannah River Site.

Tritium is radioactive and can penetrate stainless steel. It decays to

produce helium, increasing the pressure within the reservoir. Because of

the peculiar problems of storing tritium the reservoirs and Gas Transfer

Systems are specialised components. It is likely that both the reservoirs

and the Gas Transfer Systems for British warheads are built in the US.70

The neutron generators on the UK Trident RB were replaced in line with

the American Alt 317 upgrade. It is likely that the other part of this

Alteration, the Acorn Gas Transfer System, has also been introduced in

Britain.

In the US a new Gas Transfer System is being developed for the W76

1. The Acorn system was established as the baseline technology for the

new design.71
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Radiation case

The radiation case is the metal cladding that encloses both the primary and

the secondary of the warhead. The function of the case is to channel

radiation energy from the primary to the secondary before the assembly

disintegrates. In 1994 the Stockpile and Stewardship Program report said

that the behaviour of the case was poorly described in existing models.72

Richard Morse, a former theoretical physicist at Los Alamos, expressed

concern about the radiation case on the W76 warhead in 2004.73 During the

1970s Los Alamos had competed with Lawrence Livermore to design a

new lightweight warhead for the Navy. Los Alamos won the contract by

proposing a warhead with a thin and light radiation case. This W76 design

was tested in a series of underground nuclear explosions at the Nevada test

site. In 1969 one test produced a low yield. Richard Morse argued that this

was because the case was too thin. In 1992 a nuclear test to verify this issue

was planned and then cancelled because of testing moratorium.

Richard Morse said that the W76 should be redesigned with a heavier

case. Using the Mk4 RV this would reduce the yield by 40%. Alternatively

a heavier version of W76 could be incorporated into the Mk5 RV. Morse

met with representatives of the US laboratories on several occasions, most

recently in March 2004, but his approach was not accepted.

This explanation of the warhead’s history has been disputed. Bob

Peurifoy, a retired expert from Sandia Laboratory, admitted: “There was a

deviceyield test during development that, because of some engineering

oversight, did not deliver the expected yield”.74 He added that the problem

had been corrected.

Primary

The primary is an ellipsoidal assembly which produces a fission yield

through implosion. A typical primary contains a series of hollow spheres

or shells, inside each other. The outer shell is high explosive. Below this

there is a tamper. The tamper serves two functions. It contains the critical

mass in the centre before it expands. It also reflects back neutrons which

have escaped from the critical mass.75 Nuclear warheads may use one

metal for both functions, or two metals in separate shells. Beryllium
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provides an efficient reflector and is used in the UK Trident RB.76 In

general nuclear warheads may also use Uranium or Tungsten to contain the

explosion. The pit at the centre of the warhead is made of approximately 4

kgs of plutonium. Shortly before detonation tritium is injected down the pit

tube into the hollow centre of the pit.

High Explosive
The high explosive in the US W76 warhead is PBX9501. During the W76

1 refurbishment programme this explosive will be replaced. The W761

project is based on the assumption that the replacement PBX9501 can

continue to be used for 30 years. The main focus of the High Explosive

element of the US nuclear weapons programme is the production of this

replacement explosive for W761.77

This is one area where the UK Trident RB differs from the W76. A

British explosive, EDC37, is used instead of PBX9501. Although the two

explosives have a similar density their composition is different.78 The base

explosive in each is HMX but the proportions are different. PBX9501

consists of 95 % HMX, while EDC37 has 91% HMX and uses an energetic

binder. The HMX in EDC37 is also in finer particles. The binder in EDC37

is softer than the formula used in PBX9501. Because the binder is different

the mechanical response to initiation is not the same.79 Experiments have

shown that EDC37 is less sensitive, ie harder to detonate, than PBX9501.80

However EDC37 is not an Insensitive High Explosive.81

The use of a different explosive has two implications. Firstly, the way in

which the primary operates will not be identical. Secondly, separate safety

assessments will be required to demonstrate the response of EDC37 to

shock and heat.

Both the performance and the safety of the warhead are affected by the

aging of the explosive. PBX9501 has been in service on US Trident

warheads for 26 years, as of 2005, more than twice as long as EDC 37. An

Aldermaston report published in 2002 highlights the uncertainty

surrounding predicting the effect of aging on EDC37. An analysis of trials

has concluded: “it appears that aged material cannot be totally mimicked

by starting with lower molecular mass material.”82 With regard to the

changing mechanical properties of the explosive it said “it is deduced that

while molecular changes within the nitrocellulose polymer have a

profound effect upon the resultant PBX mechanical properties other, as

yet, unidentified factors also play a role.”83 Aldermaston appear to be

replacing the high explosive after 12 years.84 A substantial further

extension of the explosive life would be hard to achieve.
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The research programme for EDC37 gives an insight into the

relationship between the British and American nuclear weapons’

establishments. One Aldermaston report describes use of the Witham

BdzilLambourn (WBL) model to predict the detonation wave for

EDC37.85 In a comment on this report an American scientist complains

that it fails to acknowledge that the British WBL model was based on

briefings he had given while visiting Aldermaston. One of the British

scientists disputed this and said that WBL was “an example of parallel and

convergent development, with interaction between groups at AWE and

LANL”.86

While some studies on EDC37 have been done at Aldermaston, others

have been carried out jointly with US counterparts, and some have been

done only in the US. As with all other aspects of nuclear weapons, the

development and verification of computer models is crucial. To analyse

explosive safety Lawrence Livermore Laboratory is developing the

Stevens Impact Test. This will produce data that can form a basis for

computer simulations. At first six US explosives were investigated. Later

EDC37 was added to the list of explosives used in trials.87

Aldermaston has published a report on a simple model of hot spot

initiation for EDC37.88 Los Alamos Laboratory carried out related studies

into the initiation of this explosive.89 A joint report, by both laboratories,

into the double shock initiation of EDC37 has also been published.90

Detonators
The W760 uses Exploding Bridge Wire (EBW) detonators.91 A powerful

surge of current heats a thin wire, probably gold, to the point of

vaporisation.92 This sets off a detonator charge, probably PETN, which in

turn initiates the main explosive.93 EBW detonators are placed around the

warhead High Explosive. The detonators should go off simultaneously and

should initiate the main charge so that it evenly compresses the plutonium

pit from all sides. 

Initiating the HE in a nuclear warhead by light was investigated in the

1980s. This project was mothballed in 1992 but was revived as the Direct

Optical Initiation System for the W761. Qualification testing of the new

method was scheduled to meet the W761 timeline.94 The development of

a laser fired fibre optic controlled detonator for the W78 and for future

SLBM warheads should be completed in FY2005.95 Currently the W76

and W78 use the same fireset, so it is not surprising that the new system is

being developed as a replacement for both warheads.

Detonators for British nuclear weapons are designed at Aldermaston
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and produced at Burghfield. Two British detonators were tested at Los

Alamos – the Mk13C and the Mk22A.96 It is likely that one of these is

used on the UK Trident RB. These are probably EBW detonators. The fact

that the EDC37 on the UK Trident RB is less sensitive than the PBX9501

in US warheads will affect detonation calculations. There will be a specific

effort to model and verify this detonation system.

Hydrodynamic testing
Hydrodynamic testing is subjecting small amounts of metal to investigate

how it behaves when compacted in situations similar to those found when

a warhead is detonated. Most of these experiments are carried out using

tantalum, lead or depleted uranium, but some use plutonium.97

Hydrodynamic testing has been a problem area in the US W761

programme. A test from FY2002 had to be repeated and four tests

scheduled for FY2003 were postponed. An appraisal of the work of Los

Alamos in FY2003 said “hydrotests remain a concern”.98 The UK has

participated in a recent joint US/UK test where plutonium was detonated

at the Nevada test site without producing a nuclear yield. This was part of

the hydrodynamic testing programme.

Inspections of warhead primaries
Since Trident has become fully operational, with three armed submarines,

the production of warhead primaries at Aldermaston has continued, albeit

at a low rate. Each year Aldermaston inspects several warheads that have

been withdrawn from service for routine surveillance. These inspections

damage the primary to the extent that it cannot be reassembled. The

ongoing primary production is to replace those damaged during this

surveillance process. The scale of this surveillance effort suggests that

Aldermaston scientists may doubts about material changes within the

primary over time. These changes could affect safety or the designed yield.

Secondary

The secondary is the fusion component in a nuclear weapon. It increases

the yield of the warhead by a factor of around ten. The main component of

the secondary of the W76 and the UK Trident RB is made of Highly

Enriched Uranium (HEU).  Development of computer models for the

secondary of the W76 warhead has been a problem area for the US

programme. The conclusion of the Dual Revalidation, in 1999, said

progress had been made in baselining and benchmarking the secondary.

Later reports indicate that this work is progressing slowly.
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The interaction of materials in the secondary may cause problems as the

warhead ages. A 1997 US report identified the moisture content of organic

materials in the Canned Sub Assembly, or secondary, as one focus for

research. Hydrogen from these materials can lead to the formation of

uranium hydride.99

In 2000 there was a substantial surveillance effort looking at the

secondaries in British warheads. This was required to support plans to

extend the life of the warhead. As with the US programme, there may be a

critical degree of uncertainty about how the secondary in the UK Trident

RB would perform over the longer term.

Reliable Replacement Warhead

In 2005 Congress diverted funding from the design of new warheads into

a new concept study, the Reliable Replacement Warhead (RRW).100 The

House Armed Services Committee urged that the initial focus should be on

replacement SLBM warheads and the Navy is chairing the RRW Project

Officers Group. So a replacement for W76 is likely to be high on the

agenda of this study. RRW is expected to focus on components in the

Nuclear Explosives Package, as Life Extension Programs can already

substantially modify other parts. The initial focus is likely to be on

replacement pits.101 This implies that RRW may first look at a

replacement pit for W76. If the new project is continued it is planned to

have a redesigned warhead by between 2012 and 2015. The first batch of

W761 warheads are to be completed by 2012. RRW may provide an

alternative to continuing with the W761 upgrade.

RRW is expected to consider how to trade Cold War priorities, such as

high yield/weight ratios, for reliability. This could result in a heavier

Trident warhead, possibly using Insensitive High Explosive. Some nuclear

experts have questioned the feasibility of the RRW programme. 
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Annex J

Nuclear weapons development process

Nuclear Weapons interchange between the US and Britain

The ongoing exchange of nuclear weapons information between Britain

and America takes place under the Mutual Defence Agreement of 1958.

The Joint Atomic Information Exchange Group controls the release of US

nuclear weapons design information. The main means of interchange are

Joint Working Groups (JOWOGs). New working groups can be created

and existing ones amended or deleted at the annual highlevel Stocktake

meeting.

Over the years there have been a total of 25 JOWOGs. 16 of these were

active in 2002. The groups held a total of 181 meetings in 2001.1 61 of

these took place in the UK and the remainder in the US. Most meeting in

the UK are at Aldermaston while US meetings are normally at Los Alamos

National Laboratory, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and

Sandia National Laboratory.

JOWOGs have subgroups (SUBWOGs) concentrating on particular

areas. There are also Focused Exchange meetings of JOWOGs on

individual topics. Some subgroups meet quarterly, but most probably

meet once or twice a year. In 2001 there were, on average, 11 meetings per

JOWOG.

70100 people have attended some meetings of JOWOG 37, Laboratory

Plasma Physics. However most JOWOG meetings are smaller. JOWOG

meetings are normally over 2 days and the participants discuss several

scientific papers.

Most of the papers are of US origin and a small minority are submitted

from Aldermaston. It is possible that several hundred papers are discussed

each year at these meetings.2 The papers are on a range of subjects related

to nuclear weapons science, practical procedures and safety issues. Some

JOWOG papers are available on the internet.

There are also three working groups that deal directly with Trident.3

These are the Joint Steering Tasks Group, the Trident Joint ReEntry

Systems Working Group and the Joint Systems Performance and

Assessment Group. In addition there are Exchange of Information and

Visit Reports (EIVRs).

There is clearly a substantial exchange of information between Britain

and the US on nuclear weapons issues. The flow of knowledge is
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overwhelmingly, but not exclusively, from America to the UK.

Nevertheless this volume of interaction does not mean that the two

countries are entirely open with each other. There is information on Trident

warheads which the US does not share with Aldermaston. Conversely

there are details of the British Trident warhead programme that are not

shared with their American counterparts.

Computer simulations  United States

The US has not ratified the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, but has

observed a moratorium on testing since 1992. In recent years the US

nuclear weapons establishment has reduced the time lag between a

decision to resume testing and the first test occurring.4

The Stockpile Stewardship Program was set up to develop alternative

ways of verifying nuclear weapons. The main mechanism for doing this is

the Advanced Simulation and Computing (ASC) initiative. ASC is a

massive project. The Administration plans to spend over $ 4 billion on

ASC between FY2005 and FY2009.5 Expenditure in earlier years was

around $700 million per year. In FY2005 the cost of the ASC program is

equivalent to $5.7 million per Teraflop of computing power.6

The current plan for increasing ASC computing power is shown in the

table.7

Platform power is for one computer system, whereas total power is the

combined capability of all the ASC computers. Both are measured in
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Teraflops. One Teraflop is a thousand billion floating point operations per

second.

Some of the initial simulations took a long time to run. For example, in

2000 an early trial secondary prototype simulation ran for 1016 hours.8 US

nuclear weapons designers want to move to Petaflop computing (a

Petaflop is 1,000 Teraflops). They argue that Petaflop computing would

“begin to make 3D simulations analytical tools rather than just enabling a

tourdeforce calculation.”9 The 2005 report into the ASC project said that

the highest risk factor was that the computing power available would not

be adequate for the task. This suggests that they want more power than is

in the current schedule.

In 2001 the four most powerful computers in the world were all in the

US nuclear weapons program. In 2002 these were overtaken by the

Japanese Earth Simulator, which has a power of 35 Teraflops. The nuclear

planners are overtaking this.

The storage capacity is also on a gigantic scale, measured in Petabytes.

The requirements for the nuclear weapons programme are compatible with

those of Google, the main internet search engine.10

In May 2004 Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) won a

competition between the US nuclear sites to build a new computing centre.

The current computer at ORNL was to be upgraded to 20 Teraflops in

2004, then an additional computer with similar power, Red Storm, added

in 2005. A new building will be constructed with 40,000 square feet of

computer space and 400 staff.

There are two main developments under ASC, nuclear applications and

nonnuclear applications. The nuclear application program has developed

prototypes models to simulate the detonation of a primary and then of a

thermonuclear secondary. These were followed by a prototype model of a

coupled simulation of both primary and secondary. The initial capability of

the coupled simulation was to be established by the end of FY2004.11 US

nuclear weapons development is done first for normal environment, then

for abnormal environment, such as during an accident, then for the hostile

environment of nuclear war. The initial capability of this simulation was

for normal conditions. The target for completing a full coupled simulation

for abnormal environment is FY 2008. The prototype model uses the W80

cruise missile warhead.12 A model of the W76 will be developed at an early

stage.

The nonnuclear applications program has developed a Stockpile to

Target simulation to model the conditions which a warhead would

encounter. Again the initial prototype model was for a normal
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environment. A prototype for abnormal environment was to be developed

in FY2004, followed by an abnormal environment model in FY 2005.13

The warhead used in the initial model was the W76. The simulation

included the flight conditions the reentry vehicle would encounter, the

operation of the radar and contact fuses and the Arming, Fusing and Firing

system in the warhead. Full accomplishment of the Stockpile to Target

simulation for normal environment is to be accomplished in FY2007.

The accuracy of the models is checked by the Validation and

Verification program. This has been defined in these terms: “Verification

determines that a software implementation correctly represents a model of

a physical process. Validation determines whether a computer model

correctly represents the real world”.14 The models are tested against two

types of data: information from nuclear tests, and results from

experiments. Reports from tests carried out at Nevada and elsewhere are

being collated by the Nuclear Weapons Archiving Project. A priority in this

work is to gather a large volume of data from W76 and W80 nuclear tests.

Where there are anomalies in test results research is being carried out to

try to understand these anomalies. The facilities used to gather new

experimental data are outlined below.

Predicting accuracy also involves the calculation of Quantitative Margin

and Uncertainties (QMU) logic. The first warhead for which this is being

carried out is the W76. QMU logic for this warhead is to be completed by

FY2009.

Computer simulations  Britain

The Strategic Defence Review and subsequent statements have said: “it is

our policy to maintain a minimum capability to design and produce a

successor to Trident should this prove necessary”.15 However, without

resorting to a nuclear test, Aldermaston is not currently capable of

designing a successor weapon within the bounds of safety and reliability.

The summary of a presentation by Darel Landeg, computer director at

AWE, revealed that their mission was to “develop the capability to

produce a successor system without recourse to underground nuclear

warhead tests.”16

As with the US, the key is the construction of complex simulations. In

2002 AWE installed a new computer, Blue Oak, with a power of just under

3 Teraflops.17 While this will be able to run models of components of

nuclear weapons, and replicate features of a nuclear detonation, it will not

be able to carry out a full 3D simulation of a nuclear detonation. 

A two year programme to “introduce the next level of computing at
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AWE” was due to start in 2004.18 Darel Landeg said that they would

require computers with a power of 25 Teraflops by 2005 and hundreds of

Teraflops by 2010.19 Other reports indicate that Aldermaston’s computing

strategy was to move to 100 Teraflops by 2012.20

These planned systems would approach the power, and cost, of the

machines which the US is developing. This computer programme is likely

to be very expensive. The US example suggests that the hardware is only

around 20 % of the overall budget for these simulations.21

AWE collaborates with the US laboratories in the “Joint Test

Programme” to improve warhead modelling.22 As part of this programme

AWE have developed a Finite Element model of the UK Trident Reentry

Body. There is also a joint LLNL, AWE and IBM project on improving

synchronous operations on High Powered Computers

Britain has already obtained a component that was tested in the US

system. The MC 4380A neutron generator was certified as a result of tests

carried out by computer simulation within the US program. Since 2001 it

has been manufactured in the US for use on both American and British

Trident warheads. 

It is likely that while the US allows Britain to use its computer facilities

for limited tasks, and helps AWE to develop its own simulation system,

they are not willing to construct a fullscale simulation of a British

warhead within ASC. The history of AngloAmerican nuclear

collaboration suggests that the US has been most willing to open up its

own files when Britain is carrying on its own research, and least willing to

collaborate when very little research was being done in the UK. Today this

is measured by the development of computer simulations. It is likely that

access to US design information will be determined by the extent to which

AWE develops an independent computer simulation system.

The substantial computing power that Aldermaston is seeking could be

put to far better use. The 35 Teraflop Earth Model on the Japanese

supercomputer has simulated the creation and progress of tsunamis.

Meteorologists would like to have computers with powers of over 100

Teraflops. These could be used to predict the paths of hurricanes and save

lives, rather than for designing weapons of mass destruction.

Experimental facilities – US

Trials are carried out in order to check and validate the computer models

that are being created. The main facilities are used to subject small

amounts of material to high temperature and pressure in order to examine

how these materials perform when they are used in nuclear weapons.
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These included studies of the primary of a weapon, this is the fission stage

of a device. Primary studies consider the effect of imploding Plutonium.

Experiments into the behaviour of the High Explosives used are also

carried out. The other major nuclear component of a weapon is the

secondary or thermonuclear element. Experiments on this include studies

of the performance of deuterium and tritium when subjected to high

temperature and pressure. 

Some of the main facilities are:

National Ignition Facility (NIF) 
The term “ignition” refers to “simulating fusion conditions in a nuclear

explosion”.23 Developing computer codes for the secondary of nuclear

warheads will be the main focus of research at NIF.24 In the facility laser

pulses will be fired at deuteriumtritium targets.25 NIF will also be used for

other nuclear weapon research.26 It is due to be available in FY2005 and to

be completed in FY2008. Britain will be able to use NIF.

Dual Axis Radiographic Hydrotest (DAHRT) 
DAHRT produces 3D imagery of primary implosion. The second axis

should become available in FY 2006. The initial priorities will be

supporting the W76, B61 and W88 warheads.

Nevada Test Site 
The main purpose of subcritical experiments at the test site is to

investigate the performance of warhead primaries.27 A focus of these tests

has been the primaries of W76 and W88 Trident warheads. Britain has

carried out subcritical experiments at Nevada.

Joint Actinide Shock Physics Experimental Research (JASPER) facility 
JASPER plays a key role in experiments to understand the behaviour of

plutonium. The FY2005 budget increased funding for JASPER because

fewer subcritical tests were to take place at Nevada and more experiments

carried out at JASPER instead.

OMEGA pulsed laser facility at the University of Rochester 
OMEGA is used to support secondary codes.28 The FY 2005 budget

allocates funds to expand this facility.29

Zfacility at SNL 
The Z facility studies material response at high pressure, provides support

for secondary codes and EOS. It also has carried out work on deuterium.
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HE testing 
A focus of HE testing for FY2005 is a replacement PBX901 for W761.

This includes flighttesting this explosive in a Trident test flight.30

Experimental Facilities – Britain

In July 2005 the MoD announced that £350 million would be spent in each

of three successive years on facilities at AWE. It is likely that this will

include new computer equipment, a new laser facility and other

developments.

ORION
In 2005 AWE applied for planning permission to build a new laser facility,

ORION. This is designed to be 1000 times more powerful than the 20 year

old HELEN laser, which it is intended to replace.31 The specifications are

for a facility with a power measured in Petawatts and Energy measured in

Kilojoules.32 Short bursts from the two lasers will create very high

temperatures and pressures similar to those of a nuclear explosion.

Information on NIF and OMEGA suggests that ORION would be used

primarily, but not exclusively, for experiments related to the thermonuclear

secondary of a warhead.

VULCAN
AWE uses the VULCAN laser facility operated by Rutherford Appleton

Laboratories.33

Aldermaston scientists also have access to US test facilities.
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Annex K

US and NATO Dual Capable Aircraft

Dual Capable Aircraft (DCA) can be used in either a conventional or a

nuclear role. Squadrons of F15E, F16 and Tornado aircraft are trained and

equipped to carry out both functions. These fall into three categories: US

Air Force (USAF) units based in the US, USAF Europe (USAFE) units

based in Europe, and units of the German, Italian, Dutch and Belgian Air

Forces. 

The nuclear bombs deployed for use by these aircraft are the B613,

B614 and B6110. There are 580 of these bombs in the operational

stockpile: 480 in Europe plus 100 in the US. An additional 435 bombs are

in the warhead reserve in the US.1 All the bombs are variable yield: B613

(0.3, 1.5, 60 & 170 kiloton), B614 (0.3, 1.5, 10 & 45 kiloton) and B6110

(0.3, 5, 10 & 80 kiloton).2

The B613 and B614 were first produced in 1979. The warheads in the

B6110 were built for Pershing missiles. When Pershing was removed,

under the INF treaty, the warheads were repackaged in B61 bomb cases.

The reconfigured weapons entered service in 1990. The B6110 has an

additional safety feature, Enhanced Nuclear Detonation Safety (ENDS),

which is not present on the B613 or B614. USAFE procedures for allied

use of these bombs refer to all three variants. 

In 2002 a dummy bomb was introduced for use in training. This B614

Type 3E trainer is used to simulate the B613, B614 and B6110.3 These

all use Permissive Action Link (PAL). PAL requires a 6 or 12 figure code

to be entered before the bomb can be armed.4 The B614 Type 3E trainer

simulates the PAL and other electrical systems in a real bomb. The trainers

are used to practice moving the weapons, connecting them to aircraft and

arming and disarming them.5 They play a crucial role in training and

qualifying both ground crew and aircrew for nuclear operations. 

A second type of dummy bomb is the B614 Type 3A. This is a

maintenance trainer, which should not be used for movement, or arming

exercises. It is likely that this is a mock up of the internal features of a

bomb. It is probably used for training personnel in how to inspect weapons

and in how to replace Limited Life Components and other parts that are

external to the sealed Canned Sub Assembly of a nuclear warhead. A third

type of dummy bomb, BDU, is also used in exercises.

Towards the end of the Cold War a new method of storing nuclear
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bombs was devised, the Weapon Secure Storage and Security System

(WS3). This was designed to make the weapons more secure and less

vulnerable to a conventional or nuclear attack on the airbase. Rather than

storing all the weapons together, a few bombs are placed in a vault in each

hanger. Each vault can take four bombs. It is likely that at each airbase at

least one vault is kept empty for use in training exercises. The first WS3

vaults were completed in Germany in 1990 and in Turkey in 1998. A recent

modernization programme has the target of keeping the facilities

operational until 2018.6

USAF units based in the US

Tactical aircraft based at two US airfields have the facilities to train for a

nuclear role. There are two operational squadrons of F15E at Seymour

Johnston Air Force Base (AFB). These aircraft are trained and prepared for

worldwide deployment at short notice. There are five Type 3E trainers at

Seymour Johnston. The second airfield is Cannon AFB, which has three

squadrons of F16 and requires three Type 3E trainers. These aircraft

probably have a similar role to those at Seymour Johnston. The aircraft at

both bases also train for and are deployed on conventional operations. 

There are no Type 3A trainers required at either of these bases. This

suggests that there are no nuclear weapons at either site. B613, B614 and

B6110 bombs are stored at the main USAF nuclear depots at Nellis AFB

and Kirtland AFB. Additional weapons may also be stored at depots at

Eglin AFB and Sheppard AFB. Many of the bombs at Nellis and Kirtland

are part of the US reserve or are awaiting dismantlement. 

In 1998 one of the squadrons from Seymour Johnston was trained for a

nuclear role and then sent on an exercise, within the US, simulating a

nuclear attack on North Korea.7 Although these units have a potential

global role, there has been a particular emphasis in the past on their

deployment to Europe in support of NATO.  In 1997 regional Commanders

were asked if they required support from DCA. Only the Commander of

EUCOM said that he did.8 Aircraft from Seymour Johnston took part in a

nuclear exercise in support of NATO in 1998.9

USAFE units in Europe

Lakenheath AFB in England is the most significant USAF nuclear base in

Europe. It is home to US F15E aircraft and has the largest number of type

3E trainers.10 There 33 nuclear bomb vaults and an estimated 110 B61

bombs on the site, all allocated to the USAF.11 There is a smaller capability

at Aviano AFB in Italy. This is a base for USAF F16 aircraft. Here there
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are 18 nuclear bomb vaults and around 50 bombs, allocated to the USAF. 

There are substantial number of bombs at Ramstein in Germany and

Incirlik in Turkey. No Dual Capable Aircraft are based at either site. Most

of these weapons could be used by aircraft from Seymour Johnston and

Cannon in the US.  

Ramstein AFB in Germany is the main US base in Europe. It houses the

headquarters of USAFE and of NATO air operations. There are 55 bomb

vaults and it is estimated that there are between 110 and 130 bombs at

Ramstein. 90 of these are allocated to the USAF. There is also a

requirement for four Type 3E trainers at Ramstein, although there are no

aircraft based there which could carry out a nuclear strike role.12

At Incirlik AFB in Turkey there are two Type 3A maintenance trainers

and 25 bomb vaults. However there is only one Type 3E trainer. This

implies that there is no Turkish Airforce or USAF unit based in Turkey,

which is certified for a nuclear role. The Bulletin of Atomic Scientist

estimates that there are 90 bombs at Incirlik, 50 of which are allocated to

the USAF.

Spangdalem AFB is a USAF base in Germany. The unit that is

responsible for the maintenance and security of US nuclear weapons has

its headquarters at Spangdalem. There do not appear to be any nuclear

weapons at Spangdalem. The airfield is the home base for F16s. However

the USAF would like to move these aircraft to Incirlik, if Turkey gives

permission.13

German, Italian, Dutch and Belgian Aircraft

During the Cold War a number of NATO countries were allocated US

nuclear weapons. These were kept in US custody, but could be released in

war for use by European members of the alliance. A legacy of this

deployment has continued in the nuclear capable aircraft maintained by

four of the allies.

There are similar capabilities at four airbases: Buechel (Germany),

Ghedi (Italy), Kleine Brugel (Belgium) and Volkel (Holland). There are

two or more squadrons of strike aircraft at each base. The German and

Italian Airforces have Tornado’s and the Belgians and Dutch Airforces

have F16s.

Each of these bases has been assigned six Type 3E trainers to practice

handling and arming bombs. These airfields each have 11 bomb vaults and

one Type 3A maintenance trainer.14 It is estimated that there are 20 nuclear

bombs at each, except Ghedi Torre where there are 40. All the weapons are

allocated to the host airforce. Release of the bombs can be authorised by
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the senior US officer in Europe, either in his NATO role, SACEUR, or as

the Commander of US European Command.15

Dual Capable Aircraft practice carrying out attacks from another nuclear

airbase in the annual NATO exercise ABLE GAIN. In Spring 2004 this

was held at Kleine Brugel. Two aircraft from each of the four European

Airforces took part, plus two USAF F15s from Lakenheath.16

Summary of US nuclear bombs in Europe

The table below shows the likely distribution of B61 bombs, WS3 vaults

and bomb trainers in Europe.17 Dual capable aircraft based at these sites are

also shown.

Until 2001 there were also 20 B61 bombs at Araxos Airbase in Greece for

use by the Greek Airforce. The table assumes that these were moved to

Ramstein AFB.18 The deployment of trainers in the table is from a 2004 list

of requirements. This differed from a proposed distribution drawn up the

previous year, which was probably never implemented.19

The Bulletin of Atomic Scientists estimates that total number of B61s

deployed in Europe in 2004 was 480, the same as it had been in 1994.20

This is consistent with a graph, on the NATO website, that shows there was

no significant change in the number of bombs in Europe between 1999 and

2004 and only a slight reduction between 1993 and 1999.21 This small drop
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was probably due to the withdrawal of RAF WE177 bombs from

Germany between 1995 and 1998.

Alert statUs and forward deployment

In 1981 around 5 % of DCA in Europe were on minutes notice to take off

and the remainder were on hours or days notice.22 In 1995 the NATO

Nuclear Planning Group reduced the state of readiness, half the force

would be on weeks notice and the other half on months notice.23 In 2002

the alert status was further reduced and the whole force is now on a state

of readiness measured in months.24 Training will be required for

participation in annual ABLE GAIN and ABLE ALLY nuclear exercises.

With the extended alert status it is possible that only limited additional

training is carried out and that only a proportion of the units are actually

nuclear certified.

Given this low state of readiness, and concerns about security, it is

surprising that the weapons are still forward deployed. They could have been

withdrawn to the US, even if they were not scrapped. An article written in

1993 by J Gregory L Schulte, Director of NATO’s Nuclear Planning

Directorate, gives an insight into this. He dismissed the view that the bombs

could be removed and only returned if there was a crisis, saying, “NATO’s

nuclear posture must seek to dissuade a potential aggressor in peacetime,

instead of only after a crisis has begun.”25 The scale of weapons deployed

shows that Russia is still considered the main potential aggressor. But the

continued forward deployment of B61 bombs only makes it more difficult

for Russia to reduce its own nuclear forces. This posture makes Russia more

of a risk. Also the more substrategic nuclear weapons which Russia retains,

the greater is the risk that they could fall into other hands. Keeping the B61s

does not contribute to European security but undermines it.

The second point which Mr Schulte made was that if the bombs were

moved back to the US, then redeploying them in a time of crisis could

exacerbate the situation. This is the same argument which is used to justify

keeping Britain’s Trident submarines fully armed and on patrol. But yet the

US has taken some steps of this nature. Nuclear armed cruise missiles have

not been scrapped, but they are no longer deployed. The concept of

“responsive force” in the current US posture is based the argument that it

is useful to have reserves which are only activated in a crisis. It is hard to

accept that fears of reintroducing weapons in a crisis are the real reason

behind the failure to withdraw B61s from Europe. Keeping the weapons in

place is not a norisk option, it perpetuates historic fears and increases the

risk of an accident.

188
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A more genuine US concern may be that if the weapons were withdrawn

their European allies would veto their redeployment during a crisis.26 This

indicates that a key factor behind the continual presence of these bombs is

concern in Washington that the Europeans will not always fall inline

behind American military policy. The USAF could technically use bombs

based in Britain, Germany or Turkey without the host nation’s permission.

However this would do irreparable damage to the alliance.

The future of Dual Capable Aircraft

There are safety issues surrounding the handling and movement of nuclear

bombs in Europe.27 There was particular concern about the Greek and

Turkish Airforces. Neither has aircraft with a nuclear role today.

Inspections revealed that many crews were not properly trained. In a

“wartime scramble” things could go wrong. The Type 3E trainers were

introduced in response to this.28

Maintaining a nuclear role complicates conventional air operations.

Procedures for training and certifying crews for a nuclear role are time

consuming. The presence of B61 bombs in aircraft hangers imposes

restrictions on operations, particularly the handling of conventional

explosives, within the building. Similar bombs were withdrawn from

South Korea in 1991, despite ongoing concern about North Korea. 

B61 bombs are concentrated at between 2 and 4 major storage sites in

the US. In Europe they are dispersed in 175 vaults at 9 airbases. While the

old concern was theft, the new threat is suicide bombers. A report by Major

Lyle Cary USAF addresses the security of these weapons. He regards

Europe as a “higher threat area” than the US and urges policy makers to

consider whether security considerations outweighed any remaining

benefits from keeping the B61s in Europe.29 He concludes that the bombs

should be removed and stored in the US. 

The F16 will be phased out when the new F35 Joint Strike Fighter (JSF)

is deployed. At this stage there are no plans to develop a nuclear capability

for JSF, but the aircraft is being designed so that this capability can be

added later.30 Germany is replacing the Tornado with the Eurofighter

between 2007 and 2015 and there are no plans for the new aircraft to have

a nuclear role.31

In 1997 Air Combat Command suggested that the state of alert of the

DCA based in the US should be reduced. The Commander of EUCOM

objected.32 He argued that these forces were still important because Russia

had a 3 to 1 advantage in tactical nuclear weapons and were placing

increased emphasis on these weapons as their conventional forces
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declined. He also expressed concern about states that could potentially

target WMD on European capitals. 

Paul Robinson, Chair of the US Strategic Advisory Group, said that

NATO’s nuclearcapable aircraft are of limited value against Russia. Their

old targets in Eastern Europe have vanished and they would not be able to

penetrate Russian air defences. Instead he argued that these aircraft could

be an “extremely important component of an Allied force to deter

aggression in wider parts of the world”.33 He added that the allies have to

be motivated to maintain these forces.34 In 1994 discussions had been held

on procedures for using nuclear weapons based in Europe in the Persian

Gulf, which is outside EUCOM’s area of responsibility.35

However a detailed study into the new forces that the US should acquire

for Counter Proliferation concluded that DCA should be retired and the

funding diverted to other projects.36 The USAF is far more likely to use B2

bombers in a Counter Proliferation nuclear attack than DCA. One major

constraint on the use of DCA is the requirement for host nation support.

Most NATO members are not enthusiastic about US plans to use NATO

nuclear weapons for Counter Proliferation. Turkey has said that it would

not support US military action against Iran. 

The Whither Deterrence study into future nuclear requirements, carried

out by Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, concluded that there was no need

to retain forward based aircraft in a nuclear strike role and that these forces

should be eliminated.37 A Defence Science Board Task Force on Nuclear

Deterrence said, “The long term rationale and support for DCA was

uncertain”.38

Some of the USAF commanders responsible for DCA are concerned

about a lack of coherent planning for their potential use. Prior to the

drafting of the Doctrine for Joint Nuclear Operations, US Joint Forces

Command (USJFCOM) carried out a review of existing procedures.39 A

representative of USJFCOM commented, “USSTRATCOM plans

integrating DCA within the various theaters are not very apparent to the

units that may be tasked to carry out these plans.”40

In an academic report Major Brian Polser USAF argues that forward

deployed DCA, on a state of alert measured in months, are not well suited

for the new strategic strike role.41 He says that NATO is schizophrenic in

the way it promotes both nonproliferation and nuclear deterrence. The

deployment of Theatre Nuclear Weapons in Europe is described as “a

strategy in search of a threat”. He concludes that the B61s should be

withdrawn from Europe. Lee Butler described these weapons as “the most

dysfunctional, menacing, and generally counterproductive element in the

current relationship [between the US and Russia]”.42
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A study into the Future Roles of US nuclear forces says of the DCA in

Europe – “what military problem they could actually solve remains

manifestly unclear”.43 It argues that these weapons could only be used

against an opponent who could not be stopped by conventional forces, but

who lacked effective air defences. The limited range of the aircraft also

restricts the situations in which they might be used. The conclusion is that

“The purpose of the United States tactical nuclear weapons currently

deployed in Europe is political, not military”.44 The study identified

problems resulting from uncertainty over the role of DCA. If they only

serve a political purpose, then it may not be important that the nuclear

planners don’t know their job, and the pilots aren’t trained. But, the authors

argue, if they have a military role, then this has to be thought through and

the appropriate training provided. They further argue that “US planners at

least need to know the difference”, they need to be clearly told if these are

only political weapons, or if they have any military purpose.45

The traditional political argument was that nuclear weapons were a sign

of America’s commitment to the defence of Europe. In 2005 there were

calls from Belgium and Germany for the bombs to be removed. The US

cannot claim it is responding to demands from Europe for nuclear support. 

A second argument is that by deploying its own weapons the US reduces

the likelihood of European countries building their own bombs.

Historically this argument was particularly made with regard to Germany.

There is no sign that any European states, apart from Britain and France,

have any interest in building their own bomb.

A third factor is that these weapons are retained as bargaining chips, to

be negotiated away in exchange for reductions in the Russian tactical

nuclear stockpile.46 Russia does still have a large stockpile of these

weapons. But there is no need to delay any reduction in NATO’s

equivalent arms. The US and its European allies should take the initiative

and unilaterally scrap these weapons.
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The following are abbreviations used at more than one point in this report.

ABM Anti Ballistic Missile

AFB Air Force Base

AF&F Arming Fuzing and Firing System

AWE Atomic Weapons Establishment

B2 US stealth bomber

B61 US freefall nuclear bomb

CINC Commander in Chief

DCA Dual Capable Aircraft

DESS Data Entry Sub System

DGZ Desired Ground Zero

ESGN Electrostatically Supported Giro Navigation

EUCOM US European Command

FCS Fire Control System

FOIA Freedom of Information Act

FY Financial Year

GPS Global Positioning Satellite

HEU Highly Enriched Uranium

ICBM Inter Continental Ballistic Missile

ISPAN Integrated Planning & Analysis System, formerly called 

SWPS

JSCPN Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan – Nuclear annex

LANL Los Alamos National Laboratory

LE Life Extension

LLNL Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

MGPS Missile Graphic Planning System

MIRV Multiple Independently Targeted Reentry Vehicle

MoD Ministry of Defence

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organisation

NOTC Nuclear Operations and Targeting Centre

NPR Nuclear Posture Review 2001

NSWCDD Naval Surface Warfare Centre Dahlgren Division

OPLAN Operations Plan

OPLAN 8044 Main US nuclear war plan, formerly called the SIOP
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OSP Ocean Survey Program

PBV Post Boost Vehicle

RAF Royal Air Force

RB Reentry Body

RNEP Robust Nuclear Earth Penetrator

RV Reentry Vehicle

RUSI Royal United Services Institute

SACEUR Supreme Allied Commander Europe

SIOP Single Integrated Operations Plan

SIPS SLBM Integrated Planning System

SLBM Submarine Launched Ballistic Missile

SNL Sandia National Laboratory

SRS SLBM Retargeting System  (Strategic Retargeting 

System)

SWPS Strategic War Planning System

STRATCOM US Strategic Command

TASM Tactical Air to Surface Missile

TLAMN Tactical Land Attack Missile – Nuclear

TNO Theatre Nuclear Option

UJTL Universal Joint Task List

UKLC United Kingdom Liaison Cell

USAF United States Air Force

USAFE United States Air Force Europe

W76 Trident warhead

WE177 RAF freefall nuclear bomb

WMD Weapon of Mass Destruction

WS3 Weapons Secure Storage and Security System
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